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\\'riling this book \\'as difficult.
Prose is not my strong suit. The
pluses: \\'riling did sharpen my
memories of my family and inspired
my exploration of the e\·ents and
peculiarities of the twentieth century.
These deep insights ,,·ere a reward in
and of themsch-cs.
The raison cl'C~trc for Bullish on
Life is to expose my ch ild ren,
grandchi ldren. and future progeny
along with my friends ami other
readers into my many fantasies,
foibles, and Aan>rs. Alongside my
philosophies and aehic,·ements to
date. I know there \\·ill be many more
as I continue my ,·oyage. "Full speed
ahead- Steady as he goes."
I hope you enjoy the book.
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PREFACE

I know now how Moses felt- forty years for him to get to his destination, the Promised Land. To satisfy my need to make my book perfect,
I could use an additional thirty-seven years; I have reached the Red
Sea and the waters don't part. There is an Arab acronym, IBM, which
stands for inshallah, bokra, moumken, meaning, "With the will of
God, tomorrow, maybe." No more tomorrow. No more maybe. I'm
stopping here. The book is complete.
I hope all of you- family, colleagues and friends - who read this
book will glean the reasons that make Gerry bullish on life.
Now for the thank yous. First of all, to Chris Stelmack, loyal
scribe, recipient of my angst caused by the disease writer's block, and
corrector of my dangling participles. Wallace Schroeder, an editor of
the New York Times, who insists on verifying the accuracy of all my
comments. If you notice a lot of dates, it is because of Wally's insistence and that of my production specialist, Susan Hayes. If you like
the layout, it's because of Susan. The DVD was produced by Stu Lisson of Syracuse University in 2006, when I received the university's
highest honor for an alumnus- the Arents Award. David Vandepol,
who shared many bottles of wine with me while recording my ramblings and who guided me to many brilliant (at least in my mind)
insights. My wonderful housekeeper, Alvira, who keeps my mental
process stimulated with strong espresso. A special dedication to my
wife and ultimate muse, Daphna; my six children - Lauren, Kimberly, Douglas, Thomas, Shelly, and Roy; my eleven grandchildren Sophie, Eva, Maxwell, Jake, Abigail, Helen, Joshua, Jessica, Rachel,
Dean, and Ran (I have my own football team)- for whom this is
required reading. To all of my friends out there whose names were
inadvertently omitted in my book, consider yourselves lucky. My next
book will be even more racy, ribald, and ridiculous.
Stay tuned.
VII

BULLISH ON LIFE

B£GINNINGS

I WAS BORN IN UTICA, NEw YoRK, on May 9, 1930, under the astrological sign of Taurus, the bull. At my birth, my parents, Myron
Cramer and Kate Pikarsky Cramer, were both in their forties, an age
that was then considered late and dangerous for having a child.
My mother used to tell me that I was a "mistake" and that she
would have had me aborted but my father wouldn't let her. I always
looked upon him as the guy who probably saved my life. Still, I can't
really be angry with her; back then, having a baby was unusual at age
forty-one and a threat to the mother's life.
I had one brother eleven years older than I, Leroy - his name
means "the king" and he hated his name. I had a sister eight years
older than I, Shirley, whom I called Shoik. I was like a little grandkid
in the family.
I knew only one of my grandparents, Grandma Pikarsky. The
other three grandparents had died a long time before I was born. I
remember Grandma Pikarsky as a tiny bent-over "bubbie" constantly
kissing my face and me constantly rubbing it off.
I was recently given a charming book about the original Jewish
settlers in Utica, and I learned that most of those families were peddlers. My father was one, too, and Cramer actually means "merchant"
in German. Most of the knowledge I have of my family's history comes
from an old Jewish cemetery in Utica, where my parents are buried.
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There you see names like Cramer and Crameyer, some hardly legible,
on the crooked tombstones.
The Cramers immigrated from what is now Lithuania. When my
father was born in 1888, it was part of Russia; earlier, it had been part
of Poland, and before that it was an independent country of its own.
The Eastern European region where most Jews lived was called the
Pale, which stretched from Latvia and Lithuania in the north to the
Black Sea in the south. This was where the Jews ghettoized themselves, either voluntarily or involuntarily. They were shopkeepers,
farmers and moneylenders. They had large families, too. Not only
were there no birth-control pills, but they wouldn't have wanted them
anyway. Women were like broodmares, and the families were big for
a good reason: the more children, the more workers to make sure the
family survived.
My father was the third youngest in a family of thirteen and grew
up in a small farming community near Kaunas, a large city known as
the Jerusalem of Northern Europe and the birthplace of much of the
philosophical and religious thought of the Kabbalah. He was his
mother's pet. All of the children were expected to work on farms or in
shops to help support the family, but my father's mother sent him to
religious school to become a cantor. He had a good voice. Her decision caused some sibling rivalry because my father didn't have to
work; he just had to go to school and learn.
When he was twelve or thirteen, my father seriously injured his
arm. When he heard that a doctor recommended amputating it, he
told me that he ran away, into the woods. He stayed there several
weeks, during which time he treated his arm with mud, roots and his
own urine - real organic medicine - and the arm healed. He then
returned home, but he said that because his mother had approved an
amputation, he lost confidence in her and the rest of his family.
In 1904, when he was sixteen, he ran away from home again this time to get away from religious persecution in the Pale - the
pogroms - and to avoid induction into the Russian Army. He wanted
to go to America, the land of freedom. He hitchhiked to the German
port of Danzig, and from there took a ship to New York. A relative in
Utica had arranged for his passage. He landed at Ellis Island, where
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the relative had left a note for him with a silver dollar and instructions
to go to Utica to join other cousins.
In later years, my father brought over other family members,
including his parents. He gave up working in the local synagogue and,
like so many other Jewish immigrants, became a peddler. A persuasive, good-looking man - I got his genes - he was a natural at it. He
bought a horse and cart and traveled among the little farms all around
Utica selling bananas. He always said that his best friend was his horse.
Along the way, he met Kate Pikarsky, who lived in Wilkes-Barre,
a thriving city in the center of the anthracite coalfields of eastern
Pennsylvania. The Pikarskys also came from Kaunus, and Kate was
born on the ship coming to the United States. My father and mother
may have had an arranged marriage, I think, because of the Kaunus
connection. Because of its low-lying position on the Susquehanna
River, Wilkes-Barre flooded regularly, and my father must have felt
like a modern Noah as he moved Kate to the safety of Utica.
Shortly before I was born, the family moved to the farming town
of Smyrna, forty miles southwest of Utica, where my father bought the
general store. All the farmers came to him to buy shoes, sugar, and
other essentials. Once a wealthy farmer came in for a pair of shoes,
and my father brought out a pair. The farmer looked at them and said,
"They're nice, but do you have something better?" My father had only
that one pair in the farmer's size. He took them to the back room,
where he polished them, put them in a different box and raised the
price to $4 from $3. The farmer bought them. (It's the same for the
Starbucks phenomenon today: tell people that you have better coffee
and they'll be happy to pay more.)
The Cramers didn't stay in Smyrna long and returned to Utica.
I was born the year after the Wall Street crash and the Depression
had begun. I was too young to know about such things at the time, but
now I know that most people struggled financially and were nervous
and depressed. With the election of Franklin D. Roosevelt as president in 1932 came the beginnings of the New Deal, but times
remained hard right up until the United States entered World War II.
After searching in the recesses of my mind, my first memory is
of leaving the crib. Perhaps it's just a fantasy, but I think I remember
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my brother and sister teaching me to walk. I walked back and forth
between them, holding their hands for balance. Certainly, it's something they could have done, whether I'm remembering correctly or
not.
I do remember wetting my bed. That you can never forget.
My first really clear recollection is of my fourth birthday. Our
lunches were packed in shoe boxes instead of brown paper bags. It was
a Utica tradition: eating a shoe-box lunch with all the neighborhood
kids at your birthday party.
I spent my first eight years in Utica, which was once an important city in upstate New York, thanks to its location on the Mohawk
River. But like most other medium-sized upstate cities- Buffalo,
Rochester, and Syracuse - it has declined. Whereas it once had a
population of close to 100,000, by the beginning of the twenty-first
century, there were fewer th<m 60,000 residents.
My relationship with my mother was difficult, but I had a good
relationship with my father. I really liked him. For as long as I can
remember, I called him by his first name, Myron, not Dad, Pops or
Sir.
But there was an enigma about him because he was quiet and
taciturn. Myron Cramer was a very physical person, a strong man. His
nickname was "Killer Cramer" because he was in such great physical
shape. He worked hard - twelve-hour days, six-day weeks. The Shahbat, the Sabbath, Sunday in this case, was the only day he rested.
On Sunday his idea of rest was to work out at the gym, and I used
to go with him. He'd do his one-armed push-ups and extend a hard
rigid rubber stretcher the full width of his arms to the dismay of his
younger admirers who were unable to do it. He was a star of the
volleyball team because of his big serve. In fact, later on when I played
tennis, I'd motivate myself when I was serving by saying, "Come on,
Killer Cramer."
My father didn't have a normal laugh. Rather than go "ha ha ha
ha," he would exhale "haaaaaa," sounding like he had asthma. It was
so much fun to see him laughing, his face getting red with a big crinkle and going "haaaaaa." We played gin rummy together, too. All in
all, we had a nifty relationship. Before he died, I remember him nostalgically reminiscing his entire life to a young Kimmie Cramer and
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me. The dialogue was in Russian, Lithuanian, Yiddish, and English.
When he died at the age of eighty-four, I asked the doctor what specifically was the cause of death, his bad heart? The doctor said, "No, he
wore out, just wore out." Better to wear out than rust out.
Back in the days of my youth, most Jewish immigrants were traditionally religious, and my mom and dad were no exceptions. On Friday night, the Sabbath eve, we had gefilte fish and chicken and
lighted the candles. We kept a kosher kitchen, having separate dishes
for milchik and fleishik, or dairy and nondairy.
When Prohibition ended in 193 3, my father and two of his brothers, Eli and Harry, opened a brewery in Utica. The city once had
seven breweries and was known as the Milwaukee of the East. The
most famous was Utica Club, which is still going strong and brewing
many famous boutique beers.
My family's business was the Globe Brewing Company. Its label
was a picture of a globe. It made beer and ale. The ale was called
Royal Style and sold well; the beer, however, suffered from a branding
error and did not. It was called Dictator Style Lager, a poor choice for
a time when a rabble-rouser in Germany, a dictator by the name of
Adolf Hitler, was consolidating his power. Poor Myron didn't understand why his beer didn't sell. As Hitler annexed Austria, sales plummeted.
I remember going to kindergarten, playing in the sandbox, building sand castles, and crying. Did I miss my mother? Was I hungry?
Did a bully break my building? I don't remember why, but I cried. It
was a tough experience. I'm going to cry nostalgically now just thinking about it - all that time at the sandbox building sand castles!
While I don't remember much about my early years, some good
experiences have stuck in my mind. I remember a guy teaching me
how to draw cartoons and caricatures. I have a talent for that, and I
enjoy using it. (I still draw caricatures with my grandchildren; they
love it. They give me a subject, and I draw little caricatures, like Santa
Claus, Popeye and so on.)
My background was humble and unsophisticated, and I was a bit
of an underdog. Many years went by before I realized I was skillful,
accomplished, and popular. Looking back, however, I was probably
more successful in grammar school and high school than I thought at
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the time. I certainly didn't think I was outstanding. It's only in the last
thirty to thirty-five years that I realized I was "outstanding." Now that's
amazing. So that means the first forty years of my life I didn't know
how good I was. I'm sure I'm not the only person who has felt that way
about his early life.
I think my family background had something to do with my feeling of being an underdog. Given my mother, it's a wonder that I like
women so much. Mother was emotional and nervous, and she preyed
on people's feelings by threatening to kill herself. She was physically
unattractive. Up until she was sixty years old, she was fat and slovenly.
Despite weighing over 200 pounds, she would chase my brother around
the house with a rolling pin. She wasn't as severe with me because in
her fifties she couldn't run as fast. But she was still a tough cookie.
Paradoxically, before my mother died she became very attractive.
She was an elegant eighty-year-old. For someone who died "a thousand deaths," she lived to the ripe age of ninety-three according to her
birth certificate - but she told me she was ninety. Isn't that just like a
woman? Always making herself a few years younger.
When I returned to Rochester for a forty-five-year high school
reunion, one of my early boyhood friends, John Edwards, remarked to
me that he thought my mother was "anti-Christian." That's a switch
from "anti-Semitic." He felt most unwelcome in my house, he said,
because my mother made him feel so uncomfortable.
My mother was not all that bad. When I was about six, I remember a storm with thunder roaring like Godzilla and lightning aiming
at me. I asked her to make it go away. She took out her Bible and
prayed, and the storm went away.
When I was about nine, I stepped into a hive of bumblebees and
they attacked my feet. I ran home "faster than a speeding bullet" to
escape instant death (that was Superman's influence). My mother
bathed my wounded feet in Epsom salts. I did not die.
I remember the neighborhood kids in Utica, like Carl Michaels
and Sonny Barth. We did the things kids normally do. There was a
garbage dump not far from where we lived, and we'd go there to
scavenge for things.
I loved collecting. With no strong sibling connection, I was kind
of a loner. I amused myself by collecting things. I think it started with
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cigar bands. My father was one of the many American men at that
time who enjoyed cigars, and while driving, he would spit cigar
residue from the front window. I had to dodge not to get the splatter
in the back.
I also collected election cards, which politicians running for
office gave to potential voters, stamps, butterflies, beetles, and all sorts
of baseball cards. It's too bad I didn't hold on to any of those collections because they would go for mucho money on eBay today. Collecting is a solitary activity, but a beneficial way of passing time when you
are alone. (I try to influence my grandchildren to collect stamps. It's
one of the greatest hobbies a young person can have; you learn geography, mathematics, languages, even history.)
In 1938, my father sold the brewery and moved his family to
Rochester, where he opened The Four Corners Liquor Store. It was
the beginning of my lifelong interest in liquor, wine, and beer.
My parents were antiques. They were immigrants. They spoke
only Yiddish to each other, and I'm ashamed to say I was a little
embarrased by them. We kids all wanted to be Americans, and so it
was hard to have immigrant parents and extended family who spoke
broken English. My father couldn't even really write. He could sign
his name, he could read well, and even with his accent, he could
express himself clearly. My mother was a penmanship teacher and
had magnificent calligraphic handwriting. She wrote my father's
speeches for him. Myron was active in philanthropic work, which
Judaism encourages, saying it's a mitzvah, or God's blessing, to aid the
less fortunate.
Mine was a Depression family. My parents counted every penny.
Most people back then lived modestly, with poverty never far away.
Life was a struggle, but there were success stories, and I think my
father was one, relatively speaking. We had a house and a car, but my
parents were always struggling or felt that they were struggling. At
the supermarket they would always buy the brand that was a penny
cheaper. (I think that's why I am very aware of what things cost. When
I go to a supermarket today, I always look at the unit cost to find the
lowest unit-cost item. More people should do that.)
I remember my brother teaching me to ride a bike and later
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how to dance. Because of the age difference and his becoming a
soldier in World War II and my going off to college, I really didn't
know him that well until much later in our lives. He was my roommate when I was young. We shared the same bed. While he slept, the
grinding of his teeth frequently woke me up. That's the reason I've
been an insomniac.
World War II was a most memorable event for me. On December 7, 1941, I heard about the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor on the
radio while I was reading the Sunday comics. What a shock for an
eleven-year-old, comparable only to the September 11, 2001, destruction of the World Trade Center. In 1942, I was a twelve-year-old junior commando in charge of a group of ten-year-olds protecting our
neighborhood against any and all spies, traitors, and a surprise attack
on Rochester.

MY IMMEDIATE FAMILY
AUNTS AND UNCLES

There were only a few years that I had real interface with my aunts,
uncles, and cousins. We left Utica for Rochester when I was eight.
I recall with admiration my Aunt Dora, a widow - a unique
example of women's liberation- who ran her family's scrap business,
a "junkyard." She was a handsome, dignified woman working alongside her employees, sorting and bundling copper tubes and old rubber
tires and removing lead from batteries. Her number-one worker was
her son Leon, an ex-prizefighter with a cauliflower ear to prove it. He
was my father's favorite. It's obvious that Killer Cramer would be best
buddies with a welterweight.
My Uncle Eli and Aunt Ida lived in a big brick house with my
cousins Larry and Toby, both approximately my age. Aunt Ida died
recently at just over I 00. Larry and I are still close and enjoy a
mutual interest in Internet bridge and rooting for Syracuse University's basketball and football teams. Larry and I are the last survivors of
the Cramer clan.
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My mother's family in Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania, was poor and
lived in a multifamily house in the Heights. The Heights was built in
the late 1800s and was the only residential area not affected by the frequent flooding of the Susquehanna River. It's part of an endless block
of row houses, each with a prominent front porch as wide as the
house. My memory of the large Pikarsky family is blurred and vague.
There are names- Aunt Ray, the youngest, and Uncle Harry, the
only male. The family was a noisy and quarrelsome lot.
I do recall seeing a pretty little girl, probably about seven, two
porches away. I never talked to her, but nonetheless fell in love
with the vision, fantasizing that we would marry when I got big. Then
she would pack my lunch pail, and I would go off to work in the
coal mines, raising our sons to become miners like me. To quote the
young Tom Cramer when he was once engaged in conversation with
a pretty little girl, also about seven, while we were at a rest stop returning from a skiing trip, "You are so very beautiful. To think I will never
see you again."
My fantasy of being involved with coal became a reality. Seventy
years later, I'm an active investor in a coal-mining project in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania - not Wilkes-Barre. But the seven-year-old girl
will remain a fantasy forever.
MY BROTHER, LEROY

How he hated the name Leroy. Everyone called him Roy, but I called
him LEEEEroy.
He was drafted at twenty-one, going off to fight in World War II.
He was assigned to the Newport News, Virginia port of embarkation
to help pr~cess Army troops going to action overseas. Having flat feet,
plus his battalion commanding officer's being the occasional recipient
of a bottle of Scotch from Four Corners Liquor, allowed my brother
to keep his desk job and eventually become a staff sergeant.
He returned home after the war in 1945 and went to work at my
father's liquor store. He was the night shift, closing the store at 10 P.M.
I also worked at the store occasionally during the Christmas and New
Year's holiday season, trying to look like an eighteen-year-old, the legal
age to sell alcoholic beverages.
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Leroy never married. Socially he was shy and worried a lot.
Women frightened him (there's our mother again). His social skills
consisted principally of being a terrific dancer. He was a different person on the dance floor. He became luminous doing the rumba, chacha, and complicated ballroom routines (his positive influence on
me). In his thirties he moved to Miami Beach, opened a small liquor
store and stayed close to our parents, who retired there. He lived with
them until their death. His main recreation was going to a dance club
twice a week.
His joy was a bird, a little parakeet named Dickie. After Dickie
died, I bought him another Dickie and then another, another, and
then another.
His girlfriends were few. Finally, in his early seventies, he found
true happiness. He met and lived with Geraldine Wagner, who
became his caregiver and nursed him after a stroke. Her children and
grandchildren became his joy. After the stroke, his anxieties and lack
of confidence went away. He forgot he had problems. If there is such
a thing as sweet sorrow from his illness, this was it.
Leroy died at seventy-nine from a staph infection, which he contracted while being treated for a minor seizure in a Miami Beach hospital. It was a sorry ending to a sad life, but at least he was happy
during his final years.
Being a bachelor with limited financial responsibilities and a certified miser and having a good financial adviser (me), Leroy accumulated a meaningful estate. His will provided handsomely for Geraldine
and her children, with enough left over to leave to my sister's children,
Terry and Glenn, monies to maintain a decent lifestyle. The monies
he left my children were in the form of individual charitable foundations, the nexis to their education to be philanthropic.
MY SISTER, SHIRLEY

The early memories of my sister are vague. My nickname for her was
Shoik. I remember her as very pretty, with a perfect figure (she
became a John Robert Powers fashion model in her early twenties
when she left home for New York City). She was a good source of
income for me as a child. My disappearing from the living room when
10
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she was with her boyfriends became very rewarding financially. One
of her boyfriends had the same first name as me. He spelled his Gerry
with a "G." I spelled my Gerry with a "J." I liked him so much that I
changed my spelling to his.
Shirley married Nat Goldberg from the Bronx in 1944. Nat
fought in World War II, where he was a sergeant in the infantry and
participated in the Allied landing at Salerno in southern Italy. He was
a likeable, big guy with an equally big smile. I called him the Great
Goldberg. Unfortunately, after twenty years of marriage they divorced.
Shirley appeared to have an interesting but rather normal life.
She was a modeling fashion coordinator. The business she started was
called Fashion Plate, and developed fashion shows at major shopping
malls and on cruise ships. She received fees from everybody: the models, the clothing manufacturers, and the department stores. It sounds
like she was a great businesswoman, but her accounting consisted of
filing the uncashed checks in a hat box. When I saw this, you can
imagine my advice to her.
She was energetic, sportive, and popular with men and women
alike. Shoik actually taught me how to play tennis. I was eight, and we
used our Elmore Road street as the tennis court. The net was imaginary.
I liked my sister, and she liked me, which is more than I can say
about her relationship with our brother. Their communication consisted of her scolding him and him sulking.
As Shirley got older, she moved to Miami Beach, and had a series
of admiring boyfriends. Many facelifts and knee and hip replacements
later, she finally lost her energy and spirit. Her final years ended sadly;
she was alone in Florida, ministered by a series of incompetent caregivers. She died choking on a shrimp cocktail at her home celebrating
her daughter's fiftieth birthday. Terry, her daughter, Daphna and I
were witnesses to this tragic event.
She is buried near by brother in Fort Lauderdale, but not too
close so they can't argue.
MY NIECE TERRY

Shirley's children, Terry and Glenn, grew up in a ranch-style house in
suburban Hillsdale, New Jersey, an early example of the migration
11
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from the cities to suburbia in the 1950s. Both were estranged from
Shirley and Nat after the divorce.
Terry was an unusual beauty, with purple eyes, raven hair, and a
permanent suntan. She was artistic and had exquisite taste. Unfortunately, in her early twenties she suffered from Crohn's disease, a viral
disease of the intestines that required removal of a major part of the
intestines. She then became addicted to pain-killing drugs. This led to
her being in and out of rehab centers and tough love from me with
military-like control over her activities. This was not my normal
nature. I had to be the "bad guy."
My wife, Daphna, the "good guy," tried to treat her gently, with
lots of love, renting a garden apartment for her, and encouraging her
to attend beautician's school. Unfortunately, whatever we did did not
work. Terry spent a night in jail for stealing prescription pads from her
doctor and writing prescriptions for hallucinogenic drugs. Shame did
not deter her. When she was clean and sober, she was optimistic about
her future but it didn't last.
Men were attracted to Terry for her spirit and bravado, but when
it looked as if she would find happiness and love, she would selfdestruct in front of her new love by injecting crack cocaine. This was
a sad part of the family history. Terry died in 2003, one day before the
death of her mother. My sister, afflicted with dementia, died from
choking. The mother at age seventy-eight and her daughter at age fifty
were treated in the same intensive-care unit. They died twenty-four
hours apart and are buried next to one another.
MY NEPHEW GLENN

Shirley's son, Glenn Goldberg, had a difficult life, somewhat similar
to Terry's. There must have been something in their upbringing. I was
not aware of anything unusual, but then I did not live with them.
Glenn appeared to be a typical young man. I played catch with
him, throwing a baseball and football back and forth, batting
grounders and pop-flies to him. He was like a little brother, and we
bonded.
Once I took Terry and Glenn to a bus terminal for a ride to a
summer sleep-away camp in upstate New York. They made such a
12
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scene - Glenn in particular - that I had to take them back home. I,
who never had the opportunity to go to sleep-away camp, was totally
surprised by their behavior. I found out later in life from an experience
with my own kids that it was not that unusual.
When Glenn married Fran, he used the event to divorce his biological family, with the exception of Terry, and adopt Fran's family.
His relationship with his mother and father, and me became distant.
Later, when he had business-related financial troubles, I did hear from
him. He called asking for a loan from his mother. Later on, he called
me again and again, asking if I could lend him some money.
Glenn was inept as a businessman. He filed for bankruptcy twice.
He got hooked on drugs, most likely influenced by Terry. To his
credit, he recognized his problem, attended Alcoholics Anonymous,
and has been clean for the past ten years as I write this.
Glenn and Fran had three boys, Adam, Bryan, and Jared. Unfortunately, Adam and Bryan were born with many mental and physical
handicaps that required special treatment, and they were difficult for
their parents to handle. Finally, thanks to monies from Leroy's estate,
they were able to go to a special-needs school in Geneva, New York.
Jared is a normal young man, attending college at Hofstra University
on Long Island, and carrying on an interest in the Cramer sport of
tennis.
Fran divorced Glenn once the boys were out of the house.
Glenn's current life, however, has changed for the better. The inheritances he received from Leroy and then Shirley and Terry allows him
a reasonable lifestyle. His work regimen has been simplified; he is a
chauffeur. I am proud that Glenn won the war against the enemies of
his upbringing, a difficult marriage and family environment, defeat in
business, and his serious exposure to drugs. A severely wounded warrior who is victorious at the end.

ROCH~ST~R

WE LIVED JUST SOUTH OF RocHESTER in Brighton, a farming town
that was becoming a fast-growing suburb. Among my pals were the
Updaws, who lived on a farm next door. I became the twelfth child in
that family of eleven kids. I was in charge of the chicken coop, and
collecting eggs was fun. Remember, I loved to collect. I practically
lived on the Updaw farm in my early years.
Sports were important in school, much as they are now. As a
youth, I wasn't a super athlete, but I played decent baseball. In the
eighth grade, I played second base on the school team; it's my claim
to fame as a baseball star. I was a great fielder but didn't have a great
throwing arm; if I had, I would have played third base or shortstop. No
ball could get through me.
I was a terrible hitter. I remember one game to this day. It was the
ninth inning, the score was tied, the bases were loaded, with two outs,
and it was my turn to bat. Guess what the coach told me to do: Get hit
by the ball! Being a team player, I took it in the shin. We won the
game, too, and time healed the pain.
Was I popular? Yes. In the fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh grades,
you play with the kids in the neighborhood - mostly sports. I was also
pretty active socially with girls. Despite my feelings about my mother,
I've always liked girls. I remember kissing one in a doghouse when I
was in the second grade.
My mother, like most other Jewish mothers, wanted her son to be
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bar mitzvahed, which is the ritual that declares that at thirteen a boy
becomes a man. There is usually a great deal of preparation for that
rite of passage, but I was somehow fortunate enough not to have to go
through all of it. I entered Hebrew school when I was almost twelve,
whereas the majority of students entered at eight or nine or ten. It
wasn't too pleasant to go to Hebrew school after regular school. I'd
much rather have been outside playing ball.
That was the detrimental aspect of a particular religious activity.
Going to religious school interferes with a person's ability to acclimate
to society. I used to feel awkward waiting for the bus to pick me up
after regular school two or three days a week to take me off to the synagogue's basement for instructions in Hebrew, but I had to do it.
I've never been good at languages, and Hebrew is particularly difficult. For weeks and months, I sat in Hebrew school listening to old
religious scholars with their long, gray beards, their black outfits, and
their pointers. They'd point to Hebrew words, and we had to repeat
them. When a student screwed up, the teacher would use the oldfashioned teaching method and swat him with the pointer. Once after
swatting me, the teacher looked at me and said, "This is what we used
to do to the asses in Palestine." I replied, "How would you like to be
an ass and be hit like this?" Well, you can imagine what happened
next.
The bar mitzvah itself was my first opportunity to be a public
speaker, and I felt the energy of the congregation as I talked. It felt
good, yet it was twenty years before I returned to a synagogue.
I never really observed anti-Semitism until I went to Brighton
High School. In grammar school everybody had mixed together, but
things were different at Brighton High. The attractive, smart gentile
kids formed a clique. We Jewish kids were a minority at Brighton High
and commuted to neighboring Monroe High so we could part of the
Jewish social scene there.
I never liked that, having to go to Monroe because there were so
few Jews at Brighton. I was kind of forced to belong to a Jewish fraternity. The truth is, I felt isolated and ostracized. Nobody called me a
"dirty Jew" or things like that, but I felt I was a second-class citizen
socially.
All the gentiles went to dance school. Occasionally, they would
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invite me as a guest, but I was a lousy dancer. I remember once visiting Franklin High School on the other side of Rochester where a
dance was going on. Suddenly, I saw this very pretty girl. To this day,
I remember her: Gloria Shapiro. I was probably fifteen and there
she was - blonde, blue eyes, perfect body - and she was dancing. I
really liked the way she danced, her rhythm, her body flowing
with the music. I cut in on her partner, and I danced up a storm.
Everybody started applauding. People watched me, admiringly
jealous. No longer a klutz, I was dancing with the golden Aphrodite,
Gloria Shapiro. It changed my life.
I had some good friends in high school. One was Mel Roboff,
who was physically unattractive but brilliant. The poor guy looked like
Dumbo. He had big ears, the biggest nose, and a kind of flushed face,
and he walked with a limp because he had had polio as a child. Mel
became a good friend, I admired his wit and his smarts (he was
valedictorian of our class). He influenced me intellectually, getting
me to use my brain. I kept in touch with him over the years, too.
My parents, uneducated immigrants, couldn't help me much
intellectually, and my brother and sister, so much older than I, weren't
around to help either. So I did the best I could on my own. Later on,
in college, I did become interested in intellectual pursuits.
Grammar school had been easy, but high school was much more
competitive. I was good with numbers and would score high in math
on college entrance exams. But I wasn't good in languages. I think the
only way I got through high school Spanish was playing the rear end
of a bull in a Spanish Club play. I made an ass of myself, literally.
All in all, I was an average high school student academically,
great in math and below average in the languages. Physically, I was the
runt in the class. I was the second shortest in gym class and didn't grow
tall until my senior year. I finally hit six feet in my late teens.
It was in high school that I found my sport: tennis. Why that one?
Because the great athletes at Brighton High didn't play it. I couldn't
make the football team, so I played on the tennis team. The N o.l tennis player in high school was excellent, but there wasn't much competition to be No. Z, which I was.
I go by the principle of "hit 'em where they ain't." The Hall of
Fame baseball player Wee Willie Keeler said that. Do things that very
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few people do, and you can be a star. Walk the "path least traveled."
That's an important life message, and my children shared it; two of
them became fencing stars at their universities.
Of course, there was more to life than school and sports. There
were girls. All the guys were horny back then, the same as they are
now. Nobody officially, least of all my parents, told me the facts of life.
Like most other boys then, I learned about sex from classmates
like Don Shaprow, who was more mature than most of us early
teenagers. Don was perhaps six months older than I was. He had
access to his father's car, a classic black Buick sedan, and, just as
important, he had access to the local nymphomaniac, Helen Thomas.
One night Don telephoned to tell me that it was my night with
Helen. So I rode my brother's bicycle - I didn't have one of my own
-to Dan's house while he went to pick up Helen in that big, black
boxy Buick, the back seat of which was supposed to be the site of the
deflowering of Gerry Cramer. But he came back without her. Apparently, she couldn't stay out late that night. Boy, was I irritated. He'd
made promises of wonderful things to come and then left me in
charge of his little sister. Evidently, that was part of the plan: while
Don had Helen, I babysat. Eventually, though, I got Helen Thomas,
my not-so-great introduction to sex.
It was difficult to have sexual relationships back then. For one
thing, women's clothing wasn't conducive. Women wore girdleseven teenagers - which made it difficult to get to their bodies. By the
time you did, it was often too late. We fifteen- and sixteen-year-olds
engaged in very little sexual foreplay, mostly just a lot of kissing. If by
luck you managed to touch a breast, you talked about it for weeks.
I was popular among the nice little sixteen-year-old Jewish girls.
I went to all their Sweet Sixteen parties, but I didn't have any extraspecial girl. I was a big shot in my high school fraternity, but I didn't
hit my stride until I left home at the age of eighteen. That's when
things really started to click.
I started working at age six or seven, selling magazines like Colliers and the Saturday Evening Post, and peddling newspapers. I also
mowed lawns and shoveled snow off driveways. At ten I had, in retrospect, my favorite job: working in an ice cream factory, for thirty cents
an hour and all the ice cream I could eat. Rum maple and brandied
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peach were my favorite flavors. I got drunk on ice cream. Besides the
thirty cents an hour, I gained about thirty pounds that summer, growing more horizontally that vertically.
In my high school years, I worked summers and after school at
either Relins Drug Store (next to the high school) or downtown at
Cramer Drugs (no relation). At both, I swept floors, loaded the gum
and candy counter (and helped myself on occasion), and did other
chores. Cramer Drugs was an ethical apothecary in a medical arts
building in Rochester, and its owners, because our names were the
same, kind of adopted me. I became an apprentice pharmacist at a
time when pharmacists still used a mortar and pestle to make medications. I did more than mix drugs, of course. I occasionally sneaked out
Trojan condoms for my friends, a step up from sneaking candy. This
was before you could easily buy condoms over the counter. Store
employees got bonuses for selling high-profit items like perfumes,
electrical items - and condoms. I knew exactly how to sell the
higher-profit-margin items. I was a good employee.
My early teens were the years of World War II. Most of the
eighteen- to nineteen-year-olds were off at war, so a fourteen-year-old,
even a short one like me, was a big man. We were allowed in bars and
nightclubs because they needed customers. We were young, but old at
the same time. We dressed as if we were five years older than we were.
I asked a fellow fourteen-year-old out on a date and we went to the
local night club, The Chateau. The bartender asked what I would
like. I hesitated. But he needed an answer, so I said I'd like some
chicken (now that's sophistication). It was not much later that after
seeing a re-run the movie The Phzlade!phia Story with Cary Grant and
Katharine Hepburn I met the dry martini, and we have been good
friends ever since.
As high school graduation neared, I began to think about what I
should do next. The only thing I knew was working in drugstores. I
wanted more, so I persuaded my parents to send me to college. My
brother and sister hadn't gone to college. Instead, they went to a business school, taking one-year programs where they learned typing and
bookkeeping.
I won my parents over, mainly because now it was more common
for people of my age to go to college, more so than was true of my
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brother and sister's era. My parents thought I should learn a trade.
Since I was working in drugstores, they reasoned, it was obvious that I
should go to pharmacy school. I applied to the Philadelphia College
of Pharmacy, the oldest pharmacy school in the United States and a
prestigious one. I was accepted. Then an unexpected thing happened.
While on a tour of the campus, I could not help but notice the overwhelming smell of formaldehyde in the buildings. I can still smell it.
And it slowly dawned on me in late spring that I didn't really want be
a pharmacist.
I wondered why I couldn't go to a real college, like the ones my
friends were attending with football, cheerleaders, girls, and all the
normal "rah-rah" things. My parents were not enthusiastic, however,
because they still wanted me to learn a trade. At the last minute, I
applied to Syracuse University because it was fairly close to Rochester
and a lot of my older acquaintances had gone there. Syracuse accepted me, and I was very pleased, especially because my application
went in after most of the acceptances had gone out. It was rare for
Syracuse to accept a new student in the summer, and I appreciated
that it did that for me.
Rather than being happy about my acceptance to a private university, my parents were mostly concerned about the cost. They were
rather penurious - that's a fancy word for "cheap" - but they allowed
me to go.

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY

JWAS EIGHTEEN WHEN I ENTERED SYRACUSE, whereas the typical student then was in his mid-twenties because universities were filled with
returning veterans of World War II. Syracuse in particular had many
student veterans thanks to its policy that if a person had graduated
from high school and was honorably discharged from the military, he
would be admitted no matter what his high school grades or SAT
scores had been.
Harvard wouldn't do that; Yale wouldn't do that. They, like most
other private colleges, required a high class standing and grade-point
average. But at Syracuse, the war experience was good enough to give
a person an opportunity. Many of the veterans flunked out, but many
blossomed. Syracuse gave them a chance, and I've always respected
the university for that principal.
The university was a large, unruly place in I948, mainly because
of the surge in student veterans. The administration put up Quonset
huts for classrooms and dormitories. Those buildings weren't the sturdiest; sometimes when a guy got a bit mad and pounded the wall, his
fist would end up on the other side.
My freshman class had 4,000 students, and I worried about what
would become of me in this sea of people. Then, somebody at a dorm
meeting asked me if I'd like to run for a class office. I'd never run
for office in high school - if you weren't in the proper clique, you
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simply weren't eligible for major activities at Brighton High. But at
Syracuse, I was asked to run, and I ran.
I was supposed to run for freshman class treasurer, but for some
reason I ended up being campaign manager. As campaign manager of
one of the campus political parties, I got to know many students who
were dynamic and involved with the university. In what seemed like a
flash, I went from being an outsider in a small high school to being an
insider in this large university, a BMOC -big man on campus.
It felt good. Success breeds success. If you work hard, you can
work harder. The human capacity is unlimited. We only engage a
small percentage of our ability, and the more you exercise the length
and strength and width of your ability, the larger it expands.
I became active in school affairs. Academically, from being an
average student in high school, I became an above-average student in
college. I wasn't an A student, but a good solid B student. As a sophomore, I was chosen to be a member of the elite Traditions Commission, which besides being what it sounds like, had a lot of pretty
women as members. One of my first activities in this group was participating in the Goon Squad, whose job was orienting freshmen to campus life.
I became the president of the commission. My major accomplishment was creating the Campus Leadership Scholarship, which
the commission worked on in parallel with the Campus Leaders Society. We looked at prospective Syracuse students who were just slightly
above average in their grades but were the leaders in their high
schools. We invited them to campus for interviews and discussed with
them their leadership qualities, what they had done that was special
from a leadership perspective. We gave two scholarships a year, the
Traditions Commission Leadership Scholarship and the Campus
Leaders Scholarship.
I was also invited to join the Campus Leaders society along with
becoming treasurer in the Inter-Fraternity Council. All through life I
was either a treasurer (keep the money) or a president (spend the
money).
I played on the freshman tennis team. Jack Kramer was the No.
1 tennis player in the world then. My name was intimidating enough
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for the first few games. We had a fairly good team. I became good
friends with one of the players, Sam Goetchen, and we have remained
close. He was born in Ethiopia to Armenian parents, making his story
a quintessential Syracuse success story. Sam was president of the freshman class and was elected head of student government as a senior.
After graduation, he went to Harvard Law School and became very
successful. He now sits with me on the Syracuse Board of Trustees.
Tennis was my major sports activity. College varsity tennis attracted some talented players. I finally became a starter as a senior
playing number six singles. Cornell was the best team in the East, led
by Dick Savett, who became the U.S. Open champion. We jockeyed
our line-up. We put a spin artist against Savett- although he irritated
him with his cuts, chips, and dunks. The outcome was still a loss. I was
upped to number three singles that day. No, there was no standing
ovation and none of my teammates' carrying me off on their shoulders. Maybe I won three points, if that.
I was a good dancer, and women liked that - thank you, Gloria
Shapiro. Of course, college relationships between boys and girls back
then were much like they had been in high school. Women had their
dormitories and men had theirs. Women also had curfews. Drinking
was not allowed in the dorms. (That doesn't mean it didn't happen; it
was just much more restricted, relatively speaking, than it is today.) I
got around these inconveniences by renting a private apartment in my
JUmor year.
My parents paid for my education, tuition being about $550 a
year. I also got a $1 0-a-week allowance, which was pretty good. In my
freshman and sophomore years, I used to lose it playing poker. There
were times when my roommates, AI Klinger and Sandy Banker, were
eating steak and baked potatoes and I was eating macaroni and
cheese. For flavoring they would drip the leftover meat juices onto my
macaroni. I finally got smart and gave up on poker and ate better.
I always worked during the summer and between semesters, as
well as part time during the school year. My extracurricular activities
took a lot of my time, so while some students waited tables, I had more
unusual jobs. For example, I was a bookie for a while. I ran football
pools. My customer would bet on the spread; he'd leave his $2 with
Gerry the bookie. If you picked four out of five winners of football
22
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games, adjusted for the spread, you'd get $10 back. If you won five out
of five, you'd get $20 back, and if you won ten out of ten, you hit the
jackpot, which could be several hundred dollars.
One Saturday evening, my whole life rested on a West Coast
game: Washington State University vs. Stanford. One customer had
already won nine games, and if Stanford won that game, I would have
declared bankruptcy at age nineteen. Fortunately, it didn't, but I
decided on the spot that there were better ways to make money. I gave
up being a bookie.
I also sold banners at football games. For identification, we vendors would put orange sleeves around our raincoats. The weather in
Syracuse can be nasty in the fall, so I'd often be selling banners in the
rain or in the snow. I sold lots of banners, but at a cost: my raincoat
was ruined by the orange dye seeping all over it. From a profit-and-loss
perspective, I lost money on that job, but I sure learned risk versus
reward.
During summers from my sophomore through senior years, I
worked in Lake Placid, New York, for Lou Gellis, the local C.P.A.
After all, I was an accounting major in the College of Business, determined to learn something practical. Working with Gellis taught me
how sedentary was the job of an accountant, and I realized it wasn't
for me. I liked working with numbers (and still do) and was a good
accounting student, but I didn't like the actual job of ledger accounting, making sure the debits equaled the credits.
Besides being the house accountant at the Grandview Hotel in
Lake Placid (under Lou's supervision), I was a desk clerk and eventually the assistant manager. That was much more fun. And from that
experience, I met Eddie Rosenthal, who is my business partner today,
and Johnny Heimerdinger, who shares offices with me in White
Plains. These are old friends going back to 1950 and 1951, my good
friends and business colleagues today. They are guys who I would die
for. I hope they would do the same for me.
Eddie Rosenthal and his cousin, John Heimerdinger, exposed
me to an upper-class lifestyle. Summers they lived in an exclusive
colony on Lake Placid called Ruisseaumont, where they sailed, played
tennis, dressed exclusively in white, and water-skied with a Chris-Craft
speed boat with teak decks and mahogany side panels. They were
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preppies. John went on to Princeton, Eddie to Cornell. They had a
famous grandfather, Moritz Rosenthal, a lawyer to John D. Rockefeller who later joined a major investment bank, Ladenburg Thalmann, founded in 1876. Ernst Thalmann and Moritz Rosenthal were
cousins. The bank was the venerable adviser to Austria-Hungary,
Greek shipping magnates, and many other luminaries. I felt I was part
of F. Scott Fitzgerald's Great Catsby.
Eddie and John held me in high esteem because I was a few years
older than they were and was an executive at the Grandview Hotel,
and the nineteen-year-old waitresses were mine. John and Eddie were
babes in the woods.
The Grandview Hotel was owned by Edgar V. M. Gilbert, a distinguished businessman and a New York City socialite. The guests
were either upper-class, middle-aged Manhattanites or elder GermanJewish refugees from Nazi Germany. Lake Placid had been the home
of the Winter Olympics in 1936, and was well known to Europeans as
an American equivalent of an Alpine village.
Once, when the hotel's dishwashers quit, I called upon John
Heimerdinger to substitute. He put on a rubberized apron over his
white ducks and washed away all that buttered lobster and chocolate
souffle down the drain. I shared desk-clerking responsibilities with
Bob Goldscheider, a Harvard undergraduate who went on to Harvard
Law School. All of us were in awe of Edgar V. M. Gilbert, an imposing bull of a man. Once Bob had an urgent message to give to Gilbert
as he was talking on the phone.
Bob: "Mr. Gilbert, sir, ah ah ah."
Edgar V. M: "Can't you see I'm on the phone?"
Bob: "Ah, ah, please Mr. Gilbert, sir."
Edgar V. M: "Stop bothering me. What do you want?"
Bob: ''I'm sorry to interrupt your conversation, but I think I have
to tell you something that's very important.'
Edgar V. M.: "What?"
Bob: "The hotel annex is on fire."
Bob Goldscheider became a much better lawyer than he was a
desk clerk.
My job as assistant manager, desk clerk, social director, taxi driver,
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bookkeeper, and paymaster had many rewards. Because I was the paymaster, every Thursday at 6 P.M. I was invited to dine at the chef's
table. There was a real chain of command. Chef Rossi, a renowned
chef, sat at the head of the table, his sous chef on his right, the baker
on his left, and the rest of the hierarchy placed down the table. When
I ate with them, I was on the chef's right. I was exposed to haute cuisine - escargot, foie gras, mussels, caviar - no more macaroni and
cheese for me.
Edgar V. M., besides running the hotel, was Lake Placid's only
stockbroker. Hearing him wax enthusiastically over a unique stock and
other financial instruments was one of the principal catalysts that led
to my career on Wall Street. I spent three summers at Lake Placid during my college days, a most memorable experience.
At Syracuse I was surrounded by all the pretty little blue-eyed,
blond girls, "slender noses tip-tilted like the petal of a flower" (Alfred,
Lord Tennyson), I had yearned for when I was fifteen. "Damsels of
high lineage." No longer was a person classified as a jock, a gentile, or
a Jew. At the university level, those things didn't matter much, and I
started to date some lovely women. Sex was not the primary purpose
back then. I just necked and nuzzled and smooched. That's how it was
with girls you respected - the "good girls."
I had a few memorable girlfriends. One was Sandy Eakin, the
quintessential cheerleader. She was half Italian and half Connecticut
Yankee, very pretty, very energetic and, compared to me, quite sophisticated. She was intelligent and vivacious. We liked to dance, so she
took me to the black section in Syracuse to jitterbug. Sandy taught me
a lot, too. She kept a memo book jotting down the things she wanted
to do, a "to-do" list with appointments and reminders. I thought it was
a great idea and started one of my own. I still do it in a pocket-sized
calendar appointment book. No BlackBerry for me. She taught me to
respect a woman I could learn from and I could admire. She even
taught me the nuances of cheese. I knew a bit about wine, but now we
added cheese to the wine.
We talked about marriage a few times, but I knew my Jewish
mother would die on the spot, literally, if I took Sandy home. (If a Jew
didn't marry a Jew back then, the family started the Mourner's Kad-
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dish, "Yit-gadash v'yit-kadash," and the offending child was removed
from the family.) Sandy was my best friend. I still keep in touch with
her; always being avant-garde, she is now a Buddhist priest.
Another girlfriend, a summer fling at the Grandview, was two or
three years older than I. She was very sophisticated, having graduated
from Bryn Mawr and spent time in Paris. I was a hick. She educated
me the French way- ooh la la. She taught me to enjoy sex- joie de
v1vre.
Before her, having sex was sordid and clumsy, not gratifying. I
was sexually immature for many years because of the early introduction by Helen Thomas. I had to unlearn these early experiences and
start over. In a true relationship, love, sex, and respect all come together. I think that lacking this combination in their introduction to
sex is a major weakness for young people. It sets them back. Only
when you have a true relationship, does it come together. This wonderful experience is like a glass of Grand Cru wine, with balance,
body, fullness, and a rich aftertaste.
My drive to succeed socially and academically began when my
parents sent me to college, where I studied as I never had in high
school. It wasn't easy for them to pay for college, so I owed it to them
to do my best. And my successes at Syracuse kept reinforcing me. It
was almost geometric how it got better, and I started to feel good about
myself. I started to feel good-looking because I was now six feet tall,
not five foot two anymore. And I always liked clothes. There are pictures of me in the college yearbook dressed like a model, with argyle
socks, a blazer, and a soft cap at a roguish angle. I smoked a pipe. I was
Joe College.
I was an insider for the first time. I was a campus leader; I knew
everybody. It was such a change from high school, where I had to
leave my geographical location, because the Jews at Brighton High
represented maybe three percent of the population, and wander off to
Monroe High to find a crowd.
While women have always been my better friends - my wife,
Daphna, is by far my best friend - I did have male friends at Syracuse.
Some were tennis partners; some were coworkers in student activities;
some were roommates. My roommates were mostly rich. They had
cars, and I didn't. In fact, I didn't have a car for a long time even after
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college. I view men differently from most other men. I watched my
sons grow up, and they liked to buddy around almost exclusively with
other boys. They still like to hang out with men, playing poker, bonding. I never did. I hunted with my men friends, but when it came to
women, I gathered.
One male friend was Howard Kaufman, whom I called Snipe.
He was a roommate and was on the Syracuse sailing team. And it was
Snipe who influenced me to go into the Navy.
The Korean War was on and the United States had the draft. I
didn't want to go in to the military at a low level because I felt the
experience wouldn't be useful for my future. I wanted to be an officer.
Snipe knew about the Navy from his brothers, who had been in it in
World War II. We applied to Navy Officer Candidate School. (I'd
never even seen the Atlantic Ocean, only lakes. I grew up in Rochester,
on Lake Ontario, and I went to college in Syracuse, on Lake Onandaga. I did not know oceans.) Snipe wasn't accepted, but I was. I felt a
bit guilty because I knew how much he had wanted to be in the Navy.
Instead, he became an Army infantry soldier fighting in Korea.
My family thought I was nuts to enlist. Why would any nice Jewish boy ever enlist in the military, they wondered. Should I run away,
go to Canada? That was the path my father had chosen in Russia
when he faced the likelihood of being drafted. My father, who almost
never showed emotion, had actually cried when my brother was
drafted to serve in World War II. I'll never forget seeing my father,
Killer Cramer, sobbing when Leroy was going to war.
I graduated from Syracuse in June 1952. I was twenty-two and
waiting for a Navy commission. College students were deferred from
the draft as long as they stayed in school, but once they graduated,
they were called up. As a result, Americans, for the first time, began to
see graduate school initially as a way to stay out of the service. In fact,
I think mine was the first overeducated generation of draft dodgers.
I've told my children that I believe a college education is enough
and that you don't need graduate school unless you choose a profession like law or medicine. I say that because I believe the best education is life itself, life experience. Become street smart. I think you
learn more in one or two years working than you do in many years in
academia.
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While I was waiting to be called to go to Navy OCS, I applied to
graduate schools. A lot of Syracuse friends who were campus leaders
went to Harvard, Yale, or other top graduate schools that, paradoxically, would not accept them as undergraduates. I was accepted at the
Harvard Business School and at the Wharton School at the University
of Pennsylvania. I chose Wharton because it was a one-year program
versus Harvard's two-year program.
Although I had made the dean's list at Syracuse my senior year,
my grades weren't outstanding. I was a solid B student. But I think
Wharton and Harvard were impressed with my many extracurricular
activities. I could express myself clearly, and I'm still a good speech
maker. My self-confidence had grown because I had been elected to
office and chosen for many prestigious organizations. It finally dawned
on me that I was not going to stay in the dark shadows of life.
Graduate school turned out to be disappointing- and brief. The
Wharton School is in Philadelphia, and is not on a particularly attractive campus, though I do remember fondly a tavern called Smoky
Joe's. I expected that the academic side would be more demanding
than Syracuse, but it turned out to be similar. It was also almost
entirely male. Wharton had been admitting women for only a few
years, and there were just two women in my class. (Judging strictly by
appearance and dress it was hard to pick them out. It was an early harbinger for women's business fashions, because today the business dress
code for men and women is similar: dark suits and short haircuts.)
In November 1952 I received my orders to report to the Navy. I
went to Newport, Rhode Island to enroll in Navy Officer Candidate
School. The Wharton School gave me a letter saying that it appreciated that I left college to serve my country and that if I ever wanted to
come back, it would admit me. I wonder if the offer is still good!

THE NAVY

AT NEWPORT, RHODE IsLAND, I met my first ocean. I liked her! It was
wonderful just to look out over the harbor at the chorus line of sleek,
majestic naval ships. Now I was a real sailor man.
As an officer candidate based on my business administration education, I had expected to be assigned to the Supply Corps. But the
books I was given to study were on gunnery, engineering, and seamanship. I thought something was wrong until the personnel officer
informed me that my eyes were too good to place me in the Supply
Corps. Therefore, I met the criteria to be an officer of the line.
When he's on duty, an officer of the line stands on the ship's conning tower and is in charge. Under the captain's authority, he is
responsible for the ship. The supply officer is restricted to working in
an office with the accounting records and the ship's supplies- it is
somewhat boring.
Thus, I started my work as an apprentice officer candidate.
Marching back from class, I'd come to my barracks to find my books all
over the deck. I thought that maybe the chief petty officer wanted me
to arrange them better: the tallest ones on the left (port), the shortest on
the right (starboard). I did that, but the next day, my books were all over
the deck again. Finally, I asked the chief what I was doing wrong. I was
trying to be the shipshape and tidy good sailor. It was the dictionary he
didn't like. It was a civilian book. Banish it. And banished it was!
Officer Candidate School was tough. For 120 days we were
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exposed to the same academic curriculum as at the United States
Naval Academy at Annapolis. For the first time in my adult life, I
encountered things that were really hard for me to understand: the
steam cycle in the engine room, for example; servos and synchros on
aiming weapons. I really studied. In the middle of the night, I went to
my "office," otherwise known as the potty, to continue my studies. (It's
the best place because nobody interrupts you.) It was a difficult four
months, but I did make it.
Not everyone did. One fellow student was engaged to marry soon
after graduating and becoming an ensign. He was the son and grandson of famous Navy officers, but he was flunking out of OCS. On a
weekend pass, he went to Boston, took a hotel room, and jumped out
the window.
It was winter and cold. The bitter northeastern winds blew right
through us as we marched. I was an officer in my battalion. My
responsibility was social chairman, and we did have some fun, going
to Providence and Newport on our liberty.
Finally, graduation came, and we received our orders. The OCS.
sailors were generally well educated. Many had master's degrees, and
they received good assignments, like communications officer in
Naples, Italy; a round-the-world tour on the cruiser Helena; naval
intelligence duty in Washington; Rhine River patrol. Those were the
assignments I wanted. I was excited thinking about them. I was singing
from The Student Prince.
I was the last person in my squadron to get his orders. I opened
them up and read, "Ensign Gerald B. Cramer (that should have been
ensign-to-be, as I wasn't quite an ensign yet) you are hereby scheduled
to report to the LST 611 located somewhere in Korean waters."
Korea! There was a war going on! After getting my assignment, I
did some research. I found a book titled fane's Ships, a classic that
includes all the ships in all the navies in the world. It described an
LST as "a brave ship." The Navy had so far lost two ships in the Korean War, and both were LSTs. The 611 was the sole surviving LST in
Korea.
The LST had been a secret weapon in World War II that in many
cases was towed across the Pacific to the Japanese battlefront. The
1945 John Wayne movie They H-ere Expendable was about LSTs.
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They weren't glamorous. They weren't even named like other ships
were. They had just a number. They WERE expendable.
I had no idea what LST even stood for. In the naval base library
I found the answer: Landing Ship Tank. It is amphibious, flatbottomed, cumbersome, about the size of a football field. Small landing crafts, or L.C.I.s, were carried on each side, and these carried the
marines who waded from the water to the beach from the dropped
bow. It wasn't a typical ship. With its flat bottom, it was designed to go
aground, whereas if a destroyer or cruiser went aground, its captain
would be court-martialed. The LST wasn't a sophisticated ship and
didn't have much electronics. It had some 40-millimeter guns but, all
in all, it wasn't very imposing. In truth, it was a big clumsy container
that floated on and off a beach.
LST officers needed to know about tides and currents because
they had to pick the exact time almost to the minute when to bring
their ship full of tanks and troops ashore. The tide had to be high, the
current right; good navigation skills were required. Before landing, the
ship dropped a rear anchor 200 to 300 feet off the stern. When the tide
went out, the LST resembled a beached whale; the water might cover
only the stern propellers. There it sat on the beach, helpless and vulnerable, with bow doors open, and with its cargo of tanks, trucks, or
troops dislodged.
An LST cannot just remove itself from a beach in a minute. It
must be programmed using tide tables produced by the United States
Coast and Geodetic Society. The sea has to be flowing in. The ship
becomes somewhat buoyant, and the engines are started. You move in
reverse, stern first; you pull yourself off the beach, using the anchor
cable you had dropped before. Then, the LST is a regular ship again,
no longer the beached whale. It's not a simple exercise. If the proper
time is missed, the ship remains stuck on the beach until the next full
tide. As officer of the deck and eventually executive officer, I would be
responsible for this maneuver.
I was flabbergasted. I was going to be in a real war at only
twenty-two years old! I wondered why I had volunteered so eagerly.
(Years later, I understood how people felt about the Vietnam War and
the ones in Iraq. Being about to go into a war zone is traumatic.)
The first person I shared my concerns with was fellow sailor
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Rodney White, a very special friend. I felt comfortable expressing my
concerns, possibly dying, with him, not with others. After men reach
a certain age, they find it hard to show most other men their fears; they
can reveal these only to a few close friends. I talked with Rod a lot
about this.
I was fortunate to have a comrade in arms in Rod. We had met at
Syracuse and were reacquainted at Wharton. He was bright. After
Syracuse, he went to Yale Law School, but he didn't like law and after
a year transferred to Wharton, thinking he would like business. I ran
into him again at Newport on the "grinder," where we marched and
had our inspections. I told him I was worried about going to Korea he, on the other hand, was going to Hawaii on a wonderful ship - and
I queried him about thoughts whether I should quit OCS and go to
Bainbridge, Maryland, where I would become an ordinary sailor.
There would have been nothing wrong with doing that either. It
would have meant just two years in the Navy instead of three and with
less risk of actually going to war.
Rod and I talked all this over, and after a couple of sleepless
nights, I decided I wouldn't quit. I wrote to the LST captain, Lt.
Elmer Atchison, telling him that I was looking forward to being on his
ship and to the challenge of active duty in Korea. (My fingers were
crossed.) I really laid it on thick. I began to believe it myself.
In about three weeks, he wrote back, telling me that the 611 was
no longer in Korea. It was in Hawaii and was expected to be there
awhile. He went on to advise me to bring my tennis racquet, golf
clubs, and swimsuit.
Why had I wasted so much time and energy worrying? Now, I
was really looking forward to the experience!
Hawaii is one of the most photogenic places anywhere. The skies
are always blue, the clouds are whiter than anywhere else, and the
palm trees sway like hula dancers. It's a wonderful environment.
There were seven officers and 100 sailors on the 611. Captain
"Atch," as he was known, became my father figure. He was an old
mustang (someone who had worked up through the ranks), which was
unusual in the Navy. He had been a submariner in World War II and
was a legitimate hero. He had tattoos all over his body. (Tattoos are
chic now, but back then they meant that a sailor was drunk a lot.)
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The 6ll's mission was supplying provisions to naval stations
among the Hawaiian Islands and as far away as Midway Island - a
small, sand-duned speck in the middle of nowhere. It was a seven-day
trip to Midway and, because of favorable winds and currents, five days
back. Then we had two weeks in port. It was very pleasant.
I discovered that my ship had been recognized for bravery in
World War II. One of its unique assignments came after that war when
it took all the "comfort women," girls the Japanese military had on the
front lines to "comfort" them, back to their native lands, mostly Korea
and China. I learned that the Japanese officers got the pretty ones and
were allowed three chits a week versus the enlisted men who got what
was left and only one chit a week.
When I joined the ship, the captain asked me about my educational experience. I told him I'd been an accounting major in college
and then a finance major in graduate school. I suggested I could help
out in the supply area. He told me that what he needed was an engineering officer responsible for damage control, someone to be in
charge if there was a fire or if the ship went aground and sprung a leak.
I thought back to the courses in OCS that I had struggled with in the
john. What did I learn from those courses that would help a damagecontrol officer?
I would soon find out. On the second day of my new assignment,
I heard the signal for fire.
The ship's gong system identified whether the fire was fore or aft
and how deep below decks. I listened carefully. I identified that the
fire was in the forward part of the ship in the fourth deck. The ship's
electricity was turned off, and as I ran to where I thought was the fire,
I grabbed a battle lantern, congratulating myself on that smart move.
I turned on my light and rushed down to the fire, ready to help. When
I got to the scene, nobody was there except me. So I climbed back up
the main deck, where I saw hoses working in the middle of the ship.
With battle lantern still in hand, I went back down to where the
fire actually was. There the petty officer in charge of damage control
saluted me and said, "Ensign Cramer, I report to you that the fire is
extinguished and all is secure." Better late than never!
From being damage-control officer, which is a junior engineering post, I became the chief engineering officer. Now I knew very
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little about engineering- to this day, changing a light bulb is a
thought process for me - but I nevertheless became the engineering
officer about three months after I boarded the ship.
I went to the first-class engineering petty officer. He was probably
in his mid-thirties to my twenty-three. I told him that he was in charge
of the engineering spaces and that I would do anything I could to help
him. I offered to get any piece of equipment, any supplies, anything
that was difficult to get. He had the authority and I would totally back
him. If nothing else, I knew what I knew not. He was responsible for
engineering and I was responsible for supplying his needs.
We had a symbiotic relationship. I was able to get him wonderful equipment and stay out of his hair. I knew not to be a little redassed ensign telling him what to do when he had fifteen years'
experience. It was a great relationship, and we had a first-class engineering space. The ship hummed like a Bentley.
I think one important leadership quality is getting the best out of
people. Work with people, empower people, use the "martini"
approach to leadership (four parts compliments and one part criticism). The Chinese philosopher Lao Tse wrote, "A leader is best
when you know not that he exists." Work with them, not against them.
Try this; you'll be surprised with the results
I was promoted to executive officer, the head of all operations on
the ship. The executive officer is like a C.E.O. at a company. The captain is more of a chairman. The captain is responsible for the ship over
all. The executive officer runs the ship. I was the No. 2 officer. We had
seven officers, all young except the captain.
I had some memorable experiences in the Navy. One was with our
ship's cook, a fifteen-year veteran named Sleepy Holloway. Because
the ship didn't have a formal supply department, Sleepy was my man.
He and another sailor were in charge of everything to do with feeding
the crew. But Sleepy, who was a great cook and a great person, could
hardly read and could never get promoted because he couldn't pass
the necessary exams.
I got discouraged with his flunking these exams, so I asked him
to come see me in my cabin. I took the exam with him by my side.
Some questions were a bit tough. How do you make bread? But we
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passed and he was promoted. He was so proud of having a couple
more stripes on his sleeve.
There was also Jonesey. I'm pretty sure he had lied about his age
when he joined the Navy. One of those freckle-faced skinny kids, he
looked to be about twelve. His IQ was about equal to his age. We had
gunnery practice, and one reason I'm hard of hearing today is because
back then it was macho to go near the guns without earphones or even
cotton in your ears. A plane would fly by with a long line dragging a
sleeve about 200 feet behind. We were to aim the guns at the sleeve
and try to shoot it full of holes. Not Jonesey. He aimed his gun at the
plane. The gunnery officer, Frank Shoptaugh (Shoppy), was in charge
of the exercise, and fortunately, especially for the pilot of the plane, he
stopped him.
Then there was "Pappa" Aquire, a deck hand from Guam. He
was probably about sixty and had been in the Navy since he was about
eighteen. The arm of his jersey was hatch-marked. Every four years he
got a hatch mark for how many years he'd been in the Navy. By the
time I met him, his whole shirtsleeve was filled. When the ship arrived
in Guam, it seemed like the whole population of the island carne to
greet us.
It was great to have guys like that around. It was a male society, a
true bonding comradeship at its best. We were a team, and I was one
of the leaders of the team. I was treated with tremendous respect as
their executive officer. I even served as captain for a month. Everybody
worked together. We had a mission. We had to manage the ship to its
destination, keep its engineering in order, keep it moving, keep it
clean, and keep the guns in working order. After all, we were a man of
war. We weren't a great man of war or a pretty one, no sleek cruiser or
agile destroyer, but we were ready to fight any enemy at any time.
Before the sailors went on shore leave, I lectured them, reminding them that they needed to know that many of the women they
would meet probably had infectious diseases. I urged them to be careful even with the condoms we handed out. They'd nod understanding
the good sense of my sermon, and they still would come back, drunk
and disorderly, boasting of their sexual escapades. "Doc," our pharmacist mate, was kept very busy.
Because I was also the supply officer, Sleepy Holloway brought
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me all the mail relating to food. I was notified that the Wisconsin
cheese lobby was offering American ships at sea an opportunity to buy
cheddar cheese for a penny a pound. Yes, a penny a pound. Remember, I was big on low unit costs.
I told Sleepy that this was a great deal and that we should order
some Wisconsin cheddar. Three months later, we were back in port
and we saw a couple of big trucks unload rings and rings of cheese.
The entire dock was filled.
Sleepy (not being keen in math) had ordered a hundred times
more than he should have. We put as much as we could in the hold. I
was trading cheese with other Navy ships for movies, for supplies, or for
anything I could think of. On the 611, we had cheese souffle for lunch,
cheese omelets for breakfast, cheese sandwiches for night watches.
Later, we received orders to leave Hawaii and go directly to
Sasebo, Japan. I thought it would be educational for our sailors to try
an indigenous Japanese meal. At Sasebo, I became friends with the
Japanese laundryman and he gave me the recipe for sukiyaki, which
the Japanese pronounce "ski-yaki," the U silent. Sleepy, under my
direction, prepared the meal, and when the sailors came for dinner, I
gave them chopsticks instead of silverware. They were flabbergasted
with the strange utensils, trying to pound the sticks into the food or use
them as shovels.
I invited my new Japanese friend to eat with us in the officers'
quarters, and I asked him what he thought of the skiyaki. He responded politely, "Your sUkiyaki very good." I said, "No, the Japanese don't
pronounce the U. It's called skiyaki." He said, again very politely,
"Skiyaki we eat; you serve sukiyaki." Sleepy was clearly not an accomplished Japanese chef.
Japanese women were spectacular. For most of us Navy men,
including the officers, this was the first time we'd seen such personifications of femininity, geisha-style, coy and coquette, not like the
daruma girls. Daruma was the name for "easy women," who like the
Japanese's toy daruma doll came right back up after you pushed them
down. They were "pushovers."
Frequently, a sailor would fall in love with a Japanese girl and
want to abandon ship and stay with her. Poor Jonesey was one of them.
We had to send some of our more muscular crew members ashore to
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find the sailors, including Jonesey, to bring them back. I can visualize
them carrying Jonesey above their heads, he kicking and shaking,
screaming and crying.
There are always a few in a crowd who are picked on. Jonesey
was No. 1. Once I found him as the center of a commotion. He was
at the side of the ship yelling, threatening to kill himself. He had "had
it," he said, and was going to jump over the side. I told our pharmacist
mate, Doc, a veteran, totally shaved-headed, tattooed sea dog, "We
have to do something about this." I was the officer in charge at the
time, and he was the enlisted man in charge. He said, "Mr. Cramer,
let me handle this." He turned to Jonesey and said, "Jonesey, jump
over the side right now, now jump!" Jonesey replied, "Right now? I
don't wanna; you can't make me."
The 611 was an informal ship. Unlike a destroyer's crew, we
didn't always follow the book. Unfortunately, the sailors didn't have
the same pride as those on destroyers or cruisers. It was more like in
the movie Mr. Roberts. It sure wasn't the gung-ho rigid Navy life. We
wore only khaki shorts, flip-flops and a cap, we were bare-chested most
of the time. We'd be more formal when we went ashore.
The ship was segregated by rank. The officers socialized only
with the officers. But even the petty officers, who were also enlisted,
would socialize only among themselves. If I had been on a big ship, I
wouldn't socialize with the commanders or the lieutenant commanders. They stayed within one rank of what they were, up or down.
That's the military.
Rod White came back into my life about this time. His ship was working out of Hawaii, and several of us shared an apartment on Royal
Hawaiian Drive at Waikiki Beach. It was a good group: Rod, Herb
Hoffman, and Paul Dietche. We constantly played tennis.
I had first met Dietche at a tennis tournament. He was quiet and
gangly, and I thought he'd be an easy opponent. Instead, he blew me
away; I won one game. We became buddies. One day in Honolulu we
were fooling around, joking as we walked down a street, and there he
saw a tin can. He started kicking it with great skill. I asked how he
learned to control the can with such finesse, and he muttered, "AllAmerican soccer, Yale." There is a modest man. To this day, he's one
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of my good friends. He came to both of my weddings. I got him
involved in Wall Street, where he became an analyst and a very successful money manager.
It was in the Navy that I really entered the isle of man - male
comradeship. It was different from high school and college; in neither
of them do I remember being particularly a man's man.
Of course, I also met some ladies. I remember one from the
University of Hawaii, "Miss Pineapple." After reading about her in the
local newspapers, I got on the phone and called her up cold. It was
simple. I told her I was Ensign Gerry Cramer and that I'd heard a
lot about her and would like to meet her. It was a bold move. She
accepted my overture. She was beautiful, wonderful, and we had a
nice, wholesome relationship. Unfortunately, she transferred to a college on the mainland. Had she stayed, I think we would have got to a
more serious level.
Another time, my ship returned to Hawaii and the docking procedures were to attach the telephone, fuel, and water lines to the ship.
Just as the phone was activated, it rang. As the officer of the deck, I
picked it up. A woman on the other end asked if I was Ensign Adams.
I said "I was." (What did I have to lose?) She responded, "Oh, I had
such a good time with you last night at the Monkey Bar. I'd like to see
you again." I said, ''I'd like to see you again, too." She asked if I had a
friend for her girlfriend. I told her I'd bring Rod White.
So Rod and I went to the Monkey Bar, not knowing what to look
for. We walked into a dark room and eventually found our dates, two
pretty Samoans. Their deep, tanned skin made a good contrast for our
white uniforms. It was quite an evening. The next morning, Rod and
I were on our way back to our ships happily singing and that's when
he discovered his date had stolen his wallet. We stopped singing.
When we put on the Navy officer whites and walked into the
Royal Hawaiian Hotel or the Moana Hotel on Waikiki, we were magnets. The women gravitated to us. First of all, it's a very attractive uniform. Second, we were fighting men. Power attracts, and we had
women up the kazoo.
The Matson Lines, a steamship line out of Honolulu, brought
co-eds from the University of California to spend their summers in
Hawaii or for a two-week vacation. I recall one situation where a girl
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was ready to go back home and her Navy officer friend came to see her
off, so did her Hawaiian beach bum. He arrived in his lava-lava with
leis around his neck, and his competittion came in Navy whites. Seeing his rival, the beach bum got mad and started to punch the officer;
the girl got in the middle to try to hold him back. She ended up being
slugged accidentally by her beach bum. She was down for the count.
I was never overly promiscuous in the Navy. I'm not saying I was
celibate, but I was still gradually getting over the mindset of idolizing
the "good girl" and using the "bad girl" for sex. It was still hard for me
to put the two together. I was very polite and slow to become sexually
intimate. I'd wait until the fifth date for that type of involvement.
There were some great women in Hawaii. For a while, I dated an
admiral's daughter, who would do everything but have intercourse.
Her father was in charge of Ford Island, the Naval Air Station, a major
command post. When my ship entered the harbor, we'd pass Ford
Island and all stand at attention and salute him, and he would wave at
me. After all, I was dating his daughter. He was transferred to Japan,
and she had to go with him. She used to write me wonderful love letters. One day I wrote her a "Dear John" letter telling her not to waste
herself on me because I wasn't ready for marriage. I told her she was
a wonderful lady, and I got back the response, "Dear Son of a Bitch."
She married a month later.
My ship was assigned to a six-month tour of duty in Japan and
Korea. In Sasebo there was a club called the Matsu Lodge. It was originally a Japanese officers' club and then became an American naval
officers' club. Not only the single men but also married couples went
there to have dinner and dance. Beautiful Japanese were dance hostesses. When you'd buy them a drink, they converse with youjunior geishas amusing their guests.
On New Year's Eve 1953, I was at the Matsu Lodge by myself and
lonely. A beautiful woman walked slowly into the room. She was gorgeous. Japanese were short back then- most were five foot one or
two- but this woman was probably five foot seven. Majestic. I
couldn't keep my eyes off her. Finally, I asked one of the other girls
whom I knew as a friend to tell that beautiful woman that I'd like to
meet her. Her name was Fujisan, like Japan's magical mountain. She
was willing to meet me, and that was the beginning of my Madame
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Butterfly romance. We dated. She loved to go to the American movies.
I treated her like a real girlfriend. I'd take her out to the officers' club.
She was so very special.
Then my ship received orders to leave port within twenty-four
hours. We had a major mission. The Nationalist Chinese, were on
Taiwan, and their two little islands off the China coast, Quemoy and
Matsu, were being shelled by the communists from the mainland.
The American naval fleet was being sent as a show of force, and the
LST 611 was to be part of the flotilla.
My ship usually sailed independently, a lone wolf, but now we
were part of a fleet. It was both exciting and frightening. We were
always on full alert. (In the service, you were either bored to death or
scared to death.) One time, a Nationalist Chinese plane flew over, and
because we were so used to being informal, we weren't flying the
American flag on our masthead. We quickly realized that this plane
might think our LST was communist Chinese. As the Nationalist Chinese plane circled us, we hoisted up the mast the largest American flag
we had so we wouldn't be mistaken as an enemy. The plane tilted its
wings in recognition that we were a friend and flew away.
We were on patrol for about three weeks, and I received a medal
for this exercise. Then things cooled off, and my ship returned to
Sasebo.
I went back to the Matsu Lodge to see Fujisan. I asked one of the
hostesses where she was. The hostess replied, "Fujisan thought you
left for good. Very sad for a while, but now she is living with a commander." I asked my go-between to tell Fujisan that I was back and
that I wanted to see her. Fujisan agreed to meet me the next day.
Visualize a beautiful Japanese moss-covered garden, a misty rain
falling on glistening cobblestones. I waited for Fujisan in front of a
torii gate to a small hotel where our rendezvous was scheduled. Then
in came my beautiful woman, her face moist from the mist and her
eyes like starlight. We had a most romantic reunion. At dinner in the
hotel, I told her that my ship was going to have a dinner party there for
the officers and that the hotel had given me a free room, one with a
big mosaic-tiled ofuro (Japanese hot tub).
I was telling Fujisan all this in English in front of the Japanese
manager of the hotel. Her eyes narrowed; she scowled at me, anger in
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her facial expression. "What was wrong?" I asked nervously. She spoke
to the manager in Japanese, agitated, then removed her signet ring
and gave it to him, saying, "This is for the room - I pay, not free."
Confused, I awkwardly handed him yen to pay for the room.
We went to our room, where she immediately had second
thoughts, turned around, and ran from the room. In her eyes, I had
made her lose face. I had treated her as if she were a daruma girl.
Sadly, I prepared a hot bath, undressed, and put on a kimono trying to
understand what I had done wrong. I heard a knock at the door. I
opened it. It was Fujisan. She had come back. We had a poignant
evening together, but she would never ever see me again.
The 611 served a major purpose in the Korean War. Before I came on
aboard, it participated in a major military operation, the landings at
Inchon. At that time, the North Koreans and the Chinese were galloping south and controlled South Korea almost completely. Then,
the American commander in chief, General Douglas MacArthur
executed a brilliant strategic strike by passing north of the enemy
lines. A flotilla led by LSTs went to Inchon, a major port southwest of
Seoul, surprising the enemy and cutting it off from the rear. LSTs,
including my ship, brought in the marines and their supplies and
formed a beachhead in the enemy's rear. Two of the three LSTs in the
operation were sunk, the 611 survived.
"LST" doesn't have a ring like "destroyer," "cruiser," or "carrier."
When we went ashore, we were embarrassed to say what ship we were
from. Here were sailors saying they were on the cruiser Helena or
some other famous warship, and we had to say that we were on an
LST, the LST 611. It wasn't good for the ego; the handicap provoked
many fistfights. It diminished the pride we had for our ship, which we
did love, though not as much when we went ashore.
One day I was discussing this problem with a naval officer at
Pearl Harbor. He was the chief publicist, and I asked if there was a way
we could get the LSTs a name like the other ships. Battleships are
named after states, aircraft carriers after famous people, cruisers
after major cities. LSTs didn't have names. It was like the ship was a
bastard.
The publicist and I drafted an argument to the Bureau of Naval
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Personnel in Washington, spelling out the lack of respect the LSTs
had received, even though they were fighting ships like any other ship
in the Navy.
We got a positive answer: Henceforth, et al, (all in Navy jargon),
LSTs will have names. They will be named after counties.
Wow. That was important. Since I was one of the catalysts for the
momentous change, I thought my ship should be named after a wellknown county, maybe Westchester. But what name did it get? Crook
County. Not Cook County, which contains Chicago, but Crook
County. I looked in an atlas and found that there were two of them:
Crook County, Oregon, and Crook County, Wyoming.
It didn't sound respectable to say, "I'm on the Crook County" were we a pirate ship? -but we accepted it. At least we now had a
name.
I wrote a letter to the county commission of Crook County,
Wyoming, and said, "Dear Sir, I'm very pleased that my ship is named
after Crook County, Wyoming, and I want to say that we will wear
your flag with pride. We'd like very much to keep you abreast of what
we're doing, and we'd like your citizens to contact us." We got cookies, bolognas, correspondence from schoolchildren. My sailors felt
important. I am most proud of this accomplishment.
A Honolulu newspaper even printed an article about the USS
Crook County 611, its history of how it had taken the comfort women
back to their homelands, the lone LST survivor in the Battle of
Inchon, an eleven year-old lady warrior still proudly steaming ahead.
We had a recommissioning ceremony in Pearl Harbor - any
excuse for a party. I contacted the recent Miss Hawaii entry in the
Miss America pageant, and I asked if she would preside at the recommissioning. We also invited bureaucrats from the territory of Hawaii (it
wasn't a state then) and major personages from the Navy. Miss Hawaii
swung a bottle of champagne, whacking the prow of the LST 611.
The bottle didn't break. She was too weak from dieting, so I helped
her. And that's how the LST 611 became the USS Crook County.
I recently Googled USS Crook County LST-611 and here is what
I found.
The LST-611 was an ungainly, flat-bottomed breed of
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ship known as "Landing Ship Tank," designed to transport
tanks, men, and equipment directly onto the beaches of war
zones in Europe and the Pacific during World War II.
Because the LSTs were designed to "skid" right up onto the
beaches to unload their cargo, they were not expected to
survive their initial landings and were not assigned names.
This particular LST belied their expectations during a varied life plying the Pacific waters - Philippine landings during World War II, Korean landings during the Korean War,
milk runs throughout the Pacific Trust Territories before
and after the Korean War, and a top secret mission to collect
samples during the H-bomb testing at Bikini Atoll - earning three battle stars during World War II and two battle
stars during the Korean War.
The LST-611 was built at the "Prairie Shipyard" of the
Chicago Bridge & Iron Company in Seneca, Illinois, and
launched on April 28, 1944. She was then sailed down the
Illinois River to the Mississippi River, then on to New
Orleans, Louisiana, where she was commissioned on May
15, 1944 and turned over to her Navy crew, commanded by
Lt. Roy E. Burton. Following a shakedown cruise in the
Gulf of Mexico, she sailed through the Panama Canal to
San Diego, then on to her homeport of Pearl Harbor,
Hawaii. Too late for the landings at Saipan, she was in time
to join the convoy headed for the Leyte Gulf in the Philippines - she landed troops and equipment at Leyte, then
Mindoro Island. When she returned for another landing at
Leyte she was bombed and holed in the main engine room,
killing four crewmembers. Refloated and pushed to one
side of the harbor, she was stripped of equipment and supplies until finally her captain made a personal plea to Admiral Nimitz and she was towed back to Pearl Harbor, then on
to San Pedro, California for repairs.
While she was undergoing repairs, the war in Japan
ended. She was returned to Pearl Harbor as part of Material
Salvage Unit # 1, transporting Seabees to various Pacific
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locations for salvage operations. Upon completion of the salvage mission, she was detailed as a cargo ship, sailing
throughout the Pacific Trust Territories, carrying copra
(dried coconut meat), coconuts, chickens, ducks, cows, pigs,
dried fish, and wandering islanders. She earned the nickname "Copra Queen" as she visited remote and exotic locations in the Marshall Islands, the Marianas and the
Carolines, Kwajalein, Noumea, Samoa, and more ...
When North Korea invaded South Korea in 1950, the
LST-611 was the only American LST in Yokosuka, Japan,
and was pressed into service training novice LST commanders in ship handling and beaching. She landed troops on the
beaches of Pusan, Pohang-Dong, and Inchon, as well as
making ammunition runs between Japan and Korea.
After her service in Korea she returned to service on
the "Copra Run." Crewmembers commented on this service in a letter to the Our Navy publication: "There are
few vessels ... who have had the privilege of hauling buginfested copra, coconuts, dried and frozen fish, live sea
turtles, dogs, cats, chickens, ducks, cows, pigs, goats, Pacific
Islanders, and even Marines and Seabees. Very few vessels
have had the opportunity, year in and year out, to operate in
the sweltering tropical Mid-Pacific heat surrounded by carnivorous flies in the daytime and bloodsucking mosquitoes
at night. Endless islands, all appearing the same, unmarked
harbors, blinding coral, tropical thunderstorms, periodic
typhoons, nonexistent liberty, and formaldehyde-laden beer
(when available) mark the daily routine that is broken only
by a few days of liberty and recreation at that famous MidPacific paradise called Guam ..."
Finally recognized for their usefulness and longevity,
the LSTs were assigned names in 1955. Back in Pearl Harbor on July 30, 195 5, the LST-611 was christened the USS
Crook County. The official reason for the choice of the
name Crook County is unknown, but crewmembers speculated that "these two particular counties were known for two
things: rugged and durable people and rugged and tough
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terrain. This LST was a rugged, durable, and tough ship, so
the name seemed appropriate."
Her work over, she was finally removed from service in
1956 and mothballed- in 1959 she sailed one final time to
a location off the California coast, where she was torpedoed
and sunk.
We often went on liberty in Midway. We were kind of heroes of
that isle because we were bringing the locals their provisions, like
Scotch and cigarettes, and we were also fresh faces to locals who had
island fever. Midway was also known for its many Laysan albatrosses,
which sailors for decades have called gooney birds. They are clumsy
on land but soar gracefully once in the air. Years later, I created a
little nursery rhyme for my children, "Poor Little Cooney Bird, sits in
its nest all day- when can I fly away and play?"
Randy, my predecessor as executive officer, and I went to the
Midway officers' club to drink and relax. We were talking with one of
the local officers and his wife. After a while, this officer asked to speak
to me in private. He had a bizarre request. He said, "My wife and I
have been married for ten years, and we've been trying unsuccessfully to have a child. I think she's fertile; I'm not. She kind of likes you,
Gerry. Would you mind having sexual intercourse with my wife so we
can possibly have a baby, so we can raise a child?"
Now this was in the early 1950s, long before in vitro fertilization,
and the only way for procreation was old-fashioned sex. So what did I
do? Well, first of all, remember that I'm a hick; I was having trouble
understanding sexuality with women to begin with. I thought to
myself, "Wow, I can't do anything like this. This is too weird for me."
And, besides, she wasn't very good looking. So I replied, "''m sorry,"
and then I said, "But I got somebody who might take you up on
that - the guy with me." Randy was so randy that he could do it with
anybody.
The officer hesitated. He went to talk to his wife and came back
to say that she would agree. He spoke to Randy in private and proposed the deal, and Randy, of course, accepted.
We usually spent three or four days in Midway, five or six days en
route to Pearl Harbor, a week or so in Hawaii, and then back to
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Midway. The next month, the local officer, his wife, and Randy went
to the officer's home for dinner. The husband then left and came to
the officers' club and had a nightcap with me. A couple of hours later,
Randy joined us, and he and I returned to our ship.
A happy ending. The woman became pregnant and had a muchwanted child. The husband was so appreciative that he crafted a
leather wallet with a big R on it for Randy.
I began to understand the meaning of love. This officer from
Midway opened my eyes: his wife's maternal needs, his unselfish act
of allowing her to have sexual intercourse with someone else to realize their wish for a child. That's the ultimate love story.
I had great respect for the crew of my ship, particularly the enlisted
men. The officers were all young, except for our captain, mostly
around twenty-two or twenty-three years old, and like me were former
civilians awash at sea. The enlisted men were ten to twenty years older.
Most were World War II veterans or had joined the Navy even before
that war, during the Depression, when there were so few job opportunities that the military was the only resort. (In many ways we're seeing
something like this now in our volunteer military. Many of the people
joining are members of minorities who are looking to the military as
their only opportunity.)
During my Navy career, I saw that these enlisted men were
people who loved their jobs, loved their ship, loved their colleagues. It
was a unique experience for me. I knew that if they had the opportunity to go to college, who knows what they could have become. Many
certainly had the intelligence and the drive to succeed.
Although a half century has passed, I remember these enlisted
men's names as if it were yesterday. Sleepy Holloway and Jonesey, who
provided comic relief. Lester in the engine room and Miller in damage control. Those two engineers ran their departments with sincerity
and determination; they weren't chiefs; they were senior petty officers,
second-class or first-class petty officers. They worked their way up the
ranks. To be promoted to chief was very unusual. You had to be
special, as was Elmer Atchison, and he was very special.
Chiefs and master sergeants run the military. Chiefs run ships
and master sergeants run the Army. But these first-class and second-
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class petty officers were the kind of men I would like to see working
for me in the business world. They had the attributes I respect- passion, a work ethic - and I learned from them.
After the Navy, as my business life progressed, I didn't pay much
attention to the people above me, my bosses, for want of a better word.
I always paid attention to my job, which was my responsibility, creating a product, finding clients, or being a good professional. I paid
much more attention to my underlings, younger people whom I could
maybe help - my future Sleepy Holloways and in return receive this
loyalty and contribution to our mission.
I've thought about this many times. Too many people are brownnosers, sycophants. They spend more time being obsequious to people
senior to them or richer than them -people that they try to exploit
with their charm. I did not pay much attention to people like that
when I was in the Navy, because I wanted to make sure my ship of a
hundred men sailed safely and smoothly. And I didn't care about the
admiral sitting in some plush office in Pearl Harbor.
Our band of brothers - six officers on my LST - and the captain left a strong impression on me. Lt. Phil Fass loved show music, so
we used to listen to show tunes, Porgy and Bess and Oklahoma. I still
love Broadway show tunes because of this. We used to play bridge and
have two chess games going on simultaneously. We had a serious purpose, running a ship, but we also had ample time for introspection and
to gain insights into each other's personalities.
I recently reconnected with Frank Shoptaugh "Shoppy" after
more than fifty years. Shoppy succeeded me as executive officer on
the Crook County. He was a good buddy as well as a good officer. In
his memoirs, he wrote about an interesting incident that I will quote:
I had been aboard the Crook County for about two months,
and we were doing our Midway Island milk-run thing. My
friend, and fellow officer, Gerry Cramer, being a connoisseur of wine, spirits, and booze of any kind, would always
bring some goodies back to Pearl Harbor that he had purchased from the Midway Island "ships store," because it was
cheaper there, and because it always impressed the ladies of
the island. On this trip, he had purchased a magnum of
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some fancy brand of sparkling burgundy wine. Very red. In
every officer's stateroom, there is a safe that is welded to the
bulkhead (wall) above a desk, that is used to store classified
documents, such as code books and confidential correspondence, etc. A very serious safe, for very serious and very
secretive things. This is where Gerry stored his sparkling
burgundy wine. About 0200 in the morning, I was awakened by nudges to my arm, and Gerry saying: "Get up, get
up, I've got an emergency!" Oh my God, were going down
- I jumped out of my bunk and grabbed my life vest, but
Gerry said "No, not that kind, it's in my stateroom." My
stateroom was on the starboard side of the ship and his was
on the port side so we went racing to the port side in our
skivvies. Fortunately, no one was about at this hour of the
morning to observe this ridiculous mad dash, and we
ducked into his stateroom and he closed the curtain, which
screened out unwanted eyes. There was red everywhere.
The motion of the ship had caused the cork on the bottle of
burgundy to pop and the red wine had soaked the classified
publications in Gerry's safe, as well as the .45 caliber pistol
that each officer is issued, and normally remains stored in
the safe, forever. I could immediately see the need for mopup operations, and both Gerry and I began sopping up the
red stuff off of the publications with his dirty clothes, and
laying out sheets of paper to dry, that were probably that
day's top secret code series. Not surprisingly, everything
dried out kind of red. We got the immediate crisis under
control, and sat back to assess the situation. The .45 caliber
pistol might get a little rusty, but nobody was in morbid danger. The classified publications would survive, but would
have a little rouge tint to them, hardly noticeable in the
faint light of our dingy staterooms. So we had done a great
job of "damage control," my shipmate and I. And guess
what. There was about two-thirds of a magnum of the
bloody red stuff left in the bottle. At this time, both Gerry
and I were the most junior officers on the ship, and we were
not used to making "command"-type decisions. After
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thoughtful deliberation and much soul searching, we
decided to drink the burgundy wine immediately, rather
than risk having it further contaminate his stateroom. And
so we did. And it was pretty damned good, even though it
was French. And that's the kind of Navy I remember
One of our other officers, Gene Rossi, coincidentally graduated
from Syracuse about the same time I did. We knew each other at
school, but not well. Rossi was a certified intellectual and interested
in philosophy, psychology, and classical literature. He became a philosophy teacher after he left the service.
In college, I'd had little time for quality reading; I read my textbooks and did my homework but not much more. But out at sea, we
had more free time, and because of Gene, I found myself reading
books like War and Peace and works by Dostoyevsky, Hemingway, Dos
Pasos, Fitzgerald, and other great authors. That's a habit I still have: I
read only good books, biographies or social commentaries, not the
current best-selling novels. I always want to learn. I prefer classical
music, too; Sandy Eakin introduced me to good music and was the
first to really stimulate my intellectual side. But it was Gene Rossi who
helped me develop it.
We ate and read and played games in the wardroom, the officers'
lounge. Each of us officers had his own small cabin. A room to myself
- what a rare luxury! It was probably no bigger than a good-sized
closet, but we had white-glove service by Filipino stewards with silverware and fine china for our meals. We were debonair twenty-two- and
twenty-three-year-olds. The conversations at our meals were stimulating despite Navy regulations forbidding religion and politics. We discussed literature, history, and philosophy. I was becoming more
socially aware in the Navy, though the process began in childhood
with learning table manners. Mental and physical cleanliness is also a
form of maturity; everything had to be shipshape.
I have a slogan I use frequently today. I tell people I'm an "antisnob snob." So many people are snobbish. Snobbery and pseudosophistication are Gemini twins. I hate the people who go around with
their noses in the air and think they have to have Fendi this or Mercedes-Benz that or have to go to the Hamptons because it's in. I want
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to do the opposite. That's my form of snobbishness. I don't want to be
like every other snob. So, I'm an anti-snob snob.
To sum up, the Navy was a very special experience. It was fun
and I also learned a lot. It was a time in which I matured and gained
some lifelong skills and good habits.The Navy was a focused period in
my life. It lasted three years and four months. I was on one ship. I was
captain for one month when our regular captain took a thirty-day
leave.
We were scheduled to go into dry dock for a complete overhaul.
Before going in, I had drawn up all the specifications and instructions
for what we wanted done to the ship. The voluminous information
was carefully typed by a yeoman, and the engineers carried it for me
down the ship's ladder and into a small boat as I headed to review the
ship's overhaul with the head of the shipyard.
After the review, I took the briefcase back to our ship. The seas
were rough. As I climbed from the boat to the ship's ladder, there was
slight disconnect between my boat and my ship, and I fell into the Sea
of Japan. Boy, was it cold! One of my sailors quickly took off his shoes
and dived in. I thought, "This guy's out to try to save my life." I saw
him swimming frantically toward me, and when I was ready to lift my
hand for him to grab, he swam right past me. It turned out that he was
the yeoman who had done the typing and that he was determined that
the briefcase get back to the ship before it became saturated with
water. I was left to fend for myself. The briefcase had a higher rank.
When my Navy career ended, I was twenty-five. That stretch was
16 percent of my life, a meaningful chunk of time. At the end of my
tour, when it was time to leave my ship for good, I packed my duffel
bag and went ashore. I looked at my ship still attached to the dock,
and I already felt nostalgic. In such parting situations we had a little
ceremony- I don't know if it was universal in the Navy, but it was on
my ship: The retiring officer would throw off the last line.
So the Crook County 611 was ready to go. The linesmen threw
off all but one of the lines, which were then pulled aboard ship, leaving the last line holding the ship to a ballard on the dock. I lifted the
line, looked at my ship, and threw the line into the sea. The sailors on
the ship saluted me and pulled the line in. The umbilical cord was
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severed. I watched the ship sail slowly, slowly off into the horizon
never to be seen by me again.
In 1956, my last year in the Navy, the Bureau of Naval Personnel
became very clever from a personnel perspective. They sent a letter
stating that since I was an exemplary officer, would I consider staying
in the service for another couple of years, two or three opportunities
were available. One was to be port officer in Naples; another was to be
public relations for the Rhine River Patrol, based in Heidelberg; and
another was to be communications officer in Key West, Florida.
I'd never really traveled except on my LST. I had spent my entire
Navy career on one ship wandering the Western Pacific. Irving Berlin
wrote, "I joined the Navy to see the world and what did I see. I saw the
sea." I'd never been to Europe, and I was really tempted to re-enlist for
a few more years. It might be nice to have shore duty in Europe. I
imagined myself singing German drinking songs. So I went down to
the Bureau of Navy Personnel in Washington to hear the details of the
offer. It sounded interesting.
But before I signed up for another two years, I wanted to see what
job opportunities were out there in the civilian world. So I went to
Wall Street. I was always interested in Wall Street.
A new chapter in my life was about to begin.

CAPTAIN ATCH

LT.

ATCHISON WAS one of the truly unique human beings I've
known. I named one of my sons after him, Thomas Atchison Cramer;
that's what he meant to me. He was a natural leader. He was captain
of his ship but ruled without an authoritarian air. All of us worked our
butts off because we liked him. He was fair and respectful; he complimented those who had done well. I learned a great deal about leadership from him. He made all of us young reserve officers feel like we
were in charge. He gave us a sense of responsibility, and there was
mutual respect.
Captain Atch was married to a Korean-American who had been
his best friend's wife. When his friend, a fellow submariner, was killed
in World War II, Captain Atch married his widow because he didn't
want her to remain alone. She was very loving, meticulous in her
cleanliness. I had dinner with them periodically, and they served kimchee, a classic, highly odiferous Korean dish of pickled cabbage. We
used to be able to tell when we were near a Korean ship before we saw
it by the smell in the air, particularly if we were downwind. Once I
made the mistake of telling Captain Atch's wife that I liked kimchee,
and she then sent over a bucket of it for us. The captain and I were
the only ones who ate it. After all, kimchee isn't very compatible with
your stomach on a ship that's pitching and rolling and slamming the
surf.
One of any captain's jobs is to conduct a court-martial when a
ELMER
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sailor breaks Navy rules. The executive officer must act the part of the
prosecuting attorney. At the court-martial, the executive officer would
report something like this: "Captain, he violated U.S. Code of Naval
Justice Doc. 174 by coming back drunk and disorderly. Brought back
by the Shore Patrol. He violated U.S. Naval Justice Code 716 by being
AWOL." Of course, the sailor would be scared silly because he was
facing the captain. At these times, Captain Atch would sway from one
foot to the other and say, "Why'd you do it? Why'd you do it?" He was
probably thinking back on how many times he had done the same
thing. The sailor would then promise never to do it again "until the
next time." And Captain Atch would dismiss the charges.
I heard from him once in a while after I returned to civilian life.
He had left the ship before I did and gone on one more assignment.
Then he retired from the Navy and lived in Hilo, Hawaii, working in
the port.
Twenty years after I left the Navy, I went through Hawaii en route
to the Orient. I found Captain Atch's name in the phone book, but
every time I called, the line was busy. I called and called. Finally, that
evening his wife answered the phone, and she told me he had just
died and they had had his funeral that day, casting his ashes out to sea.
I had been so close to being with my captain one more time. He
was a father symbol and a great human being. He was self-made. Very
few sailors become officers, and the fact that Captain Atch accomplished this meant he was someone very special. To me he will always
be someone special.

0 Captain! My Captain!
0 captain! My captain! Our fearful trip is done,
The ship has weather'd every rack, the prize we sought is won,
The port is near, the bells I hear, the people all exulting.
While follow eyes the steady keel, the vessel grim and daring
But o' heart! Heart! Heart!
0 the bleeding drops of red!
Where on the deck my captain lies,
Fallen cold and dead.
- Walt Whitman
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THE FALL OF

1956, I was hired as a trainee at Merrill Lynch. I had

picked Merrill over Blyth & Company, a prestigious investment
banking firm. Blyth, which underwrote the initial offering of the Ford
Motor Company, was one of those Waspy, white shoe, all YaleHarvard places.
I chose Merrill because its training program lasted only nine
months, whereas Blyth's lasted two years. I've always been practical. In
addition, the pay at Merrill was $25 a month more than at Blyththat's even more practical.
The training program was at Merrill's headquarters, 70 Pine Street
in Manhattan. Now I had a new band of brothers. My class had thirtyfive members - thirty-four men and one woman. The woman was
Irene Deice, a lovely Swiss. She and I studied together. One day she
told me she was pregnant. I did not do it; I swear I did not do it. But
she asked me for help. She wanted to get an abortion in New Jersey,
but she didn't want to go by herself. I took her to an abortionist, which
back then was not only shrouded in mystery but also illegal. Because of
my befriending her, I ended up her boyfriend. She was in New York for
a three-month training program so ours was a brief fling. Then she
went back to Switzerland, probably to the guy who got her pregnant.
Two other people in my class were Ed Touhey, who has remained
a close friend, and John Hemingway, son of Ernest Hemingway.
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The Merrill Lynch training experience was pleasant. I was really
in the working world, and I was loving it. I earned $425 a month,
which at the time was good pay. In the Navy, I'd had a lot of perks but
made only about $250 a month as an officer.
While in the Navy, I'd bought rny first car, a secondhand 1936
Ford. It was black with a rumble seat, and I paid $175 for it. But now
that I was living in New York, where you didn't really need a car, I sold
it. To this day, I don't use a car in New York.
The academic side of the training program lasted three months.
It was almost like OCS, but with less tension. It was a miniature college MBA program. Merrill was way ahead of anybody else in educating and training its future brokers. The company did it right.
I spent a lot of time with the stockbrokers. One of them asked me
to handle his accounts while he was on vacation. Oh, what an honor,
what a sense of responsibility! I agreed to do it, of course. Here I was,
working at the main office of Merrill Lynch, and I was feeling like a
big-time guy. I got telegrams telling me to buy this, sell that. I liked the
action; I was captain of rny ship.
This was during the Eisenhower administration, and the interstate highway system was in its early building stage. Cement stocks
were going crazy; Caterpillar Tractor was going crazy; anything to do
with road construction was going crazy. I received a telegram from this
broker's largest client in Canada, with orders to buy and sell various
stocks. Some were the full name of the company; some were in symbol form. I called the margin clerk, and I said, "I have this order from
this chap in Canada. Do we have these shares in the account?" He
said we did, and I placed the orders. But as it turned out, I sold the
wrong stock. The symbol was different. Of course, Merrill rectified the
problem, but it cost the firm about $10,000, which was big money
then. I was convinced that my career on Wall Street was over.
I was called in to see the office manager, Victor Cook. I felt like
I was back in the Navy being court-martialed. I explained what had
happened. Guess what his response was? He congratulated me! "But
I cost the firm $10,000," I said. He replied: "Anybody who has the
initiative that you have should be complimented. Most of the young
brokers wouldn't take this responsibility. They're too frightened. You
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made a mistake, but it was really the margin clerk's mistake. He
should have told you that this stock was not in the account."
Another early Wall Street story involves Mel Roboff, my boyhood
buddy from Rochester. Mter I had moved to New York, I telephoned
Mel in Rochester, and a short time later he invited me to visit him at
the Plaza Hotel, where he was staying while in town on a visit. I
remarked, "Isn't this too expensive a hotel for you?" But he told me
that things had been good for him, and he asked me to come over.
Mel didn't have a room in the Plaza - he had a suite. This guy
had graduated from Harvard Business School, and he summarized
what had happened over the previous few years. Back in Rochester, he
said, he had bought a liquor store, moved it across the street, where
the traffic was better, and then sold it six months later for a 50 percent
profit. Then, he bought a glass company. Atomic energy was just getting started, and he converted the glass company into a manufacturer
of specialized leaded containers to contain isotopes. He got a big government contract, he said, and the company's revenues went to $15
million from $3 million.
I told him I was so proud of him and his business sense. In truth,
I was also a bit envious because I'd been at sea and hadn't had a
chance to hone my business skills.
Then Mel asked if I remembered a cute Rochester girl named
Kayla Achtor. Yes, I remembered her. Who could forget her? She was
gorgeous. She had been too young for us back in high school but that
was years ago. She was coming to New York to stay with him, Mel said,
and he asked me to come back the next day because he knew she
would want to say hello. The next day I arrived at the hotel and I saw
Kayla, now four years older then when I knew her in Brighton. She
was a real beauty, with brains, and was a Fulbright scholar in India.
Mel, ugly but brilliant Mel, was my hero. He'd done everything
in business that I could ever hope to do, and on top of all that he now
had one of the most beautiful women in the world.
When Kayla and I left Mel's suite later, I asked her if his accomplishments were for real. She replied that he was a "true business
genius."
Mel called a day later. There was a public company in the
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nuclear business that he wanted to take control of, he said, and he
asked me to buy 10,000 shares of it for him. I did, and the trade settled. Now, I was still working for the vacationing broker. I imagined
how proud of me he would be for bringing him a new client like Mel.
Subsequently, Mel called and asked me to buy about 50,000
shares of another company's stock, a $3 stock- that's $150,000 - bigtime money then.
When it was time for Mel to pay, I got a call from my margin
clerk, who said there had been no check. I told him not to worry, that
it would be there, that Mel came from a very good family. "He's a very
successful guy," I said, "Known him all my life, Mel Roboff. He was
the valedictorian of my class. Don't worry."
A couple of days later, the margin clerk called again. "If the
check doesn't arrive by tomorrow," he said, "we will have to sell him
out."
Now I was worrying. I called Mel's mother in Rochester, and she
told me that that day Mel had been placed in a sanitarium for the
insane. He had delusions of grandeur, she said. Everything he had
told me was false to impress Kayla and me. You can imagine what I
was thinking. Sure, my poor friend was mentally ill and I felt sorry for
him, but I was in trouble again, and I had just gotten out of one
scrape. Fortunately, Mel's family made good for his shares.
During the training program, I lived in the London Terrace
apartment building, which is in the Chelsea neighborhood of Manhattan. It was a wonderful building. I had two roommates - Bob
Beaudette and Hugh Ettinger- and we shared the costs of a twobedroom apartment. London Terrace was a great place to live; the tenants were mostly young Wall Streeters and airline stewardesses. And
the twain did meet.
Sometimes a small apartment with three tenants creates logistical problems. I once had a date with a stewardesses when Bob came
home around 11 P.M. He knocked on the bedroom door and asked me
to open the door. Now I was very much involved with my lady friend,
and I told him to come back in an hour. 'Tm very tired," he replied.
"Please let me in." I told him to come back in a half hour. You have
to compromise in life.
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As the training program was ending, I had to pick a place to work
and start my career. I selected San Francisco, then and now one of
the most beautiful cities in the world. It was the epitome of what I
wanted: cosmopolitan, prosperous, and on an ocean. I, like almost
everybody else in my class, wanted to go there; there were thirty applications for it, and it was quickly clear that I was unlikely to be assigned
to San Francisco. My selection process then became more scientific.
I looked for an area with growth demographics, and I came up with
Denver and Fort Lauderdale, Florida, both of which interested me. I
was accepted at Merrill's offices in both cities.
Before I was able to decide between them, I was contacted by a
Merrill partner, Bernie Ramsay. He wanted to know whether I'd like
to be part of a novel experiment: Taking Wall Street to Main Street
and beyond, right into the boonies. He was going to open an office in
a shopping center. Ramsay was a good salesman, so I signed on to
his idea. I became a member of a new office with nine brokers - eight
of them rookies like me - and a manager. We opened our office in
the Garden State Plaza, a large enclosed shopping mall in Bergen
County, New Jersey, which was fast becoming part of the sprawling
New York metropolitan area as its truck farms were being transformed
into subdivisions. Bringing Wall Street to a shopping center was as
extreme as it gets.
I had an office; now I had to get some business. I got some orders
from Bob Beaudette's father and my father also gave me an order that
I logged on my first day. Thanks to fathers, I was the star of the office
that first day.
I used to walk up and down Routes 17 and 4, walking into business establishments with a big smile, introducing myself as a new Merrill Lynch broker in town, offering my assistance in investments, and
leaving my card. In addition to using shoe leather looking for clients,
I worked the phones, making cold calls. This was missionary salesmanship. A lot of new money was being created in the area at that
time because many of the vegetable farmers were selling their land to
developers. I liked making cold calls. I dedicated every Monday night
from just after dinner to ten o'clock telephoning, making the kind of
calls that today we hang up on. Telemarketing was new back then.
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I learned that cold calling pays. I opened many good accounts
that way. Most people think it's too demeaning to cold call. But if
you're lucky and have a positive attitude, it's not demeaning at all.
One time on Route 17, I walked into a freight-forwarding company run by a man named Frank Alleso. He invited me to his office in
the back room and asked me to develop a portfolio of stocks. He
had $20,000 to invest. I researched and came up with a portfolio of
stocks - five companies, including General Dynamics, IBM, and
Johnson & Johnson. A couple of days later, I gave Alleso the written
proposal describing prospects for the companies. He looked at it in the
same back room and then where I'd written, "Five stocks for $20,000,
$4,000 each," he added a zero to each amount. So I now had a
$200,000 order (which would be equivalent to $4 million or $5 million today). I was on cloud nine. It was a fantastic thing to happen to
me. I was a hero. The Bible says, "Seek and ye shall find," and I sure
did.
One day, my manager, Harry Litterest, called a quick meeting of
all the brokers. He said, "I want to especially compliment one of you.
I watched him. It was Friday afternoon, and he was on the phone constantly, diligently prospecting for new clients, consistently talking and
hanging up, talking and hanging up. I want to compliment Gerry
Cramer. I'm going to give him a bottle of wine."
The other brokers were also really impressed with my work ethic.
But I felt I had to tell them that all those calls I had made had been
my trying to get a date for Saturday night.
Everything at work was going well. At the end of the year, I was
the biggest producer not only in the Garden State Plaza office but also
among the thirty-five graduates of my training class. Yet my salary,
which was probably now up to $550 a month, was the same as everyone else's in the office. I was producing two-and-one-half times what
the lowest producer was. So I confronted the manager and said, "Why
are you compensating your brokers like this? This is not based on
merit. You're supposed to reward achievement."
He didn't understand meritocracy, but I was willing to wait
another year or so to see if he would learn. One of my good friends
and the second-largest producer in the office, Warren Bree, was
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unwilling to be so patient. "I can't believe this," Warren said. "We
can't stay here any longer." He put out feelers with other brokerage
firms, and the next thing I knew, Warren and I and three of the other
original Garden State Plaza brokers (plus a few others who had gone
through the training program) were leaving Merrill Lynch and moving down the block to form a competing office for A. M. Kidder &
Company in a competing mall, Bergen Mall.
Within a year, we became the most productive office in the Kidder system.
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MARRIAGE AND FAMILY

I WERE COMANAGERS of the Kidder branch in the
Bergen Mall, and I was making $40,000 a year. That doesn't sound
like a lot of money, but in 1958 it was big time. The Dow Jones Industrial Average was 600. A good dinner in a French restaurant with wine
cost $2.25 to $2.50. A pair of shoes cost $6 or $7; a good suit $40. (I
think you can still buy a suit for $40 if you go to the right place.)
I was twenty-eight, and I had achieved one of my first financial
goals: sufficient earning power and a little money in the bank. I was
on top of the world.
I was now ready to get married. I was determined that I would be
married before I turned thirty. It was time for the postgraduate period
of my personal life, which was to have a family and build stability. I
prepared myself psychologically and emotionally to marry. The camera focuses a sunny environment, that right image comes in front of
the lens, the camera goes "click," and there will be my wife.
But surprises were in store. One day I was at a piano bar in New
York City, and I heard a familiar voice in the distance. It had the lilt,
the strength, and timbre of a voice that belonged to a former cheerleader. Yes, it was that of Sandy Eakin, who had been so important in
my college life. There she was, in person, in the lobby of the Algonquin Hotel.
I hurried over, feeling the rush of all those wonderful emotions
we feel when we see somebody we once loved. I never expressed that
wARREN AND
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love to her, but now I can express it to myself. She was as beautiful as
ever and was now a business executive. We sat and talked and talked.
She told me she was engaged to marry.
She was in New York on business. We had dinner and totally
enjoyed each other's company. It was still a fresh and pure relationship. At the end of the evening, she astounded me by saying she was
going to cancel her engagement because she knew she was in love
with me.
"We missed our opportunity when we were in college because we
were too young," she said, "but now we're not so young anymore."
She stayed in New York two or three more days, and we were
together constantly.
Now I had a big decision to make. This wonderful woman could
be mine, but did I really want her? I reminded myself that if I were to
marry this Waspy Connecticut Yankee, my mother would literally die,
and in the end, I told Sandy I still was not ready.
I had decided not to marry this beautiful fantasy. Though she was
a reality, she was more my lasting fantasy.
Shortly after Sandy left New York, a pretty blonde with a big
smile came into my life. Her name was Barbara Browne. She was a
nice Jewish girl who went by Bobbie. We met on a blind date, and
soon we were going out regularly.
I was making a lot of money and feeling secure. My life was so
different from that of my parents, who I had watched squabble constantly over money. They were Depression people, worried and frightened people, and money was the only thing that gave anybody in their
generation any sense of stability. It's still true today. Everything is
ephemeral except money.
I thought Bobbie was a great conversationalist, but in truth I was
doing all the talking. I think this is true of most people when they are
infatuated with someone else. One does the talking and thinks he is
having a great conversation.
One reason I was attracted to Bobbie relates to my years in the
Navy. When I first met her, she was living with her mother in Brooklyn in a neighborhood called Seagate. It was a nice area, one of the
first gated communities. Her home was next to a major lighthouse for
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New York harbor. Any warship or commercial ship coming toward
New York would sight its bearings using the Seagate lighthouse. It
impressed me, and whenever I picked up Bobbie for a date - before
I actually rang the doorbell - I would look up at the lighthouse. In
my mind, I was a ship looking at this beacon, which would tell me
where I was and give me my bearings. I transferred this romantic
image to Bobbie, my future wife.
I was infatuated. In many ways, Bobbie represented what I
thought I wanted in a wife. We fantasize qualities in people. A lot of
it is physical. We see somebody who is physically attractive, and we
ascribe good qualities to them. A lot of it is behavioral. We see somebody with good manners and who is responsive, and we find all these
subtle qualities attractive. We think that because of our "strong personality" we can influence this person to share our interests. I've come
to believe that this is the biggest fallacy in relationships: we think we
can change a person to be more like ourselves. If you could merge a
man and a woman, you could have an androgynous self. That's a nice
fantasy.
As I got older and much wiser, I learned that you really can't
change people too much. They are what they are. But at this stage of
my life, because I was on this fast track, this dynamic re-creation of
myself, I thought I might be able to change somebody else, like Henry
Higgins did Eliza Doolittle.
Bobbie and I dated, enjoying each other's company and socializing with friends and family. I tried to get her to go skiing with me. She
finally agreed, and we went up to Stowe, Vermont, a good ski area,
with Rosemary Lacursio, a college friend of Bobbie's. Rosemary was a
good skier; Bobbie was not. On the morning of the first day, I skied
with Rosemary. In midafternoon I persuaded Bobbie to ski, and we
made our way down the mountain on a little cow path of a trail. We
started about two o'clock; when dusk arrived, we were still picking our
way down the trail. Skiing was not Bobbie's strong suit; she was afraid
of heights. A lot of people have that phobia, but I thought I could get
her to ski by my sheer will. I was mistaken.
One day some time later, I got a phone call from Irv Putterman,
who was the Browne family's lawyer and adviser - a sharp lawyer. He
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said he called to talk to me about Bobbie. He said he had the feeling
that I wasn't going to marry her, that I was just leading her on. We had
been going together for about a year.
I was temporarily dumbstruck. "What do you mean?'' I finally
said. "What right have you to tell me what my intentions are?"
He repeated that he thought I was just leading her on.
I said, "I don't agree with you," and hung up.
The next day, I proposed to Bobbie. No one was going to tell me
what to do! Yes, he was a sharp lawyer.
I went to a jeweler on 42nd Street in Manhattan, bought a nice
engagement ring, and kept it in my pocket for a while. Once you put
a ring in your pocket, it's hard to get it out because you know that once
it goes from your pocket to somebody's ring finger, that's it, baby.
Finally, I took the ring out of my pocket and gave it to Bobbie
and proposed. She accepted, and I was very happy.
Two weeks later, I picked up Bobbie for a date at her new apartment in Greenwich Village. She was agitated, hiding her left hand
with her right. She said she had lost the ring. Be calm, I said, not only
to her, but to me. The thousand dollars I spent on the ring was about
one-third of my net worth. Bobbie didn't know where the ring had
gone. We were suspicious that her roommate, who was having boyfriend troubles, may have had something to do with the missing ring.
Several days passed, and we still couldn't find the ring. I went
back to my jeweler and told him the story. He said: "Vhat kind of girl
are you marrying? Vhat kind of girl - you give her a ring and she loses
it? Are you sure you know vhat you're doing?"
That was a lot of wisdom.
I bought her another ring, the same as before. Now I had spent
$2,000 of my $3,000 net worth. The day after I gave her the second
ring, she found the first one - in her stocking bag. I returned the second ring to the jeweler, who shook his head, and gave me back the
$1,000.
We married in May 1959, and had a nice wedding. Bobbie's picture, taken by the famous photographer Bacharach, was in the New York
Times. My parents were very happy. I had married a nice Jewish girl.
For our honeymoon, we went to Cuba, where Fidel Castro had
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come to power less than six months earlier, and Mexico City. In
Havana, we stayed at the Hotel Nacional, the top hotel in the country. One day I was at the pool, talking to my office, buying stocks for
clients and myself, when two members of Castro's militia walked into
the pool area. Wearing dark khakis and carrying machine guns, they
looked at everyone menacingly. All the chitchat around the pool
ceased. Everyone's eyes were on these two soldiers. Everyone was
nervous. I wouldn't say frightened, but clearly nervous. The soldiers
slowly walked the length of the pool, glowering at the bikini-clad
women, and then disappeared. The chitchat resumed, and I continued to talk to my office. Then the soldiers reappeared, this time in
bathing suits. Now they were just two very ordinary, pale seventeenyear-old boys who wanted to take a swim at the famous Hotel
Nacional.
When we were in Mexico City, I was browsing in a bookstore and
I looked up and couldn't find Bobbie. I looked around- no wife in
sight. I went from stall to stall. She was gone! Then I happened to look
down. There was Bobbie, on her knees searching for a contact lens.
Back in the United States, Bobbie and I rented an apartment at
the Marlborough Apartments in Tenafly, New Jersey, and very soon,
almost nine months and one minute after our marriage, we had a
baby, Lauren Beth Cramer, born on February 22, 1960.
Bobbie was always happy being pregnant. She has a strong maternal instinct. A lot of women glow in a majestic way when they have a
baby in their belly, and Bobbie was one. Obviously, she got heavy, but
you have to get heavy when you have a baby. She enjoyed pregnancy,
and I was happy too.
This was the postgraduate part of my life: hearth, home, wife,
children, dogs, cats, the works. And all this was a great joy.
Soon after Lauren's birth, my mother-in-law, Cheryl Browne
(later to be Cheryl Weil), said I should have my daughter registered in
a synagogue. I was very ecumenical, and so was Bobbie. We didn't
practice our religion, but I agreed to do this out of regard for Cheryl.
I went to a temple in Englewood, New Jersey, and I remember
looking up and admiring the beautiful architecture - the arches
and stained-glass windows. I heard the rabbis chanting and talking,
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mostly in Hebrew. Then one rabbi pointed a finger toward me. I was
not overly experienced with the procedure, but I assumed I was to go
up to the altar.
I did and asked what I was supposed to do. The rabbi asked my
daughter's name, and I said, "Lauren." He said, "No, no. What's her
Hebrew name?" I hadn't thought about that, so I said, "Moish." He
stared at me and repeated, "Moish?" You can understand his confusion; Moish, which means Morris, is a male name. Nevertheless, he
registered my baby daughter as Moish.
To this day, my nickname for Lauren is Moish. Whenever I call
her on the phone, I say, "How are you doing, Moish?" She loves it and
I love it.
I have always looked upon work as a pleasure. There are twenty-four
hours in a day, seven days in a week- that's 168 hours a week. And
that's how many hours I worked. What do I mean by that? I mean I
dreamed about my work; I constantly thought about my work; I
breathed my work.
Working on Wall Street is much more than going to an office,
working eight hours, and then going home. You have to read the
papers, listen to the news, read books, meet new people who might
become clients. For me, work was a total commitment and a great fulfillment. It was as true for me at the age of twenty-nine as it is for me
today at seventy-seven. Work should be a pleasure, a passion. You
spend most of your life doing it. If you don't find pleasure in your
work, either you need a psychiatrist or you need to change jobs.
I was making a lot of money, and because the cost of living was
so reasonable, even with a family, I had substantial disposable income.
I used that money to invest in the financial markets. I learned about
leverage, which is using borrowed money to buy securities. Brokers
know it as margin, but there are other clever - and legal - ways of
getting more leverage than just going out and buying a stock on margin. For example, you can buy a government bond and borrow 9 5 percent of the cost. You can buy a corporate convertible bond and borrow
80 percent of the cost.
What does this all mean? Let's say you buy a government bond
that pays 5 or 6 percent fixed interest. Then, because interest rates
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fluctuate, let's say the rate later slides to 3 percent. The value of the
bond goes up as a result. In this case, the price of a $1,000 bond may
go up to $1,300, depending on its maturity. You put up 5 percent of
the money, so your $50 per bond now becomes $300. You have made
six times your money.
I became a student of the money markets. That was somewhat
unusual in the brokerage business back then; most people didn't
understand it. Not only did I buy bonds for my own account, but I also
recommended them to some clients who had a higher-risk profile.
That's how I became a renowned stockbroker: I was showing people
original ways to make money. It is true, as I look back, I was taking a
lot of risk, but at the time it worked. The reward was there, and people looked only at the reward. The only time they looked at the risk
was when they lost money.
It's odd that I became a risk taker because my parents were risk
averse. They were conservative because of the times. When I was
growing up, whenever it looked like I was going to take some risk,
they'd advise against it. They meant well, of course, and when I took
risks, it was not to spite them. My risks in business have always been
based on careful analysis. As the proverb goes, "A turtle has to stick his
neck out to make progress."
So my reputation spread throughout the New York area. I got
phone calls from people I didn't know who wanted to become my
clients, and I was making my modest monies grow rapidly.
At this point in my life, my children were being born one after
the other. Soon after Lauren was born, Bobbie was pregnant again,
and we had our second daughter, Kimberly Bodell Cramer, on May
30, 1961. (The Bodell came from my father-in-law's partner; we liked
to honor people.) I had taken a thick book to the hospital to read while
waiting, but I got only to page twenty-one. Kimberly was a quick delivery. I heard the loudest scream, and that was my newborn daughter.
She came right out of the womb screaming. Today she still has a loud
VOICe.

While all my children loved animals, Kimberly developed a particular love for horses. When she was ten, I bought her a horse, which
she used to ride at a stable in Franklin Lakes, New Jersey, where we
lived at the time. She became a championship rider, specializing in
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American-bred Morgans. The Morgan was originally a workhorse, a
farm animal whose purpose was to pull wagons and plows, and yet it's
a noble animal, with the most handsome face I've seen on a horse. Its
body is a bit stockier than, say, an Arabian Thoroughbred's.
The only problem with Kimberly's love of horses was my allergies. I had always had allergies. I remember a time on a farm when I
was about twelve. I went with a eleven-year-old girl up in the silo to do
a little smooching. And, of course, I had an allergy attack from all the
hay; I wondered if I was being punished for my thoughts. I was allergic to hay, ragweed, straw, dander, dust, and horses. You name it, I was
allergic to it. So when I watched Kimmie ride - and I used to do that
often because it was always a pleasure- I was in trouble.
Kimmie became accomplished in dressage, but I quickly discovered that it was difficult for me to watch her without making a terrible
commotion sneezing and wheezing. Luckily, I found the perfect remedy: dry martinis. I used to drink three or four martinis at dressage performances, and then I wasn't allergic at all. I was probably drunk.
Once she was in the national championships in Oklahoma City. I flew
there to watch her, and when I arrived at the site, I took a deep breath,
ran to the barn where she and her horse were, kissed her, still probably holding my breath, and ran back to the stands where there was less
dander.
Lauren and Kimberly were born fifteen months apart. At that
point, we thought we should take a pause in this reproductive process.
But Bobbie was pregnant again three months after Kimmie was born.
We agreed to have an abortion. I took Bobbie to Puerto Rico for the
procedure because at that time it was still illegal in the United States.
It wasn't a religious issue for me, since I wasn't a practicing Jew. It was
a practical issue. Bobbie and I agreed that we needed to take a pause.
Nevertheless, about a year and a half later, Bobbie was pregnant
again, and this time we had our son Douglas, who was born, appropriately enough, on Labor Day 1963. At least now we're getting some
variety in the sexual outcome. Then, a little over a year later, we had
our second son, Tom, who was born October 16, 1964.
I had now accomplished a major goal: Bobbie and I had reproduced ourselves, four times. The children were healthy too. There
were minor problems here and there, of course, but nothing worthy of
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concern. We were very blessed to have four attractive, wonderful children, and my wife loved being a mother. We were the all-American
family.
Now I was making a lot of money, and we lived well. Bobbie's
father, Jackson Browne, a schoolteacher and track coach who was
divorced from her mother, spent a great deal of time with us. It could
have been an uncomfortable situation to have my father-in-law nearly
always around, but he was very respectful of me. When I was there, he
went off quietly into the shadows; he wasn't overbearing. When the
children were getting older and he was nearing retirement, he was
over even more. He stayed over in our guesthouse when I wasn't
home - and I was away a lot. It was a good situation. My children
adored him.
My work and my home life were complementary. I loved my
work, and nobody discouraged me from my working time away from
home. Bobbie was very supportive. At the time, I thought I spent sufficient time with my children, even when they were babies. I used to
diaper Lauren and Kimberly with cloth diapers and safety pins. I probably pierced my poor kids a few times, but not enough that they bled.
Compared to my parents, I spent a lot of time with my children. Compared to what fathers do today, however, it was nothing.
My active relationship with my children really began when they
turned four or five. I played tennis, skied, and jogged with them.
Those activities remain important in their lives today, and I think that
is because of my involvement with them when they were young.
My work kept me from being home, like most other fathers, at 5
or 5:30 P.M. I hadn't made the move to Wall Street yet; I still lived in
New Jersey. I usually got home from work around 7 P.M. Now, most
children are hungry around 5 P.M., and mine were no exception. So
they had already had their three squares a day when I came home. But
I wanted to have dinner with my children, and therefore my kids used
to have four meals a day.
Before I sat down for dinner, there was my tradition of having a
cocktail. My children would fight over who would make me my
martini. They all were good at it. They all can make the perfect dry
martini - five parts English gin to one part dry vermouth, stirred not
shaken, chilled glass. Then we'd sit and talk. At dinner, I always
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wanted to have intellectual conversation. So I would talk regularly to
the children- not as children but as adults - about current events,
about history, about their schoolwork, about relationships with other
people, about the neighbors. Even though I don't think they were as
interested in these talks as I was, the conversations were always lively
at their fourth meal of the day.
As a rule, the first and last children in a family have the closest
relationships with the parents. Lauren was our first, and she got l 00
percent of the attention before Kimmie was born. By the age of four,
Kimmie kind of wandered off by herself with her horses. Doug was
more into himself, and Tom, the youngest, hung around the family
the most. I didn't have a favorite. I believe in equality in a family, and
all my children are above average. Just like the ones in Lake Wobegon.
By the time Kimmie was born, we were stretching the limits of our
apartment in Tenafly. It was time to buy our first home. I chose to
build in the boonies, a distant outpost in Bergen County, New Jersey,
called Old Tappan. It would have been more traditional to go from an
apartment in Tenafly to a home in Tenafly or some other developed
community, but I never wanted to be where everybody else was. I
wanted to go to an undeveloped community.
First of all, being a pioneer is always more fun. Second, I knew
that you got better values as far as homestead costs. Third, being an
anti-snob snob, I liked Old Tappan because it had no snob appeal.
We built our home from scratch, hiring a Swedish contractor
named Anderson, who had built some interesting Scandinavian-style
houses. I bought a piece ofland on the cui de sac at the end his development, and I modified Anderson's Swedish-type thinking to create a
replica of a Japanese home.
Japan was an important part of my earlier life. I had fallen in love
with everything Japanese - the art, the ceremonies, sake, architecture, culture. I acted as the architect of my new house using my
knowledge from my Navy period in Japan. I created a remarkably
good reproduction of a Japanese home. We had a torii gate. We had a
beautiful Japanese garden, with a big globe representing a moon
attrached to a tall tree, which I could pull up and down. We had
waterfalls over the rocks, and inside we had tatami (floor mats of rice
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straw), shoji screens, and scroll paintings. I really liked that house,
probably because it was my first. It cost $29,000 to build in 1961, in a
subdivision where the typical house cost was $25,000. Back then,
$29,000 for a house was a stretch. In the early 1990s it sold for more
than $1.2 million.
The economist in me wants to paraphrase a report on housing
valuations published by the Leuthold group in October 2005. The
average home valuation in 1960 was $14,500. Forty-five later, it was
$234,400. It sounds like a major increase. Yes, it is, but forty-five years
is a long time. It turns out to be a 3.3 percent per year compounded
appreciation. With inflation, that's not so much.
Ours was a nice house, but after child no. three and then no. four
arrived, it was time to move again. In 1968, I bought a Dutch farmhouse in Franklin Lakes, New Jersey, that been built in 1786.
The Dutch are shrewd and frugal- I think the Jews and the
Dutch must have intermarried somewhere along the line. The original owner of my farmhouse being Dutch used a mansard roof to save
having to pay much tax. You had to pay only up to the roofline. Half
the house was covered by the mansard roof and was therefore exempt.
This was a tax shelter.
The house and surrounding property, nine acres in all, was phenomenal. The house had many small rooms; the property had a lake,
a big barn, a guesthouse, and an Olympic-sized swimming pool. The
pool, the first private one in Bergen County, was a big cement affair.
No matter how cold the winter was, it wouldn't crack.
It was a wonderful place for children to grow up. It was a short
block from the high school. Kimmie had her horses there. I had
another chance to exercise my architectural curiosity. As we refurbished the house, we tried to figure out what was there from the original house and what had been added on over the years. Typically,
these houses started small and were added on to many times. We
recaulked the stonework in the front. We chiseled out all the old
cement and replaced it with dirt like it was originally. In our dining
room there was large fireplace, I wondered if it had been a walk-in
fireplace that was used for cooking. It turned out I was right, and we
restored it.
This was a wonderful period in my life. Because I spent so much
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time at work, I really dedicated weekends to being with the children.
We skied together, we played tennis together, we hiked together, we
jogged together. We had a lot of fun.
We would pile into the Porsche to go up to Bromley Mountain
near Manchester Center, Vermont, or farther north to Stowe, though
Bromley was where we principally hung out. All the children enjoyed
skiing. They had started out between my legs. After a while, I had to
exert myself to keep up with them. They advanced quickly when they
liked a sport.
I used every ruse possible to keep the children quiet during the
long car trips to Vermont. We used to go by a semi-reform school
called the Berkeley School for Boys, and I used to joke periodically
that if the kids weren't quiet, they would be admitted as freshmen
there.
One day Doug just wouldn't stop screaming and yelling and
punching. So, we dropped him off at the Berkeley School for Boys
and kept on going. I looked through the rearview mirror, and there
was a contrite Doug, with tears rolling down his cheeks. We turned
the car around and picked him up. I remember that he was quiet for
the next half hour. Lauren meanwhile had sketched out a drawing of
Doug before and after the Berkeley School for Boys. He had lost a lot
of weight in the second sketch, and there were a lot of scars on his
face. Our tactic served a purpose.
Another of our pseudo-punishments involved our wine cellar.
It would probably now be called child abuse, but back then it was
partly in fun. Usually it was Tom who warranted this punishment. We
would have a meeting of his peers, his neighborhood buddies, in a
mock court. I would set forth what crime Tom had committed, and
certain neighborhood buddies would be the witnesses. I was the
judge, and his best friends were the jury. His best friends would always
put him in jail, which was the wine cellar. After fifteen or twenty minutes down there, Tom would be freed. (I'm glad he wasn't old enough
to drink). I thought this was a humorous experience, but I found out
as Tom got older, he thought it was a serious punishment. I never hit
any of them, but this was probably worse than hitting them.
I just recently found out that when Tom was ten or eleven, he
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was accused of a crime he didn't do. There was a full-length mirror on
the door to the master bedroom suite, and one day I came home to
find a big crack in it. Since Tom was the youngest, his siblings accused
him of doing it. It seemed logical that he had done it, too, because he
couldn't come up with a reasonable explanation. So for twenty-five
years, I thought Tom broke the mirror. Then in 2000 I found out that
it was Lauren who had done it. She confessed. Being a lawyer, she
knew that she had passed the statute of limitations. Tom, I apologize
to you for history's sake.
We used to give parties for the neighborhood and for all the
friends and families of our children. Once time we had a Dixieland
jazz band with the renowned saxophonist Pepper Adams, who had
taught me the love of jazz as a teenager in Rochester. Other times we
had ice cream wagons; we had horses and ponies. We had wonderful
activities. The Cramer Memorial Day party was a great tradition.
We had an old-fashioned bathtub, and we used to fill it with
pineapple juice and grape juice, and for the adults other ingredients
like vodka and rum. After a while, the young people caught on. By this
time, they were in their teens. I remember finding them in our guesthouse at one party and everybody was giggling and having a good
time. I saw Tom and Doug lying out on the floor. Lauren said, "Dad,
don't even touch them. They'll vomit." I think she used the word
"barf."
I was pleased with Doug's skill in chess. A professional chess
player came to his grammar school, playing twelve kids simultaneously,
and I was so proud that Doug beat him. (Today he beats me regularly.)
I was so proud of Tom, who, when his height was probably up to
my belt, showed a talent for tennis. That was when he was in third or
fourth grade, and Tom was then one of the best young tennis players
in Bergen County. I had visions of his being a Jimmy Connors. Then,
unfortunately like his father, he didn't grow, whereas all the people he
used to play against grew a foot taller. When he was a ninth grader, he
lost to them, and he temporarily lost interest in tennis. Now he's again
active in the game.
I'm pleased that all my children learned to love skiing, and to this
day they ski together out in Taos, New Mexico, where we have a ski
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house - the "Taos Haus." Skiing together and with their friends is
something they will pass on to their children - skiing and tennis and
the other activities that we all did together.
Before jogging became chic, each of the children individually
would jog with me. At the end of a half-hour run, I used to reward
Doug with a chocolate milk shake. Whatever calories he had lost running, he gained back.
All the children were good athletes. Doug was the captain and
goalie of his lacrosse team at Cushing Academy, a prep school in Ashburnham, Massachusetts. Once he was playing a championship
game, and I flew up to watch him. That day, I saw a characteristic that
Doug still has: He can take a lot of punishment and get up with a big
smile and keep on going. He was the goalie. Balls were constantly flying at him. His team lost, 13-2. Doug probably blocked about twenty
shots, but thirteen got through. But he showed he could handle
defeat. He showed that he could bounce back and be even stronger
after being pucked to death with a capital P.
Lauren, Tom, and I attended a tennis camp. Tom was my roommate at this camp at some prep school in Massachusetts. It was probably one of those Dutch Reform schools because my bed felt like a
bed of nails. Sleep didn't come easy, and I needed to have something
to lubricate my body so those nails didn't hurt so much. Tom, who was
probably in his early twenties then, and I went to a local restaurant,
and we drank wine. We drank a bottle, which is normal. Then we
drank a second and a third and a fourth. And that bed of nails was the
most comfortable bed I ever slept on. And Tom went out the next day
and won a tournament.
When we moved into our Dutch farmhouse, we found Danny
Davenport, a carpenter. He was half-Scottish and half-Italian. He
claimed he was a member of the Mafia. He was a former Hollywood
set designer and a bit player in the movies. At the time, he was hiding
from his third wife. So he was very secure building our wine cellar, the
wine cellar of all wine cellars, an amazing place like something in the
movies. It had all these secret little areas. One was the front of a barrel, a fake barrel. The front opened to reveal storage place for cases of
wine. For the prized individual battles of wine, Danny built a little
fake jail like you'd see in a cowboy movie. It looked as though you
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couldn't reach the wine bottles inside, but all you had to do was simply pull out the bars, which were made of wood. The entrance to the
cellar was through a trap door in the middle of the upstairs bar area.
Danny liked being in the basement, spending all his working
hours there. He was a real character who hung around our home off
and on for many years. I think he's the one who probably taught my
children the facts of life. They loved him, and we were a surrogate
family to him. He'd leave and then come back. It was his wanderlust.
Sometimes I'd be angry with him because he didn't finish a project,
and I'd ask him to leave, but six months later, he'd be back, and we
were buddies again. That was how it was.
Attempting to find another way to employ Danny, I had him
drive me from Franklin Lakes to Wall Street. There in my Porsche was
my driver Danny occupying most of the car, puffing away on his stogie with me nestled in the corner reading my Wall Street Journal I
imagine we were a source of amusement to all the other chauffeurs in
their Lincoln Town cars.
Danny once said to me, "Gerry, you've been a very, very important person in my life. How can I repay you? Remember, I'm Mafia.
Is there anybody you don't like? Is there anybody who bothers you?
Tell me and I'll take care of him. I won't kill him. I'd just shake hands.
When he removes his hand, he finds a small bullet. He now knows
what that means - he's got to stay away. This is how we do things in
the Mafia."
I said, "Danny, this is beyond my comprehension. I appreciate
your offering me these nice little gestures. I don't have anybody I want
to beat up, but thanks anyway."
When he died, we grieved like he was a member of our family.
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KIDDER/OPPENHEIMER

I JOINED AM KIDDER in early 1960, and there I began to build up my
capital. I had $1,000 to start with (the $1,000 for Bobbie's wedding
ring and spending another $1,000 on my honeymoon had reduced my
capital by two-thirds), and through my earnings, use of leverage and,
yes, luck, I turned it into $100,000 two years later. Back then,
$100,000 was big time, but I was taking risks then I would never take
today.
Leverage, leverage, leverage. He who lives by the sword, dies by
the sword, and I did have setbacks.
The 1960s began promisingly. The blue chips of the stock market were on a terrific run, and speculative stocks were even better.
John F. Kennedy was inaugurated as president in January 1961, and
although Kennedy was himself a millionaire brought up by a multimillionaire father, he did not consider Big Business men the most
admirable of people. He said things that upset traditional Wall
Streeters, things like, "My daddy says that all Big Business men are
crooks, and he's right."
At that time, the general feeling within Big Business was reflected
in the maxim "What's good for General Motors is good for the U.S.A.,"
a short version of what the president of G.M., Charles E. Wilson, told
a Senate committee hearing in 1953. But Kennedy took a different
view. In April 1962, when the steel industry announced a price
increase only four days after the steelworkers union had agreed, at the
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federal government's request, to limit its wage demands, Kennedy took
action. In extraordinarily strong language, he publicly denounced the
steel executives and, among other things, hinted at antitrust action if
the price increase was not rescinded.
The industry soon yielded, but the crisis around steel coupled
with Washington's general antibusiness attitude wreaked havoc on the
stock market. May 28, 1962, was the blackest day on Wall Street since
the 1929 crash, and subsequent declines made it clear: The boom
market was over.
Before Kennedy's tough talk on steel, I was worth a little bit more
than $100,000. Because of leverage, the next month I was down to
$82,000, and the next month $69,000 and the next month $62,000.
Then, as is traditional at the end of speculative boom, came a climactic sell-off, and I didn't know what I was worth. I was afraid to look.
I never talked about business, my net worth or any financial concerns with any of my family members. I did talk with my colleagues,
but I've always believed that you shouldn't take personal business worries home- sort of like the separation of church and state. Right or
wrong, that was my philosophy.
So it was a surprise when I got a call from my mother-in-law.
She had some money she had inherited from her mother and had
invested most of it in conservative stocks, like AT&T (though they're
not so conservative today). Cheryl, the former policewoman, said she
had a feeling, because of the failing market, that I was in financial difficulty; and she offered to lend me her stock certificates to bolster my
margin loans
I never asked for help from anybody, not even from my father,
but I accepted Cheryl's. She literally saved my ass, and I never forgot
that. Cheryl never quite got the love and respect from Bobbie and our
family that her ex-husband Jack Browne received, but I always held
her in the highest regard. She was a bit more of a business lady than a
touchy-feely grandmother. As far as I'm concerned, she was worldclass.
Thanks to Cheryl, I didn't go down to zero net worth. I was able
to salvage $3 5,000 to $40,000 of the $100,000, and that was a pretty
good base on which to rebuild.
I had reached my goal of being worth $100,000 by age thirty. My
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next goal was to be worth $1 million by age forty, and I achieved that
early. It was really a combination of working hard, thinking smart and
being lucky, good markets, and original contrarian thinking about
how to invest. That last point is the key; you can't go with the crowd.
"Hit where they ain't." That was always my philosophy in sports and
in life, and it remained so as an investor. I invest where they ain't
investing. Wee Willy Keeler would be proud.
You have to seek something different. You can't follow conventional thinking. This doesn't mean you ignore conventional thinking;
you can use it as a benchmark. Nor does this mean you do something
just for the sake of being different. But if you always follow conventional thinking, you will become conventional, and to be a successful
investor, you cannot be a conformist.
Back then, few individuals owned stocks, and institutions did not
invest in stocks. Institutions, like insurance companies and pension
plans, owned bonds almost exclusively. I would say 99 percent of the
major institutions did not own stocks. The institutions learned about
stocks and began to buy. That is one reason we had this bull market of
stocks in the late 1950s and early 1960s. Back then, the trading volume was about two million shares a day on the New York Stock
Exchange. Today, it is 200 million a day. In addition, we now have an
active Nasdaq and an over-the-counter market that also regularly
trades about 200 million shares a day. Wall Street is a major growth
industry.
One reason I was a successful investor - not only for my own
account but for my clients as well - is that I did something different
that worked. Over time, my techniques have been developed and
have become more sophisticated and refined, but my investment philosophy has remained essentially the same: I don't invest in a conventional way. There'll be more later on how I do it.
But to return to the early 1960s, I won't say I started over with my
net worth because there is a big difference between $35,000 and
$1,000. The market crash did demolish some of my client base.
"Every generation has to get punished on Wall Street" is a common
saying. Then you wait for a new generation to invest, and the cycle
resumes. And so I had to rebuild my business.
At this point in my life, I had two children, with another on the
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way, and I was starting to feel the pressure. My capital was wounded.
This was my first financial defeat. An investor's first bear market is horrendous. I've now gone through many bear markets, and the only ones
I remember are the most recent one and the first. This was my first.
The only time it got to me emotionally was forty-eight hours
before the sell-off and forty-eight hours after. I don't like to waste too
much energy dwelling on things I can no longer control, so I shook it
off and went on, planning what I was going to do that day and tomorrow to support my family, to enhance my self-image. I was disappointed in myself. I wondered whether I was missing something by
working in Bergen County. If I was physically on Wall Street, where
95 percent of the action literally was, would I have done better in protecting my clients and my net worth?
About this time, I got a phone call from someone from my past:
Rodney White. When he and I first entered civilian life, I was a
trainee at Merrill Lynch and he was a trainee at another brokerage
firm. Now on the phone, he told me he had a great idea to share and
wanted us to get together. We met in Greenwich Village. With all the
Bohemians around us, here we were, two guys with their jackets, their
vests, their ties, and their hats. Businessmen back then dressed like
Cary Grant.
We talked first about buying a seat on the exchange. The last
financially attractive opportunity to own a seat was just after World
War II. From 1941 to 19 55, almost nobody new came to Wall Street.
Most of the seats were owned by older financiers - a limited number
of these seats (memberships) were being sold by people from the prewar days and being acquired by people who were postwar and later. It
was a supply-and-demand situation. Now, a new generation was buying them up, and the supply was decreasing. The first rule of economics is supply and demand. If there's more demand than supply, prices
rise. If there's more supply than demand, prices fall. Rodney and I
agreed that seats would now be rising in price and would make a great
investment. We had a major problem, however. Neither of us had any
money. "Lots of liberty, no boats," as we used to say in the Navy.
Rodney then told me about the little firm he was with, Oppenheimer & Company. It was looking for a director of sales, and he
thought I'd be terrific at the job. It was serendipity. I was already
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wanting to actually go back to Wall Street, and now I was being called
to a Wall Street firm in an area in which I felt comfortable and competent: running a sales department. I had created something from
scratch at AM Kidder; I created myself from scratch at Merrill Lynch.
Oppenheimer and I would be a natural fit.
I felt bad about leaving my little band of brothers at Kidder in
1963, but the move was understandable. Warren Bree, my comanager,
also left at that time. He became director of research at a venerable
firm, Francis I. Dupont & Company, while I became director of sales
at the small, upstart Oppenheimer & Company. Two years later,
Dupont was bankrupt- and Warren went broke (I lent him money to
get him started again)- and Oppenheimer went from nothing, with
the help of the Rodney Whites and Gerry Cramers (modestly) of the
world, to becoming a financial powerhouse.
It was thrilling to be back on Wall Street. Working in a suburban
shopping center is interesting if you want to buy a pair of socks, but
there is something exciting when you are young, walking down the
canyons of Wall Street and Broad Street, and everyone is looking
intense.
I took a look at my inherited sales force at Oppenheimer. They
didn't look, feel, or act like the people I wanted to lead. They were a
motley crew, the gang that couldn't shoot straight. I asked most of
them to go to a different career path, which meant I fired them. In
business, you have to be tough but sensitive. I always did it with a
smile, telling them they would be better off someplace else. I think
they realized it too.
Oppenheimer didn't have the cache of Merrill Lynch and Kidder. People didn't walk in the door and say, "Hi, I just graduated from
Harvard Business School. Do you have a job for me?" Later on, they
did, but not at that time. It was difficult to find brokers. I couldn't get
my former colleagues at Kidder to come over because, although they
respected me, they had never heard of Oppenheimer. But one at a
time, I found talented people to train from scratch. I was fortunate,
and I trained some very good professionals.
One was Joe Weiner. I had to watch him carefully because he
was always looking for short cuts. But if you watched him carefully, he
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was okay. Another was Howard Ganick. He is now among the senior
partners in Neuberger Berman.
I initiated Oppenheimer's first training program, and through it
we created a sophisticated, intelligent, honest group of account executives.
One reason they were honest was an operations manager named
Lou Green. One of his legs was shorter than the other, and as a result,
you could hear him stomping into the office. He wasn't gentle; he was
a screamer. Everybody was afraid to do anything that might be construed as improper because of the scourge of Lou Green.
Operations people, like Green, were important. They could be
irritating, and they didn't bring in the business, but they kept the
engines running smoothly. In my business career, I've always placed
operations people in important positions. They could become partners. They were acknowledged. They weren't only in a back room
somewhere.
I hired older, more seasoned people as trainees. They had the
contacts. A forty-year-old knew a lot of people who could be clients.
That seems obvious, but most firms usually hired people when they
were twenty-six or twenty-seven, practically wet behind the ears.
I didn't care whether a guy had gone to business school. It
doesn't hurt to have gone to business school. It's certainly not a disadvantage. But a person can be good on Wall Street by being a lawyer,
an engineer, or an experienced businessman. That's especially true for
a stockbroker, who usually just recites the research opinions of others.
He usually doesn't actually do the analytical work.
I was also one of the first in the business to hire women. I looked
for attractive women; after all, if you want to meet the president of the
XYZ Big Corporation, it helps to be a good-looking woman. People
thought it was odd that I hired women, but I just said, "You'll see.
You'll see." One of my star brokers, Arlene Malumed, a former Dior
model, became a close friend.
Starting from scratch, I ended up with eighty brokers at Oppenheimer. It became the most productive, professional organization
catering to wealthy families in the business.
Being sales manager was one of my proudest times. I continued
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to handle some clients myself because I thought it would be good to
keep my fingers in the pie, principally so I could understand the problems of the other brokers. Also, having your own clients is a security
blanket. I had sentimental reasons too. For example, I still worked
with the Oltremeare brothers and a few other friends. It's more true
that your clients become your friends than that your friends become
your clients.
In 1966, I was asked to become a partner, and now I was really
succeeding. Oppenheimer was a tight, very successful firm. We were
making $10 million a year in profits, and I was a 6);,; percent partner.
That translated to more than $600,000 a year in the late 1960s, big
money even by today's standard. If I had been feeling good at $40,000,
I was feeling wonderful now. After all, decent French wine that used
to sell at $2 a bottle was up to $4 a bottle. Everything was working out.
I had four fine children, and my career path was ascending.
I was one of the four arms of the Oppenheimer Fund logo. The
logo shows four arms holding one another, and the most muscular
arm was mine. The joke was that we all held one another's arms so
that we couldn't go for one another's wallets.
Then tragedy struck. Rodney White, the senior research institutional portfolio manager and a key guy at Oppenheimer, died while
fishing in northern Canada. His canoe tipped over, and he drowned
very quickly in the cold water, probably from a spasm in his spine.
Rodney wasn't a big guy, about five foot nine, and in the Navy he had
been a diver. He was injured while on active duty, and he was so proud
of the disability checks he got from the Navy over the years. When he
was making probably $900,000 a year at Oppenheimer- he was
more senior that I -he was still proud of his little Navy check.
Learning of Rodney's death was one of the saddest moments in
my life. I walked around the backyard of my farmhouse crying like a
baby. He was so special; I still miss him and think about him.
Rodney's dying changed the culture of Oppenheimer & Company. The senior partners had what I call a parallel partnership, and
every partner was responsible for a department and was respected. The
ownership differential was modest. If I was 6);,; percent somebody else
might be 4 percent, someone else might be 9 percent. The differences
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were not that big compared to most brokerage partnerships. The only
partners who didn't have a lot were the floor partners who worked the
seats on the exchange. After Rodney died, however, I saw personalities
change dramatically. Our partnership went from parallel to paralyzed.
The other two most senior partners were starting to get what I would
call greedy. Turf wars and politics became the standard.
Because of the deterioration at Oppenheimer, many of the partners thought that I had the personality to become managing partner
in contrast to the autocratic approach of Jack Nash, the existing managing partner. I thought it was a good idea for me to be the managing
partner. Jack Nash didn't. In our contest over managing partner, he
won. His management style was totally different from mine. I use persuasion and negotiation and motivated the professionals. Jack inflicted fear and set objectives that were almost impossible to meet. He
believed in breaking the will of the person. His nickname was "Black
Jack."
Once he called me into his office and told me to fire someone
every day that week. I asked him why, and he replied, "If you fire one
person, the other eighty will work harder." There was some logic to
that, so I started firing people. I know how to take orders. You remember, I'm an old naval officer.
I tried to fire people with dignity. I remember a broker named
Gerry Lazarus, whom I was going to dismiss. I asked him to have
lunch with me at Delmonico's, the best restaurant on Wall Street. He
was suspicious. I think we'd had a drink together when I hired him,
but we had never had lunch. At lunch, he immediately asked me what
was the purpose. I told him straight out, "I have to fire you." Well, that
took his appetite completely away. (I learned then that it's better to fire
before lunch than after; it's cheaper.)
I told Gerry Lazarus that he hadn't been productive enough and
that I thought he might be better off in another industry. I was eating;
he wasn't. He spent the next hour or so telling me why I shouldn't fire
him. I said to him that if he had showed this type of passion, conviction, and persuasion trying to sell securities, he'd be terrific in the
business. I encouraged him to get out there and service his clients and
get new ones instead of sitting around wasting his time in the office
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thinking he was working. I put him on probation- he became a
major producer in the firm. The last I heard, he was still with Oppenheimer, more than forty years after that day I was to fire him.
The power struggle was between Black Jack and me, Smiling
Gerry. Jack didn't like it that I smiled a lot. He said it didn't denote
seriousness, and there's something to that. Still, I like to smile. That
way the burdens of the job seem to go away, internally and externally,
for the people I'm talking to, and for me.
I saw the writing on the wall. My department, the high-net-worth
sales department, was going through one of the periodic bear markets.
Commission business was down, and one day, Jack called me into
his office and told me I was no longer a 6)4 percent partner. He put
me down to 3 percent. The next year, he dropped me to a l percent
partner.
I wondered what had happened to our parallel-partnership. What
did he do with those points he summarily took from me. I knew he
had taken them. He now owned some 20 percent of the firm, and the
rest of us owned one, two, or three.
Almost all the partners at Oppenheimer left. Fred Stein became
a senior partner at Neuburger Berman. Sandy Bernstein left to form
his own firm called Bernstein & Company, which was later acquired
by Alliance Capital. Mickey Shannon left. I left. Everybody in my age
group left.
I had to quit. If I had stayed, I would have lost my self-esteem.
Oh, I would have made a good living, and they probably would never
have fired me, but I would have been humbled. I didn't want that.
I thought Oppenheimer would go out of business after I left in
1972. It didn't. (How's that for false self-importance?) It remained
modestly successful. If it ever had a good long-term corporate plan, it
would have been very successful. And the partners that stayed at
Oppenheimer - Jack, Leon, and a few others - made a lot of money.
God bless.

CR£ATING A BUSIN£SS

AfrER LEAVING OPPENHEIMER, I was looking for something to do.
Did I want to be a money manager - I loved the idea - or did I want
to return to being a stock brokerage executive? My last responsibility
at Oppenheimer was creating the firm's investment management business, fee income for performance benefiting from clients' results
rather than commissions. Brokers' interests not necessarily the same as
the clients'.
That same year, 1972, I got a phone call from Fred Stein, now at
Neuberger Berman, and he said he had a friend who was looking for
someone to be president of the brokerage firm of which he was chairman. His friend was Ace Israel, a successful commodities investment
and merchant broker.
The Israel family was descended from French Jews who came to
the United States from Alsace perhaps 150 years ago. Based in New
Orleans, the family started selling coffee and cocoa up and down the
Mississippi River. Ace Israel eventually became one of the nation's
largest coffee and cocoa merchants, but back then, being in commodities wasn't as prestigious as being in stocks and bonds. Ace Israel was
smart- he had gone to Yale- and made his own fortune, unlike all
those heirs to the Whitneys, Vanderbilts, and Rockefellers who ended
up working in the brokerage business with the Morgan Stanleys of the
world. He was an imposing fellow, six foot four on a large frame, and
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had a head almost double the size of most other people's. He was formidable, charismatic, and impressive.
Thanks to Fred Stein, I met with Ace. We talked. He was
formerly president of Bache & Company, which at the time was second only to Merrill Lynch as the largest brokerage firm in the United
States. But he had soon become dissatisfied. He didn't like his interface with the Baches, and he didn't like his loss of authority. So he
formed his own firm, which he called Havenfield & Company. He
wanted to have a "professional" as his president, and that was me. I
became his president.
There was a third part of the agenda besides Israel's being chairman and me being the "professional" president. A corporate investor,
a company listed on the New York Stock Exchange, Walter Kidde &
Company, was prepared to invest many millions into Havenfield
when Israel would hire professional management. So I was brought
in. But we were in a bear market, a time when all bets are off, and
Walter Kidde never supplied the many millions.
Meanwhile, I'm president in a bad financial environment. (Bull
markets and bear markets came and went with a high degree of regularity until 1982. The rule of thumb is three years up, nine months
down.) Havenfield had offices all over the place. We had offices in
Monmouth County, New Jersey. We had a couple of offices north of
Albany, in the foothills of the Adirondacks, and over into Vermont. We
had - and I don't know how we got these - offices in Switzerland.
Those Swiss offices weren't bad as excuses for traveling to Europe, but
I recognized that from a business perspective they made no sense, particularly because the Europeans will invest in the United States only
when the dollar is strong. At this time, the dollar was weak, and there
was no business coming out of the Swiss offices, just lots of overhead.
After about six months as president, I went to Israel and said, "Ace,
I hate to tell you this, but I'm going to advise you to get out of this business. Sell this firm for whatever you can get for it. If necessary, liquidate the firm. It's not a viable business. You're going to lose your shirt.
"You brought me here to help the firm grow. I'll stay on out of
respect for you if you want me to, but you've got people in our organization who can liquidate better than I can. I don't even have any
experience in liquidation. I've been working with growth experiences
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all my life, and you have a lot of accounting types who are very good
at this."
I left Havenfield and became a consultant to Standard & Poor's
investment management firm managing money for rich families, pension plans, and endowments. where I was paid for just learning about
the company. "This is the best deal I ever had in my life," I told
myself. "They're paying me; I've got two secretaries, and they're teaching my about their company so I can advise them better later."
For three months - two months alone was spent interviewing
various executives and generating a market survey for the company the mission was whether Standard & Poor's should use its great brand
name and go into the smaller account investment management business. As a veteran of investment management, I was to decide the strategy and the relevance of doing such a business. After those three
months, I wrote a definitive paper of what S&P should do and how it
should be done. The company managers reviewed the paper and then
came to me and said: "Wonderful. Would you now run it for us?"
My reaction was, Run it for you? I'm having too much ofa good
time advising.
About this time, Ace Israel telephoned and scheduled a meeting.
When we met, he said, "Nobody in my life ever told me bad news."
They had always told him what he wanted to hear because they were
intimidated by his financial and physical stature. "You told me things
that I knew you didn't want to because you knew it would be disturbing, and you didn't gain anything by it. You didn't even get any severance pay. I respect you for it."
Then he asked if I would be his personal financial adviser.
So the decision was whether to accept Israel's offer or whether to
run this new division of S&P. The latter could have been very meaningful, I knew, because S&P is a household name, sort of the Kleenex
of finance. I had to decide which was more interesting for me: go with
an established company and run something or take something from
zero and build it.
I went back to Israel, and I said, "I accept your proposal, but with
one condition."
"What's the condition?" he replied.
"I don't want to work just for you," I said. "I want to start a new
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money management firm, call my company Cramer and have you be
my first, most important and, initially, the only client besides me. I'll
invest my money alongside of yours. With every investment I make for
you, I'll make the same investment for myself, maybe a bit smaller." (I
was now at a seven-figure net worth.)
So I formed a company called Cramer Investment Advisers. Oh,
that was a good name, C.I.A., but maybe not so much back in the
early 1970s. And that's the beginning of Cramer, which became
Cramer Rosenthal and then Cramer Rosenthal McGlynn.
The company had one client basically, the Israel family. Our
modus operandi was to be the financial adviser and money manager
to several wealthy families, but offering something unique. The Rockefellers used to have such family financial advisers, and still do, and
some other very, very wealthy families have such family offices. But a
lot of other families want a family office and cannot realistically afford
one. As a result, they either spend much too much money for financial advice or they don't do it at all and go instead to the traditional
banks like JP Morgan or Wilmington Trust for advice. By signing on
with Cramer Investment Advisers, however, a family would get highly
sophisticated advice that it would normally not be able to afford on its
own because Cramer would combine all the families into sort of an
exclusive co-op.
I planned a four-corners approach. We'd have a floor, we'd have
one family in each corner, and Cramer would be the central core
where we would have more experienced, more knowledgeable, better
financial advisers for these families than they could afford themselves,
where we would work with the families' own infrastructure, their
lawyers, and their accountants. Cramer's professionals would be command central.
In theory, it's a great concept. In practice, it's hard to execute.
Why? Each family is proud and would like to have its "own man" rather
than share him. It's like having a mistress. You don't share a mistress.
The firm began with the Israel family, the "first corner," a firstclass group of people who were intelligent, sophisticated, and diversified in their financial knowledge. Now, more than thirty years later,
they are still one of our most important clients.
The "second corner" was the family of Eddie Rosenthal, who had
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been a close friend since my days at the Grandview Hotel in Lake
Placid when I was twenty. Now, twenty-five years from that beginning,
Eddie and I became business partners.
Eddie was a member of the third generation of wealth. Eddie had
been born with a silver spoon in his mouth. He was born on third base
but didn't grow up thinking he had hit a triple. He later hit his own
triples. I have a lot of respect for him. Eddie and I say facetiously when
we meet prospective clients that we have first-generation wealth and
third-generation wealth. But Eddie is special: He still has it. (Most
families blow their monies by the third generation.)
The "third corner" in the firm was the Cramer family- a small
corner. I always used to say that we had two-and-one-quarter wealthy
families as clients, but fortunately that quarter has since grown.
We were looking for another client family, and we found the
Mailman family, thanks to a good friend, Jay Langner. Jay, who has a
first-class mind and is chairman of the board of Montefiore Hospital
in New York, is a member of the Mailman family. The Mailmans were
originally from Canada and had made their money in oil and razor
blades. Now, in the Mailman family it was the sons who inherited the
power and the control of the family business. Jay's uncles, Joe and Abe
Mailman, were in charge. Each had only a daughter, and those
daughters had only daughters, with the exception of Rick Segal. As the
only direct male in the line, Segal was the family heir. He had just
graduated from Wesleyan College when Jay introduced him to us as a
potential representative for the Mailman family; we would train him
and they would become clients.
Segal, a poetry major at Wesleyan, came into our office, freshly
shorn of his ponytail and dressed in his first suit, a three-piece number. We trained him and he learned well. It turned out that he had a
brilliant business mind, and that's a potent example in the familiar
debate of nature vs. nurture. He didn't develop this ability in college,
because Shelley and Wordsworth were of no help. Rick Segal eventually became a partner, and our company became Cramer Rosenthal
Segal.
Now we represented four families, the four-corner approach. The
year was 1976, and it had taken us three years to reach this stage.
But there had been more to do than just arrange the four corners.
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In order to be in business, you cannot be just by yourself. You
must always have a backup person. In case anything happens to you,
clients have to know that there is someone else there besides you, even
though you may be the star. In addition, it's good to have an alter ego
and another good hand. Ron McGlynn became that right hand for me.
I met Ron in 1973; he was the firm's first employee.
I interviewed him of course, but I like to take the process a step
further and interview the prospective employee's family as well. I
always like to get to know the spouse.
A wife generally is a great stabilizer for her husband. Now, it isn't
necessary that a business executive be married. Sometimes a spouse is
a major distraction. And in the course of my career I've had a lot of
unmarried men and women work for me, and they were extremely
successful because they were totally focused. Even though they didn't
have the "balance" of a wife or a husband, their total dedication to
their work somehow made up for it.
Ron's wife, Connie, a fine lady, is a great influence on him, and,
I reasoned, if she likes me, she'll be my ally, too.
I told Ron I wanted to meet Connie and, boy, did she turn out to
be phenomenal. She was a bundle of energy - positive energy and a great friend and asset to Ron. They came out to my house with
their two small children. One of the kids fell into my swimming pool
(fortunately he survived). I showed Ron and Connie around my house
and then took them to the wine cellar. As we entered, I looked at the
wine racks and quickly realized that about 95 percent of my wine collection had vanished (more on this later). "Oh, my God," I said.
"Somebody's been in Mother Hubbard's cupboard." Ron looked at
me; I looked at him and shrugged. As it turned out, that was a pivotal
moment in his coming to work for me.
Years later, Ron explained it this way: "One reason I decided to
work with Gerry Cramer was that I saw he was cool under fire. He
didn't panic or go crazy or scream or yell or swear. He said, 'Hum,' and
we went on with what we had to do. He didn't' spend his time worrying about losing his wine." I hired Ron, and he became my stock
research analyst. We have made a good team.

PRINCIPLES OF BUSINESS

BY THE MID-197os, the firm was chugging along. My net worth was
increasing, and I was doing fine. But we weren't really building a
business to any great extent. A few of my longtime buddies had come
on board as clients, as had a few of Eddie's. Still, we remained a relatively small enterprise.
Then in 1976 Ron said to me:
Gerry, you're fortunate. Because of your Oppenheimer
days, you have a little wealth, and here you're building your
wealth through your investments' appreciation, and Eddie
- because of his grandfather- has some wealth also
increasing. You're paying me well, but I don't have much
capital to build. You always believed in sharing all the goodies with everybody, so let's grow the firm.
There are pros and cons to building a business. I knew from my
experience at Oppenheimer & Company. Beyond a certain size, it's a
lot of aggravation. You work harder to move a boulder an inch. When
the business is young, it happens faster. When the business is older, it
takes three people to do the same thing that one person used to do.
Unfortunately, that is the evolution of growth. The business becomes
a bureaucracy, and as a result there are more negatives. Not to mention more politics.
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At this stage in my life, I didn't particularly relish going through
all that again. I had enough wealth, and I wanted to have a good time
while working. Yet by nature I'm a builder. So with minimal deliberation, I told Ron, "Let's build."
The first step to build is to go out and actively look for clients. I
counted on Eddie to take advantage of his social contacts to introduce
me to pockets of wealth similar to my finding the Israels. He did a
decent job of it, too, whereas a lot of people with backgrounds like his
don't aggressively pursue prospecting for new clients. (When you were
born with money, it's psychologically difficult to ask someone to give
you money. You have to be a street fighter to do it- like you-knowwho.)
We had to increase the staff. One of our new employees was Jay
Abramson, a young man right out of school. Jay's father was my
accountant, and his grandfather was a famous tax accountant. Jay
graduated from the Wharton School with a degree in accounting and
then went to the University of Pennsylvania Law School. His family
thought he would go into the family accounting firm after graduating
from law school. But Jay's father unwittingly changed that. He asked
me if Jay could work at CRM during the summers and one day a week
while he was in law school, coming in from Philadelphia to learn
investment management.
I took Jay on, and after his graduation he surprised his family by
saying that he no longer wanted to be an accountant in the family firm
and that he wanted to be an investment manager at Cramer Rosenthal
McGlynn. Jay is smart and has that legal-type mind that traps information. (I try to forget extraneous data, not to clutter my brain, but
lawyers accumulate specific information, and they have terrific recall.)
Jay worked directly under me in our pursuit of investment opportunities. He did an excellent job, and a few years later we made him a partner.
Another key hire was Kevin Chin, a 4.0 engineering graduate
from Columbia University on his way to the Wharton School via
working for Wang Industries and Morgan Stanley. Kevin joined to
learn the investment management business. He never left. As he
would say, he didn't have to get his MBA from Wharton, he got it from
Cramer Rosenthal U.
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We spent a lot of time with young people training them and raising them up within CRM's culture and its investment philosophy. We
trained many people directly out of school, and they were indoctrinated in our investment philosophy. That philosophy I developed at
Oppenheimer, and it remains the core of the investment process at
Cramer Rosenthal McGlynn.
Here's how it works.
We do independent research exclusively. We don't respond to
what Wall Street brokers or brokerage firm analysts try to pitch us. We
do our own research - go out into the field, kick the tires, look under
rocks. We study all the public information that has been published
through the Securities and Exchange Commission. We scrub it,
rework it, and analyze it to ascertain what may be exaggerated.
Accountants and corporations have been known to cook the books,
and we uncook them. That's easier said than done, but we do the best
we can.
We visit all the companies before we make an investment. We go
out into the field and interview senior executives. The chief executive
of a company is the salesman of the company; he tells you what he
knows you want to hear. In addition to the C.E.O., we question the
chief financial officer, who usually throws the company's investor relations officer at us. We also talk to the general managers of individual
divisions.
We go beyond the executive suite and see whether there is consistency in the corporate culture. One of my tricks is when I'm waiting to be ushered into a meeting, I'll ask the receptionist, "How do you
like working here?" It's amazing how many receptionists will tell you
exactly how they feel- good or bad. (A note to C.E.O.s: train your
receptionist to be a spokesman for the company. When she - or he is enthusiastic about the job, it tells you a lot about the company.)
After all this research, we create business models of what we
believe is the company's base-case earning power. We use optimistic
and pessimistic assumptions, evaluating each specifically trying to
project the company's economics five years in the future. We compare
the company to similar industry competitors. We prefer companies
that are lesser known by Wall Street
There are ways of measuring a company's popularity. How many
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brokerage firms follow the company today? How many followed it two
years ago? The less popular, the better. Who are the owners of this
stock? Insurance companies? Banks? Mutual funds? Insiders? (All of
this is public information.) Generally, investment managers, mutual
funds and hedge funds are smarter. The dumber investors are the
insurance companies and the bank trust departments. By the time
they own a stock, its prospects are universally known and predictable.
Stock ownership by large institutions like a Fidelity Fund is a
yellow light. If the fund changes its mind and sells, the- company's
stock price could be destroyed
One of our junior analysts calls the sell-side brokerage firms that
follow the company. We check with their analysts and see whether
they have come to the same conclusions as we have about the company's prospects. If our views coincide, it means that there are probably
no surprises on the horizon. If CRM's view indicates a brighter future
than theirs, we become more interested.
We prefer research from regional brokerage firms - in San
Francisco; Portland, Oregon; or Little Rock, Arkansas - instead of
the big national brokerages like Merrill Lynch. They are closer to the
management.
We have visited the target company, measured its popularity, and
understood its accounting, its historical financial data, and its projections. Now comes the crucial question: Is there anything within the
company that is changing? What is the catalyst creating this change? It
could be as obvious as a new C.E.O. or a new chief financial officer. It
could be the selling of a division or the spinning off of one, as an independent public company. The spinoff that might be interesting to own
because, for one thing, it isn't known very well. The catalyst could be a
change in government regulations, deregulation, or tax incentives. It
could also be a new product, like what the iPod did for Apple Computer. (I'm curious to know if the iPod will still be around in 2050.)
You won't find the answer to these key questions by reading the
Wall Street Journal or the New York Times. You find it by reading trade
journals and by going out into the field and asking a lot of questions
yourself. We are financial detectives or forensic accountants at
Cramer Rosenthal McGlynn. We try to break information down into
as many viable components as possible.
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To do this successfully, a team of good analysts is essential. At
CRM the work is usually done by analysts like Jay Abramson, bright
young professionals with unusual educational backgrounds. Jay didn't
have a master's degree in business; he had an undergraduate degree in
accounting and a law degree. All of our analysts have worked in business or in an investment bank; none were just stock jockeys.
Our investment philosophy at CRM rests on three legs: understanding the company's financials and culture, measuring a stock's
popularity, and the likelihood of positive change affecting the company's future prospects that will reflect in stock appreciation. It usually
occurs in six to eighteen months, and then this once-unpopular stock
suddenly becomes popular.
I've been reasonably successful as a futurist, thinking outside the
box. Working with bright, young people sure helps. I tell them, "Don't
read just the financial papers. Read other magazines. Read the New
York Review of Books. Read Psychology Today. You get more original
ideas by reading what most Wall Streeters are not reading. I don't care
what stockbrokers' opinions are of the market that day. They all say the
same thing. The more popular an idea is, the less chance it's going to
be successful.
We drilled for oil and gas. Farming is usually tax deductible, so
we invested in wine grapes in California. We invested in movies, particularly when they could be made outside the United States because
you got tax breaks from the country where the movie was made.
There is much original academic work being done on behavioral
analysis and its effect on investing. The emotional pendulum in
investors' reaction to their stock ownership, going from hatred to
despair to acceptance and then up to liking to loving. They go from
fear to greed. That's the alpha and omega, the extremes of fear to
greed. The price of a stock will overshoot its prospects. It will trade
well above the trend line and then revert to the mean and then overshoots below - manic depressive. That's true not only in life but also
in investing.
We retain our staff for a long time, and I'm proud of that. My
assistant, Chris Stelmack, joined me in 1979, and is still working with
me in 2007. An exception occurred in 2002 when we lost three important executives - two senior analysts and one head of sales, they
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formed a hedge fund - but because we had a deep pool of talented
younger professionals, their replacements were at least as good as they
had been.
How did we manage? First of all, it comes from our respecting
our coworkers as first-class professionals. Having a growing company
allows staff members to grow with the company. This is important in
the business world: we made sure that the rewards were shared. That
doesn't mean we shared equally; after all, we are in a business, not a
commune. But the rewards were shared equitably.
At CRM, employees know that they can grow intellectually and
financially. They are respected, and they are able to work in a fun
environment. That is the culture we have maintained from the beginning. Most of our professionals eventually become partners in our
business.
The end results have been outstanding. CRM's money-management performance has showed steady growth over the years. Its performance was positive versus any benchmark, like S&P, the Dow, or a
smaller stock index like Russell 2000. The only meaningful losing
year was the first year, 1973. So from the early years the buzz was out
there in the financial world, and CRM was being discovered by institutional investors.
Our first institutional client was the Phoenix Suns professional
basketball team. At the time, the team was owned by three people,
classmates in college, one of whom I knew well. From the Suns, we
ended up managing the players' retirement fund and that of the
National Basketball Association. For a while, we managed Columbia
University's money and that of Eastern Airlines. We lost Eastern
because it went bankrupt, and Columbia we screwed up in our selection of stocks. Georgia-Pacific was an early and major institution for
more than fifteen years.
Institutional accounts are fickle because the institutions play the
game of relative performance. If you are not doing better than your
competitors on a consistent basis after three years, you will most
likely lose the account. Sometimes the fellow responsible for the
account moves on, retires, or is replaced. Then his replacement wants
an investment manager he knows to manage the account. That's quite
a contrast from high-net-worth individuals. Those clients stay because
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they are pleased with the service and the personal relationships, and
most important of all they trust you
Performance is important, but service is crucial. We constantly
communicate with our clients. There is total transparency; there are
no secrets. Clients can ask us any question, and they will receive a
prompt response. We volunteer information before being asked,
regarding any problems we may be having. Calling clients when we're
in a slump is a smart thing to do. The stock market is mercurial. It
could be up or down 2 percent or 3 percent on a short-term basis for
no good reason. So you have to be able to explain yourself honestly.
You have to resell yourself periodically on the firm's investment objectives.
It took close to twenty years to cross the billion-dollar mark in
assets. Nonetheless, crossing the billion-dollar mark in the early 1990s
was a major accomplishment. It put CRM in a different league and
brought us to the attention of bigger institutions. We were hired by the
States of Maine, New Mexico, and New York, Indiana University, the
University of Illinois, Cincinnati University, the College of the Holy
Cross. We ended up with many major institutions. We are now establishment, "venerable." We are big enough, old enough, and well
known. We now have more than $12 billion under management. That
sounds like a lot, but some firms have $100 billion or $300 billion
under management today because of the growth of the industry.
Most of these clients came in through the consultant community. Consultants know the investment management industry and recommend a handful of prospective investment managers to their
clients. The investment manager presents his firm to the university's
board or to the treasurer's office. He tries to stand out above the
competition. No manager wins every time, of course, but if a firm is
chosen 50 percent of the time, it is doing very well. And we at CRM
were doing just that.
If one had invested $100,000 when Cramer Rosenthal was
formed in 1973, thirty-three years later that $100,000 would be worth
over $12 million; that's up 120 times. (This is not adjusted for taxes.)
The S&P average would have gone up to $3.5 million. Over time,
compounding works wonders.
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CRAMER RoSENTHAL WAS RUNNING on all cylinders. We had a combination of knowledge, information, and wisdom, and we were making
money. We were also having so much fun. On lunch hour every Tuesday, we played tennis at an indoor court. We felt good about ourselves.
We were building a business, and we still had enough time to laugh
and hit some tennis balls. (We still have time to laugh, but leisure time
is scarce.)
But when things are too good, beware.
We decided to pyramid our knowledge in the oil industry. I had
learned a lot about the industry while at Oppenheimer, where oil
drilling was part of our tax-related investments. The oil industry was,
and still is, one of the better areas where you can invest and have the
government as a partner. You get a tax deduction on your drilling
costs, the equipment, the pipes, even the cement. When the oil comes
out of the ground, you get a depletion allowance, meaning you don't
have to pay the full tax on 100 percent. (The percentage changes,
but typically you may have to pay a tax on only 85 percent of the oil
produced.)
Clients of Cramer Rosenthal drilled for oil and natural gas and
found some. Then we got really lucky. The price of oil soared from
about $12 a barrel to about $40 a barrel, and we made a fortune. But
what happens after you make so much money? You begin smelling
your own perfume, and we decided to take our expertise and create a
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portfolio for investing in the oil business. We would follow our usual
investment matrix and hire the smartest oil drillers who worked
beneath the normal radar. Not the Exxons and Mobils, but those
small exploration companies such as those who drilled in the Wilcox
geological zone in Mississippi. We would find four or five of these,
create a portfolio around them and then go to Wall Street to raise
some big-time money for us to invest. We raised about $50 million
and were in business.
The prices of these commodities were appreciating by normal
supply-and-demand characteristics. The discovery of major oil fields
was diminishing, and the world economics thirst for energy constantly
increased the demand.
In 1975, Cramer Rosenthal and its clients started to explore for
oil. Through our Israel family connections in New Orleans, we met
Dlynn Braswell and other locals who were drilling contractors specializing in the Wilcox zone. The cost of drilling the 6,000 feet to find the
oil vs. the then-current price of $20 a barrel and the I DO-barrel-a-day
life of the well made it most rewarding when and if we found this
"black gold."
Well, the price of oil stayed high for another week or two after
we'd created our portfolio, and then the law of supply and demand
began to kick in. The high price lured more people to look for oil, and
that increased the cost of drilling, because of a shortage of drilling rigs.
They can't just be manufactured in a few weeks or months. The
increase in drilling brought about an increase in oil supplies, which in
tum knocked down the price of oil. The combination of high drilling
costs and low oil prices cost the oil business its financial attraction. As
a result, we didn't do a good job employing the money that Bear
Steams, one of our limited partners, had raised for us.
One of the investors, Fred Zissu, sued us, demanding that we
return his money, around $7 million, because we hadn't found
enough oil.
What a shock. I had never been sued before. Now, the only thing
we have going for us in our business is our reputation, and our reputation was such that it was "death before dishonor." We decided to
fight the suit with all our resources. We had done everything legitimate and yet Zissu was accusing us of fraud.
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Zissu was the board chairman of a public company on the New
York Stock Exchange and a lawyer to boot. Yet one of his arguments
in the suit was that he was not sophisticated enough to understand
what the risks were.
We, in turn, cited his legal background and his professional experiences as evidence that he was no na"if in the world of business. Our
legal expenses were probably close to $1 million, big money by today's
standards but super-big money back in the 1970s.
We won the suit, which is still in the historical case studies as a
frivolous lawsuit. Yet Cramer Rosenthal was out $1 million, and we
went to our insurance company, A.I.G., which was supposed to reimburse us. We almost had to sue A.I.G. to get any money, and even
then, we didn't get the full $1 million.
It was a major defeat for us. And it took a toll beyond the wasted
time, fraught emotions, sleepless nights, and financial loss. Rick Segal,
who was responsible for managing the energy business activity, originally very successfully, lead our defense for maintaining our ethical
reputation, broke down from the extreme psychological pressure and
not long afterward resigned from the firm.
For me, that was the worst part of the whole activity. An intelligent young man, one of Gerry's boys, now a casualty.
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uSUALLY, IN SUCCESSFUL VALUE INVESTING you rarely have that big
home run. I call it the business with the least mistakes. You know,
Green Bay Packers stuff- two yards at a time, no Hail Mary touchdowns. One particular investment was by far the most successful we
had at Cramer Rosenthal, and here's the story.
Glenayre Technologies started out as a Canadian company
called Nu West Industries. The United States headquarters was in
Phoenix. I was in town attending a party, and there I met a man in his
mid-twenties named Steve McConnell. He told me he was the president of a publicly traded company. I was impressed. Then he said that
his company was bankrupt and that although he wasn't responsible for
that turn of events, he was the only one left. Everyone else had
jumped ship. The chief executive and the chairman were gone, and
he'd been Peter Principled to head the company. He was a Harvard
Business School graduate, but the school never taught him what to do
when a company went bankrupt.
I offered to help him, since I had a fair amount of experience in
that area. A bankrupt company generally means a new beginning.
(The term "bankrupt" comes from the old peddlers who sat on a
bench selling their wares. When they couldn't pay their bills, the
police would break their bench. "Bankrupt" means "breaking the
bench.")
I was with McConnell for a year strategizing how we were going
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to resurrect Nu West Industries. I was in charge of raising the money,
but before I wrote a meaningful check, I told McConnell that anybody who worked with me in a business venture had to put up some
real monies. If he had $50,000 to his name, I said, he would need to
put up at least half. That's my philosophy. No matter how much or
how little money somebody has, he needs to have a monetary stake in
the enterprise.
McConnell surprised me by offering to invest a million dollars.
He said that his father had the money, that he had his father's backing, and that the father believed in him and the company.
McConnell put up $1 million, and my group raised $13 million.
I personally was one of the larger investors in December 1986, when
we acquired Nu West. I recognized this was an opportunity where I
could not lose because I knew that Nu West's assets were solid. The
company owned land in Las Vegas. (Some of the great hotels in Las
Vegas sit on land we used to own.) It also owned a resort in Hawaii and
mineral rights in Australia. And our job was to turn the assets we had
into cash and as quickly as possible at a decent price. Not the highest
price, but a decent price.
We liquidated all the assets of Nu West Industries and ended up
with about $45 million in cash -the money from the liquidation plus
the new cash we had put in. We now had a shell of a company with
shareholders, and we were on the Toronto Stock Exchange.
More important, the accumulated losses of$200 million Nu West
had from its previous businesses that could, because of the tax laws, be
utilized against future earnings. Nu West had been primarily in the real
estate business, building homes in western Canada and in Arizona. As
such, it became a victim of its owing too much money to the bank at
extremely high interest rates, and that's what brought it down.
The question then was: What do we do with our shell?
We looked at a lot of opportunities for several years. We almost
bought the Oppenheimer Mutual Fund complex. We almost bought
the Big Bear Stores supermarket chain in Ohio, and we looked at
other things, too. It's hard to pull a deal off when you want to buy it
right.
Eventually, in November 1992, we found another unique opportunity in Canada. An immigrant from Eastern Europe had started a
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business there replacing automobile glass. That's a good business
because automobile glass is always under threat from thieves, the elements, and accidents, and this immigrant made a lot of money in his
glass business. He had three sons, and he gave each a pot of capital
and told them to go find a business.
Son # 1 was a graduate of the Julliard School of Music in New
York City. He was a good pianist - not a good businessman. He
invested in the infrastructure end of the paging industry, i.e., making
transmitters and receivers for pagers. His management team was in
North Carolina. From a cultural perspective, those managers were
totally different from him. They were former executives at General
Electric, a company known as having some of the most hard-driving,
well-organized business executives in the world. And they were not
happy with Son #1 because the type of music he played was not music
to their ears. Son #I got the message and put the company up for sale.
We began negotiations to buy the company, which was called
Glenayre Technologies.
There is a science to such negotiations. We constructed a team
consisting of the lawyers, the accountants, the lead negotiator, and
me. I was the chairman. The prospective sellers have their team, too,
and you sit and you trade, saying, 'Til give you this if you give me
that." It's like diplomacy. Then you play games, like when you think
you're at an impasse, you call for a caucus and you leave. You can
usually resolve what was on your mind in about a minute, but strategically you stay out a long period just to make the other side anxious.
During this pause, one of my guys taught me how to play solitaire on the computer. I was playing solitaire when the chairman of
the Canadian team asked to see me. I was in the middle of a game, so
I replied, "Just a minute." He insisted it was important. I put up my
hand to indicate "Don't bother me." I finally ran the deck of cards and
felt really good, which I carried with me when I met with the chairman. We solved the problems between our two teams in about five
minutes and made the deal.
Afterward, in a celebration dinner, when we were talking about
how difficult the negotiations had been and how respectful we were of
each other's efforts, the Canadian chairman said, "I want to make a
toast to this Cramer team. They are so smart. They are no match for
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us Canadians. They are so computer literate. Even the old fart of a
chairman was calculating on the computer all the time."
We changed Nu West's name to Glenayre Technologies. So now,
how do we progress?
First, we made sure that the company management members felt
that they were our partners. We did this by making them co-owners.
We gave or sold stock cheaply to them, so that they owned 13 percent
to 14 percent of the company from the start. They were on our team.
We were on the same side of the table. We had a parallel interest in
the business. And, amazingly, once we signed the contract and once
they had their ownership, the business boomed. I still suspect that in
their desk drawers there had been some orders that were supposed to
be delivered months earlier but that they were waiting for the opportunity to book when they were in charge.
At that time, paging was going through a rejuvenation. For example, people, especially teenagers, had colored pagers to match their
jeans. Pagers became the first of the universal communications instruments. This is before cellphones and the Internet took off. It was an
amazing phenomenon. And our stock, which was now listed on Nasdaq, went crazy. It went literally crazy. It became the honey of every
investor. We were the best-performing stock on any exchange for two
consecutive years in the mid-1970s. Our cost basis of 80 cents or 85
cents, adjusting for splits, was at one point $60. That was almost eighty
times your money. You don't sell it at its high, but most of our monies
were cashed in the $40 range, which was still fifty times your money.
That was a home run, a grand-slam home run.
I was the chairman. The company received good assistance and
advice from board member Tom Israel, Ace's very capable son. Barry
Gray, chief of staff to the lsraels, a lawyer, a C.P.A., and a great human
being, and Ed Rosenthal were especially helpful in representing
shareholder interests.
Glenayre became the talk of Wall Street. I lectured on the Glenayre story, how we moved a company from Canada, how we monetized the net operating loss carry forward, how we incentivized
operating management, how we protected our intellectual property. I
lectured on this at law schools and at the Columbia Business School,
and it became a case study for many students of high finance.
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That was my best investment ever.
But, remember, a successful investor is the one who makes the
fewest mistakes. You don't have to find a fifty-time winner. There's
something that I call my great religion. It's the law of compounding
rates of return. If you make 8 percent a year, how long do you think it
takes to double your money? Not twelve years. You're compounding,
so the answer is more like ten years. If you make 20 percent on your
money, how long does it take to double your money? Four years. The
compounding effect of money- it's amazing how it grows.
I will tell you my "rooster theory." A rooster wakes at dawn and
crows cock-a-doodle-do, and the sun comes up. The rooster sticks out
his chest and believes he made the sun rise. The same thing happens
with certain people. They believe they exclusively brought the success
at Glenayre, and certain members of our management team at Glenayre thought they no longer needed the Cramer Rosenthal group or
the Israels. They believed they were the ones who made this glorious
event happen, and in their minds we became obstacles.
To them we became an even greater obstacle because of our
interest in protecting shareholder value. Glenayre was a public company. We had the interests of all the shareholders in mind. I was in
conversations with the AT&T group at Bell Labs trying to interest
them in buying Glenayre. If that had happened, all of the shareholders would have sold their stock for at least $65 to $70 a share to a
major company, and it would have been easy to liquefy.
When Glenayre's management heard what I was doing, I became persona non grata. Those executives thought I was a foe. They
didn't get it. They thought that it was their company and that I was
along for the ride. So at that point, I resigned as chairman of the board
and sold most of our stock. The price of the shares gradually went into
a decline that eventually went down to $1. (Of course,
paging was eventually eclipsed by the cellular industry. Few people
use pagers today.)
Greed is easy to explain. After all, if you're a tennis player, you
always want to win another tournament. If you're a golfer, you want
to go out the next day and shoot a subpar round. For some people,
money is a trophy. Most rich people don't need as much money as
they have. But neither can most people ever have enough. Money
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brings power, and it's nice when you go to your country club that
you're worth more than the other guy. In fact, in Texas, during the
great oil boom, oilmen didn't say that they were worth $10 million or
$50 million; the terminology instead was "units." A unit to them was
$50 million. Before you became wealthy, you had to have a unit. So
these oilmen asked each other how many units they had.
Money in abundance is a useful commodity. It gives a sense of
well-being and security. I call it "fuck you" money, FU money for
short. The phrase means that a person has enough money to pursue
what he really wants to do and not have to work for somebody or work
in a job or in an industry that's boring or not fruitful. A person spends
most of his lifetime working, so he should be happy in what he is
doing. FU money gives him this freedom.
Then a person gets to another point in his life, the one where he
has won enough tennis tournaments, he has played enough golf.
There is a point where a man has enough money. Then the next mission in life is not to accumulate more money but to protect himself
from blowing it. It's so easy to blow money. I've seen so many people,
mature, intelligent people, take a shot on some start-up company on
the basis of the next great widget and then go from being worth many
millions of dollars to almost nothing because they borrowed too much
money. It's like Nu West, which in the end leveraged itself too much.
The last part: After you make it, keep it. Then you give back to
society. You give it away to charity. That's the story of money.
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COAL

As I WRITE THIS BOOK, my venture du jour is investing in one of the
world's oldest industries. No, it's not prostitution, it is coal.
The value of coal is related to the price of crude oil. Crude oil is
selling today at almost $80 a barrel. That's up 50 percent in one year
and the highest price ever. It seems that all materials made from .carbon are expensive, and that includes electrical power powered by coal.
Through one of my fellow trustees at Syracuse, Mike Dritz, I was
fortunate enough to meet a management team that met my criteria for
excellence: facile, entrepreneurial, multifaceted, and having the ability to exploit niche opportunities. The members were Bill Spence (a
six foot three Central Casting version of a West Virginia coal miner,
ponytailed and flashing a smile as broad as his face) and Matt Miller
(a Central Casting version of a Wall Streeter, who was using his MBA
skills and experience as a successful senior executive to manage a
complex business.)
In addition to their talents, they have respect for each other and
their employees and an old-fashioned integrity that is unfortunately
uncommon in today's business world. Their word is their bond.
Our company is called Targe Energy. For your trivia knowledge,
a targe was the spiked shield of the Scottish Highlander military in the
Middle Ages.
I share a particular warmth and friendship with Bill and Matt.
They have many of my negative characteristics - allergies, insomnia,
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stubbornness, and the inability to stop buying Swiss watches and rare
vintage red wines. They claim to be my illegitimate children from
some peccadillo I must have committed four decades ago.
What some people will do to become part of my will!
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ON SYRACUSE

accepted a large
number of Jews in the 1940s and 1950s, a time when a Jew couldn't
get into the Ivy League unless he was a genius. Those colleges had
their "Hebrew" quota.
Some of my Jewish contemporaries at Syracuse went on to get
master's degrees from the Wharton School or the Harvard Business
School or a law degree from Yale or Harvard. Their lives became ones
of great success, and it was Syracuse that gave them their start.
I compliment Syracuse for its foresight, and that is a reason I'm
paying the university back today as an active member of its board of
trustees. I've served as chairman of the Investment and Endowment
Committee, on the Organization and Nomination Committee, as vice
chairman of the board, and on the executive committee.
Syracuse did a wonderful thing for me and for all the veterans
and members of minorities it accepted.
About ten years ago I represented the board at a dinner honoring
a famous black artist, Gordon Parks. Syracuse, I learned, had a greater
percentage of Mrican-Americans at that time than any other private
university. I thought to myself that the university was now 1950s.
I also appreciate Syracuse because it admitted three of my children at a time when they would probably have had trouble getting into
other high-quality universities. Syracuse gave them a chance, not
SYRACUSE, A UNIVERSITY FOUNDED BY METHODISTS,
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because of me but because of their unique qualities and the passion
they demonstrated in their interviews. All three graduated successfully.
My son Roy graduated from the Syracuse School of Architecture,
the best undergraduate architectural school in the country. Because
he was born and reared in Israel, his English writing skills had not
been outstanding. My son Doug had problems because he liked to
party too much. He began college at Tulane, in New Orleans, but that
siren of a city offered too many temptations. Despite his problems, he
was accepted to the Syracuse School of Management. My daughter
Lauren, a whiz kid as an undergraduate at Northwestern University,
decided about ten years later that she wanted to be a lawyer. But her
LSATs and her bowling scores were about the same: low. The Syracuse law school granted her an interview though, and she wowed
them.
I commend Syracuse as being open-minded and thinking "outside the box." The university doesn't have rigid requirements like a
certain class ranking or SAT or LSAT scores in a specific range. Most
other highly rated colleges are not as open.
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The house in Franklin Lakes

Gerry with
daughter Lauren

Parents Myron and Kate

Tom, Kim, Doug, and Lauren

Daplma and Gerry's
wedding

Our blended family. Left to right: Doug, Shelley, Roy,
the bride and groom, Lauren, Kim, and Tom

Daphna and Gerry

Ellie and "Big Al" Oltremeare

Syracuse University's
Maxwell School.
Number one over
Harvard and
Princeton.

Chef Gerry

Gerry loves wine!!!

SELF-WORTH

My chief want in life is someone who shall make me do what I can
- WALT WHITMAN

MEN ARE BY NATURE HUNTERs, not gatherers. The only thing that has
changed over time is the quarry. Cave men hunted for wild boar and
self-worth; modern men hunt for net worth and self-worth.
If you're an athlete, you want trophies. If you're in theater, you
want to win a Tony. If you're a golfer, you want a hole in one. Selfworth.
In Wall Street in particular and in business in general, I think, a
person's self-worth is often equated to his earning power and his net
worth. And so he feels good when he achieves such goals as being
worth $100,000 by age thirty and $1 million by age forty.
I have many interests. I think net worth is still a major component of my self-worth. It's also based on how successful I am discovering stocks that appreciate. Yes, it's nice that it effected my net worth.
This is not gambling. It is an intellectual exercise anticipating that a
company's stock would eventually grow in value.
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R1:LATIONSHIPS

DAPHNA
I don't want you to change, even for the better.
-

GERALD CRAMER

I CAN'T BELIEVE HOW LUCKY I WAS to find Daphna. Since we married,
I've been in heaven, and if such a thing as perfection exists, it is the
relationship we have. We share our children - hers and mine - as
our own. The Yiddish word kvell describes how I feel. It means "glowing with pride," and I am truly glowing. I have a wife who is beautiful
internally and externally. She is kind to everyone, she is considerate,
she is responsible. She loves my children as much as she loves her
own, and all of the children reciprocate that love. There are even
times when my children prefer Daphna to me. I'm not jealous- oh,
well, just a little.
In the past, I idolized some women. They were Aphrodite-like,
placed on their pedestals. When they became realized, I lost interest.
Daphna is that ideal woman who I've been with more than twenty
years with the same feelings that I had in the beginning. That's down
to earth.
Israel exports wonderful oranges and beautiful women112
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Daphna is a prime example. She is extremely modest. I had been
dating her for about six months before I learned that she was once a
Miss Israel and a fourth runner-up to Miss World. She had never mentioned it, and I discovered it only after someone curtsied to her in an
elevator. Why the curtsy? I asked. Daphna replied to me that her
mother had made her enter a beauty contest, and she won. At seventeen, Israel sent her to the United States for a public relations mission.
Everybody wants to know how we met. During my separation, I
had a few long-term relationships with very special women, but I
didn't want to have a lifelong commitment with any of them. During
a relationship intermission, I was skiing with my family in Taos, New
Mexico. The second day I was there I received a phone call from
Miriam Marshall, Rick Segal's stepmother. She said, "I have a very
sweet lady from Tel Aviv visiting me for a few days and I would like
you to meet her." Sweet- I think - no interest. Then Dr. Mike
Segal, Miriam's husband, gets on the phone. "This chick is a cool cat,
sexy as hell, you get your ass back to New York." Sexy as hellhmmm. "Mike, keep her from going to Israel for a few more days and
I will be back." I leave my children after only skiing with them a few
days and return to New York. I call Daphna. Being conservative, I'll
know quickly if I like her. I ask her to have a drink with me. She can't
make it. I then ask her to have lunch with me. She can't make it.
Okay, I guess I'd better invest the three hours and take her to dinner.
I invite her to have dinner with me. She accepts. The evening of the
date arrives, and I go to the apartment where she is staying, ring the
bell, and a comely woman opens the door. Thinking it's Daphna, I
introduce myself and immediately I am informed that this woman is
not Daphna but her good friend, Mollie Fuchs. Then Daphna arrives.
I am speechless. I feel my heart pounding. Now I know it's true - that
the heart is a symbol of love. We had a very wonderful dinner that
evening and Mollie dropped over to have coffee with us. I invited the
two ladies to visit my cottage in Croton-on-Hudson. Three of us,
speeding in my Porsche, arrive and were greeted by my houseboy,
George. George had esoteric tastes in his affection for pets. His
favorite was a tarantula that he promptly showed the ladies. How's that
for making a good first impression?
Daphna stayed in the United States two weeks longer than she
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planned. Upon her return to Israel, we scheduled a rendezvous. The
first date outside the U.S. that we had was in Cairo. I thought I was
very considerate, being that I would travel from New York to Cairo,
and she would only have to travel a short distance from Tel Aviv. What
I didn't realize was at that time Israeli's were very nervous about being
in Egypt. However, the Meana House Hotel, a former palace of a
pharaoh overlooking the pyramids and sphynx, mitigated any of her
earlier fear and trepidation. We subsequently met in London, Vienna,
Bermuda, and Pari.s. With all my traveling, I had only been to Paris on
short business trips. I was saving it for ultimate romantic experience. I
flew to Paris twenty-four hours ahead of Daphna without a firm hotel
reservation thinking that it would not be a problem. Well, it was. They
were having the Paris Air Show and all hotel rooms were booked.
With a sympathetic hotel manager assisting me, we placed at least fifty
calls and I was able to reserve a room in the Ritz for two hours for a
champagne and caviar lunch. Then they found us a room in Versailles. We were to return to Paris after the Air Show concluded. The
hotel was the Nova Softel. They gave me the keys to our suite that
turned out to be still occupied. I opened the door and witnessed an
Arab sheik surrounded by assorted women in various states of undress.
I closed the door very, very slowly. They didn't invite me in.
Our trip to Vienna was memorable in a negative way. We attended the Lippizaner Stallions show, and I had an asthma attack from
the horse dander. If any of you Cramer descendents have allergies or
asthma, you can blame me. I excused myself and went back to our
hotel to get my inhaler. However, I became extremely weak, so weak
that I sat down on the curb fighting to catch my breath. I commandeered a passenger car and hoarsely asked the driver to take me back
to my hotel. As we approached, the main street was closed because of
a marathon. It was ironic that I, who ran six days a week at least for thirty minutes, was struggling to cross the street- runners dodging meand get to the relief of my inhaler. I made it. Daphna returned from
the show not realizing the difficulties I had encountered.
Our trip to London was highlighted by meeting Daphna's Scottish father, Alistair, with whom I immediately bonded. We shared our
respect for the cocktail hour - he drinking Scotch, of course, and me
drinking my martini, of course.
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We visited Daphna's mother, Annetta, and her second husband,
Max, living in Miami Beach. Annetta ran a beauty salon (she was
known as the Estee Lauder of Tel Aviv). She indicated that my hair
needed a "touch up." She persuaded me to go to her beauty salon and
I became immersed in my Wall Street Journal, finally looking up and
seeing an unrecognizable me. I had jet black hair. Getting rid of dye
in one's hair is difficult to say the least. The hair went through various
color changes from black to orange and finally to my natural gray.
I introduced Daphna, Roy, and Shelly to my mother who was in
the Douglas Gardens Nursing Home in Miami. I whispered in her ear
that "you are meeting the woman with whom I am deeply in love."
Her reply was a loud, "You tell me that about all the girls that you
introduce to me." We challenged my mother to a spelling contest.
Remember, Kate was a grammar-school penmanship teacher and was
a very good speller. There was Kate vs. Daphna, Roy, and Shelly. The
word mischievous (can you spell it?). It was no contest. Kate was the
wmner.
We married under a willow tree at Will-0-Woods in Croton-onHudson. Our bridal party consisted of our six children. My 193 3 RollsRoyce did its final service driving the elders to the ceremony. That
accomplished, it never was able to run again. My first present to
Daphna was a miniature goat. It appeared to me to be biblically symbolic. The goat, Cappy, (short for Capricorn, Daphna's astrological
birth sign) was also part of our wedding party. Our rabbi was not too
happy about that. We found out later that Cappy was pregnant. A few
months later, we had Cappy plus Millie and Billie.·
A beautiful woman stays beautiful as she ages. There is just something that stays with her. And there is nothing more refreshing to a
man's eyes than looking at a good-looking woman. Lucky me, then, to
have an immediate family of four great-looking women: Daphna and
our daughters, Lauren, Kimmie, and Shelly.
Shelly is one of two wonderful gifts Daphna brought to our marriage; the other is Shelly's brother, Roy. They have become fully integrated into my family, so much so that I feel I have six children rather
than four. In fact, they have been legally adopted. Every good quality
I would cite in my natural children, I can also cite in Shelly and Roy:
they are intelligent, they work hard, they are humanists, they don't
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have an "attitude." That last point is very important to me. Their
habits are positive, though they have acquired some of my bad ones,
like a fondness for wine.
I've asked Daphna to write a book on her life, her early life in
Israel as a fourth generation Sabra. She has a most interesting background, with family members who are both most noble and ignoble.
Members of the family, coax her to write that book. It will be better
than this book.

"BIG AL" OLTREMEARE
Chi trova un amico, trova un tesoro.
(He who finds a friend finds a treasure.)
-

ITALIAN PROVERB

I HAVE A GOOD FRIEND NAMED AI Oltremeare, whom I talk to almost
weekly. He's a nice, simple man, and I mean "simple" in the best
sense, i.e., he is pure. I met him in 1958 when I was prospecting for
clients at Kidder. We had a list of Bergen County residents who were
millionaires and bought municipal bonds. One day I cold-called one
of them, Vince Oltremeare, Al's much older brother, and he asked me
to come see him.
He had a chemical cloth-dying company, and I was to meet
Vince at his factory. It was a disheveled, dirty place. People were
throwing bolts of material around. Most of the workers were black,
except for one guy with a big smile on his face. He was so dirty he
could have been black. I asked him for Vince Oltremeare's office, and
he replied, "Oh, you mean my brother? He's over there." He pointed
to the other side of the plant and up a floor. I was surprised that the
boss's brother was working this way.
I went up to meet Vince. We talked investments, and over time
he became my biggest client. He bought thousand-shares of stocks
regularly. This was big time. He also incorporated some of my unique
investment strategies.
I couldn't help but wonder how incongruous it was that the big
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brother ran the show while the little brother was throwing bales of
material around and probably being paid little. One day the younger
brother, Al, telephoned me and asked if I would handle as a client
"somebody as small as me." I gave him some ideas, and he made some
money.
Some time later, he called to tell me that he was quitting his job,
commenting that his brother wasn't being fair to him. He considered
opening a Chicken Delight franchise. What did I think? I agreed that
it was a good idea, and he and his wife opened the franchise. On his
opening day, I bought about $50 worth of chicken for a party- it was
their biggest order of the day. Two years later, Al sold his Chicken
Delight store and opened a liquor store, which he still owns. I called
him the day the store opened and bought $1,000 worth of wine and
liquor. He insisted on giving me a big discount, but he was surprised
when I only asked for l 0 percent
To this day, I call him "Big Al," and he has been a good friend to
me and my children. When my daughter Lauren became eighteen, I
asked him to give her her first job, working in his liquor store. Being
old-fashioned, he stuttered and hesitated about having a young
woman in his liquor store, but he said yes. She became his star salesperson; knowing wine was part of her upbringing.
Once he got a glimpse of Lauren in the passenger seat of a car
racing past his store. He got into his car, chased the speeding car until
he caught up at a traffic light and chastised the driver- Lauren's then
boyfriend - and his "supersalesman" for risking life and limb. "Don't
see that guy again!" he told her. And she didn't.
Big Al still, after all these years, talks about how much Robert
Mandavi cabernet savignon Lauren sold.
He has been a surrogate father to my children, and they love him.
I speak to him without fail every Saturday at 9:30 A.M. He asks
how the kids are, and I ask about his (he has an extraordinary granddaughter at Duke and a grandson at Syracuse), and we talk a bit about
his portfolio. We also use this time to place bets on Duke and Syracuse
sporting events.
My life over the past half century has seen its share of blood,
sweat, toil, and tears, and during that time the friendship with Big Al
has been a true constancy.
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THE ISRAEL FAMILY
there has been a tradition of my lunching on Monday at l P.M. sharp with the Israel family and key advisers.
The lunches are formal, tie and jacket is the dress code and the conversations always lively. World politics, current events, and economic
trends are standard topics.
The tradition began as my briefing for Ace Israel, his son Torn,
and Barry Gray, the family's chief of staff, on the portfolio activity in
their various accounts and economic and stock market forecasting.
Sometimes we would bring in a special guest, usually a well-known
Wall Streeter or a senior executive of a company whose shares we
either owned or were considering owning.
This is how I serviced my prime client.
When Ace was alive, we'd have our two Bloody Marys before
lunch. After he died, and Torn Israel became the leader of the family,
the only change was that our prelunch imbibing became two Virgin
Mary's.
Rarely did I miss a Monday lunch. If Yom Kippur was on a Monday, I would be there. If winter storms shut down most of the metropolitan area, I would be there. Even if I had laryngitis, I would still
manage to wheeze words of wisdom.
I used a Monday lunch to announce my engagement to Daphna.
Tom and Barry wanted to know all about my fiancee. I described her
and said that she was wonderful and was from Israel.
There was a pause.
"You're marrying an Israeli?" one asked.
I got defensive. "What's wrong with me marrying an Israeli?" I
said. "I'm Jewish. What's wrong?"
Another pause.
Then Barry said, "You're Jewish? I didn't know that. And I
thought you were the smartest Goy I knew. As a Jew, you're average."
(Mter all these years of knowing me, what's wrong with that guy?)
More than thirty years of being the investment adviser to the Israel
family has been a unique experience. Besides its longevity, it is a classic example how an enduring business relationship matures into a
strong friendship. After Ace died, I expected Torn to hire someone from
FOR MORE THAN THIRTY YEARS
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his generation as his investment adviser. He didn't, and I remained. I
respect Tom and Barry for their intelligence, integrity, and loyalty.

M£NTORING
My chief want in life is someone who shall make me do what I can.
- RALPH WALDO EMERSON

ONE OF MY GREAT PLEASURES in my business life has been to mentor,
or as a minimum, advise younger professionals who entered my sphere
of influence. Many of these younger Wall Streeters and business professionals became superstars in their industries. I will comment here
on only a couple; others have been mentioned elsewhere. There are,
of course, many more who achieved great successes in their professional and philanthropic lives, but these would require a book of their
own.
One individual is Jeffrey Casdin. In October 2005, I received a
telephone call from Jeff's son, Eli, with shocking news. Jeff, while on
holiday in Paris, had a massive stroke and died.
My interface with Jeffrey Casdin began in my Oppenheimer
period around 1967. Bob Birch, one of our best Oppenheimer brokers, asked me to hire and train a young friend of his who had just
graduated from Harvard Business School as a Baker Scholar. (Scholastically, he could have taught me a thing or two.) That young man was
Jeff, who became one my most successful brokers. I involved him in
many of my unique ideas.
Jeff was one of a kind. He soaked up original investment concepts like a sponge. He was the epitome both of thinking outside the
box and of following the path least traveled.
He resigned from the Oppenheimer sales force to further pursue
his groundbreaking investment concepts. He was among the first on
Wall Street to endorse the major growth industry of cable television.
He also started one of the first discount brokerage firms, later selling it
to Fidelity Investments. Today, Fidelity discount brokerage is the
leader in the industry.
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Jeff's fertile mind then took him to be a research analyst in the
nascent industry of biotechnology. Institutional Investor named Jeff
#I in that investment category. He moved on to open a hedge fund
specializing in biotech publicly traded securities, and I was among his
first limited partners.
Was he a good money manager? I'll tell you how good he was. I
invested $1 million with him. That $1 million became more than $9
million.
More importantly, Jeff remained down to earth. He had humor
along with humility - "no rooster crowing to bring on the dawn."
Jeff's wife, Sharon, was a real beauty when they married, and she
is still one today- proof of my theory that a woman once beautiful
remains so. She was a great influence on his success. Wall Street is
so fraught with schizophrenic-like ups and downs. Sharon's calm
cancelled the chaos.
About seven or eight years ago, I was lecturing at the Columbia
Business School. A young grad student came up to me after the session and introduced himself as Jeff's son, Alex Casdin. We kept in
touch.
After Alex made many millions of dollars as a hedge fund manager, he resigned to seek a new challenge. I tried to hire him for
Cramer Rosenthal McGlynn.
Alex and I discussed the pros and cons of his working with his
dad. Normally, I'm strongly against nepotism, but Alex showed he
could be successful on his own - comparable to the father - and
therefore I encouraged him to join his father's firm as a partner and
co-portfolio manager.
Jeff introduced his second son, Eli, to me for advice and counsel.
Eli's age was the same as Jeff's when we first met. It was like a time
warp: the same face, the same mannerisms, a fusion of father and son.
Now, one of the best of Gerry's boys is gone. His legacy, however,
lives through his very special family. This is my memorial to him.
Another of Gerry's boys is Richard Rosenblatt from Santa
Monica, California. During the early Internet boom in the 1990s, I
was introduced to a then very young Richard. His resume was scant college and law school plus a few years running an Internet start-up
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company called iMall, a penny stock trading on NASDAQ. I asked
him if he had a job while attending college. "Yes sir, I did," he
responded. "Did you wait tables?" I asked. "No, sir, I was in advertising and promotion," he said. "What did you earn your senior year?" I
asked. "One million dollars," he responded. These California types
can sure bullshit. "Can you have your accountant send me your tax
return for that year?" I asked. "Yes, sir," he responded, and it came$984,000. I kid him that he did exaggerate, but it was a rounding error.
We invested with him. iMall was a major success-a "fivebagger." Being a high-risk, high-reward pioneer in a new industry, we
had a few major disasters, but many more were major winners. One of
his companies created one of the most popular Web sitesMySpace.com, which was sold to Newscorp for $580 million.
Richard is a great communicator of his companies' missions. He
radiates an infectious enthusiasm. He is a great example of a humble
hero, he learns from his errors, he is modest in his successes, and he
knows how to listen to advice from those with more experience.
Currently, we are invested in his new social networking, advertising site called Demand Media. So far so good, but the best is yet to
come. Go, Richard, go.

THE MANOCHERIAN FAMILY
A Book of Verses underneath the Bough,
A Jug of Wine, a LoafofBread- and Thou
Beside me singing in the Wilderness Oh, Wilderness were Paradise enow!
- RuBA.IYAT
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THis IS THE BEST EXAMPLE of a business friend becoming a true friend.
About thirty years ago, I had a business meeting with the scion of
the family Freydon (better known as Fred). One of my former superstars at Oppenheimer, Phil Sassower, had introduced us.
I will digress a bit to talk about Phil, a Harvard Law School grad who
married the boss Max Oppenheimer's daughter. Phil is a first-class
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investor, primarily in smaller companies that required rehabilitation.
This means much money and motivating management. He is also a
first-class character. I asked him once why he liked working on Wall
Street. His reply: "Where else can you get overpaid for underworking
a job where you don't get your hands dirty and you work where it's
warm or air-conditioned?"
Now back to Fred Manocherian. His office was decorated in Persian
splendor, with thick antique rugs and warm, dark Middle Eastern furniture. There was Fred, in a silver suit and hair to match, looking like
a Persian James Bond.
At the time, Fred owned 10 percent of a savings bank in Ann
Arbor, Michigan, Great Lakes Bancorp. He called me because he
found out that Cramer Rosenthal also owned 10 percent of the same
bank. We tried, unsuccessfully, to persuade its management to sell out
to a larger bank. (Many years later, after we had liquidated our position, it finally did.) I appreciated Fred's interest in "exercising" his
monies tryng to "make something happen."
Fred also owned stock in Nu West Industries at the time I
was involved in the company and before it became Glenayre. He
recognized that Nu West had $45 million cash in the till, and many
times, over steak dinners, he offered to trade me real estate parcels for
Nu West's treasury. Although he wasn't successful in getting a swap,
we both later enjoyed the significant appreciation of Glenayre stock.
After that shared experience, Fred looked upon me as someone
special. I wonder why? I looked upon him as a unique human being,
a philosopher, a philanthropist, and a wise man. I became a certified
family member, counseling members of his family, especially his sons
Greg and Jon. Fred advised my son Roy on real estate activities. His
wife, Jennifer, is an angel.
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THE: PBRRY BOAT
WHEN I COMMUTED FROM NEw JERSEY to Wall Street, the most joyful
part of the trip was taking the Hoboken Ferry. It was wonderful. Mter
all, I had been a Navy officer, and any time I could feel water- even
if it was the Hudson River- I was elated. I'd go on deck, even in the
middle of winter, with a cup of hot coffee. I bundled up and would be
back at sea.
Then there was the sheer beauty of the boat. From an architectural perspective, ferryboats are gorgeous, with their teak decks,
mahogany paneling, and high ceilings.
One day in 1969, I read in the legal-notice section of a newspaper that the Erie Railroad, which owned the Hoboken Ferry and
which had gone bankrupt, was putting its ferryboats up for sale. I had
a eureka moment and knew I had to own a Hoboken ferryboat. I submitted my bid as instructed, even though I had no idea what such a
boat would be worth. I made a best guess - really what I thought I
could afford- and bid $25,000. I then forgot about it.
About a month later, I learned that I owned the ferryboat
Scranton. I knew that, not because the Erie Railroad notified me, but
because someone called me and offered $40,000 for the boat. Then
came my first mistake: I didn't take the offer.
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I called Eddie Rosenthal, who was not my business partner at
that time, but my comrade in foolish investments. "Ed," I said, "you're
a part owner of the ferryboat Scranton."
"I am?" he replied.
"Yeah, send me a check for $12,500, and you own the boat with
me. "
Ed and I went to see the Scranton, and it was beautiful. Later, we
had a party when our boat was moved out of its slip, with one tug pushing it and another pulling. Bobbie and I and Ed and his wife, Zeta, were
in the command cabin drinking champagne and feeling like admirals.
Eddie and I had big plans for the Scranton. We were going to
turn it into a floating restaurant with a disco deck and a "boatique"
with shops. We saw the potential, because even though Manhattan is
surrounded by water, back then nothing was actually out on the river.
The restaurants, the clubs, everything were inland. A restaurant on
the river would be a trendsetter.
We moved the Scranton to the New York side of the Hudson and
secured it to the dock.
Then on New Year's Eve a huge storm blew in. I was having a
party at my house, and about 11:30 I got a call from a Coast Guard
ensign. My ferryboat had sunk, he said. It was sitting on the bottom of
New York Harbor and was a menace to navigation. Remove it, he said.
I thought this was some kind of stupid joke being played by a
friend, but the ensign was dead serious. The next morning, I took Lauren and Kimmie to what had been the berth of my boat. There, out in
the busy harbor, you could see the Scranton's tall smokestack- and
nothing else. I gave my daughters flowers, and they threw them onto
the grave of my ferryboat. I can still see the current carrying those
flowers past the Scranton and out to sea.
I spoke to an admiralty lawyer, who told me that the first thing I
had to do was abandon ship. I did, and the Scranton was no longer my
legal responsibility (though it was remained a moral one). The responsibility passed to New York Harbor, which tried everything to remove
the boat. But the silt on the river bottom acted like a suction cup, and
whatever the Harbor tried, the Scranton just got sucked farther and
farther into the muck. They tried towing it out, then pushing it out.
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Then they had the clever idea of shoving millions of Ping-Pong balls
into the hull to displace the water. The theory was that after a while
the ship would float to the surface. Wrong. The Ping-Pong balls just
went into the port side and came out on the starboard. There were
Ping-Pong balls all over the river as far as the eye could see.
The harbor finally had to blow up the Scranton to remove it,
piece by piece.
As a former Navy officer, I knew there was nothing worse that
losing a ship.

THE ROLLS-ROYCE
Glorious, stirring sight! The poetry of motion!
The real way to travel . .. 0 bliss! Opoop-poop! 0 my! 0 my!
KENNETH GRAHAME

I OWNED A 1934 RoLLS-ROYCE convertible from the late 1960s until
just after my marriage to Daphna in 1985.
I have an eye for beauty, and the first time I saw this car, I fell in
love. The owner was a young friend, a designer who was helping me
with the New Jersey farmhouse. I admired the car, and he offered to
sell it. That made me curious. It was a gorgeous car, a classic, why
would he be willing to part with it?
And, of course, there was a story.
He had inherited $50,000 from his parents about five years
earlier. His hobby was antique cars; his wife's was fur coats. He gave
his wife half of the inheritance and kept the other half. With her
share, she bought six coats; with his, he bought five cars. But then his
design business turned bad, and one by one, his wife sold her fur coats
and he sold his cars. They were now down to the point where they
needed to sell his last auto, the Rolls, to meet expenses. He offered it
to me for what he had paid: $5,000.
I didn't know what it was worth, but its beauty captivated me. I
told him he had a deal.
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I really enjoyed having the Rolls. Sure, it was hard to drive
because it was a cumbersome stick shift and had a big, heavy wheel powerful steering, not power steering, you might say - but that was
a minor drawback. The kids and I loved it. When Bobbie and I separated and I moved out, I wanted that car. Not only had I bought it, but,
in addition, Bobbie couldn't even drive it. On the day I returned to
pick up the Rolls, Bobbie was not around. The maid was there, however, and objected. She later told Bobbie, "Gerry Cramer was here
stealing your car."
I drove the Rolls away that day not knowing whether it would
make the seventy miles or so from Franklin Lakes to my new home in
Croton-on-Hudson, New York. The car's constant need for repairs was
a running joke in the family. I would take it out for a spin and then
wouldn't return when expected. But the family just assumed that the
Rolls had broken down again and that I was being towed somewhere.
Most of the time they were right.
The last time I used the Rolls was the day Daphna and I married.
Our ushers had used it to ferry the older people to the actual wedding
ceremony, but when Daphna and I got in to drive to the reception, the
car wouldn't start. I figured it was symbolic; the car was telling me:
"I got you married. I did my job. I got you from Franklin Lakes to
Croton-on-Hudson, the longest journey I ever made without breaking
down. That's it. It's time for me to retire."
I put the car up for sale, placing an ad in the New York Times.
The only response was from someone who offered a 1946 MercedesBenz in trade. I took it. The Rolls's new owner was a master mechanic who fixed it up like new; he had already done the same to the
Mercedes. And yet I never liked the Mercedes; it was not my old oneof-a-kind Rolls. Paradoxically, I sold it for a handsome profit whereas
I never got an offer for the Rolls. And I thought I understood investment valuation.
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WINB
There

i~

no gladness without wine.
-THE TALMUD

FoR DECADES WINE has been one of my great pleasures, also one of my
hobbies. In my current wine collection, I have bottles dating back to
the 1960s, when I first began collecting. One Lafitte Rothschild goes
back to 1959, a great vintage year. I will not pull the cork on some of
the bottles because I presume they have turned to vinegar, but I keep
them for sentimental reasons.
I buy wine like I buy stocks; there is the currency influence,
when the euro is strong, this affects the price of French wines, making
them more expensive vs. their California competitors. So, I will be a
buyer of California wines rather than French.
I buy many of my wines from new wine-wise countries entering
the world's marketplace. That's emerging-country investment thinking. South Mrican wine is terrific, especially the pinotage. Spain is
fine with its priorrot, and Chile and Argentina also have first-class
reds. My favorite wines are the pinot noirs produced in the Willamette
Valley of Oregon. They are full of intense fruit but still have terrior,
much of the taste of the earth.
Of course, wine drinking goes back to ancient times. All early civilizations consumed wine. I was reading excerpts from the Talmud.
You would think orthodox religion would prohibit alcohol, but not the
Talmud. "Moderation in drinking is better than total abstinence, wine
is often a good medicine," it says.
Wine is complex. A martini is made from a formula, and if the
formula is followed, the drink will always taste the same. But wine is
full of nuance. The man most responsible for teaching me about those
nuances was Alexis Lichine ( 1913-1989), from a wine perspective,
one of the great influences in my life.
I met Lichine while working at Oppenheimer. He started as a
client and became a friend. He was one of the legends of the wine
business. Born in Moscow, but reared in the United States and
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France, he was a cosmopolite. He entered the wine business in New
York in 1935, but left it in World War II to serve as a major in Army
intelligence in France. He later said that his military superiors were
more interested in his credentials as a connoisseur and frequently sent
him out to "requisition" fine food and wines for high-level dinners and
conferences. After the war, he returned to the wine business and eventually became a spokesman for the French wine industry. He was the
first missionary salesman of wine in the United States, touring the
country, conducting tastings, and giving lectures. His own wine
chateau was Prieure-Lichine in Margaux.
After we became friends, he took me along to Europe as a kind
of protege while he was working on his Encyclopedia of Wines and
Spirits. We had fabulous experiences and fabulous wines.
One episode sticks in my mind. Lichine had panned a particular
chateau in a previous edition of the encyclopedia and worried that the
owner was going to sue him. "How should I review his wine this year?"
he asked me. The chateau owner, he said, was an awkward man who
spoke only French and never learned a word of English. He is coming
down from his home in Cognac, Lichine said. "What should I do?"
I told Lichine that I had an idea. "You're going to talk to me only
in English," I said, "and because he doesn't understand a word of it,
we're going to have some fun."
The three of us sat at a long table. Lichinc and the chateau
owner each had a glass of the owner's vintage years, and both men
went through the elaborate ritual for tasting fine wines - swirling,
admiring, smelling, and then tasting. Lichine then talked about the
wine, and I was supposed to be his scribe, writing his comments for
the encyclopedia. He held up a glass and said, in English, "This wine
tastes like garbage."
The Frenchman replied, "Garbage. Oui, oui."
"S e b on. " I sa1.d . "G arb age. Se b on. "
So we had our fun - and Lichine didn't get sued.
I mentioned earlier how I was showing Ron McGlynn my wine
cellar in Franklin Lakes. I was surprised to see that most of my wine
collection was stolen. Surprised - yes; heartbroken - more so. (I
didn't show that emotion to Ron.) Months later, I received an anonymous phone call.
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"Mr. Cramer," the caller said, "do not ask any questions. I know
where your wine is. My son took your wine. You're a father like me.
Just accept that I will return to you what's left of your wine."
I accepted this act of repentance. Shortly, a car pulled up my
driveway, a man I didn't know got out, opened his trunk and inside
was about half of my collection. I helped him carry it down to my cellar. Not a word was spoken. He left.
Meanwhile, upstairs my daughter Lauren was busy sketching the
man's image and copying his license plate number (she read a lot of
Nancy Drew, girl detective). She also called the Franklin Lakes police
to tip them of her catching a wine thief.
He was apprehended. No charges were filed, but I felt badly that
I had inadvertently broken my word.
The next winter, during a paddle tennis competition, I noticed
that my opponent looked somewhat familiar and was angrily staring at
me and hitting the ball as hard as he could right at me. You can guess
who the opponent was.

MARTINIS
I like to drink a martinz;
Two at the very most.
Three, I'm under the table,
Four, I'm under my host.
-

DOROTHY PARKER

IT WAS A MOVIE, The Philadelphia Story (1940), that introduced me to
the martini. Having a martini seemed so elegant that when I was older
and started drinking cocktails, I drank dry martinis.
I never had any moral scruples about drinking. Remember, I was
a star junior salesman at the Four Corner Liquor Store. Wine and
champagne were features of many of the movies I watched as a boy,
and I thought that it was good to drink. In college, most of my classmates drank beer, but I preferred martinis.
In our Franklin Lakes home, my kids vied for the role of bar-
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tender making my nightly martini: well stirred, not shaken, straight up
in a properly chilled glass, very, very, very dry, not more than two drops
of dry vermouth (it could be eliminated altogether), an onion or a
lemon peel for decoration.
Never ever drink more than two per night. Then it's tee many
martoonis.

JAZZ
Ifyou have to ask what jazz is, you 'II never know.
- Lours ARMSTRONG

ONE OF MY NEIGHBORS IN RoCHESTER was Pepper Adams, a teenager
about my age. He played the saxophone. I took my life savings from
my newspaper route and bought a second-hand silver Beuscher trumpet with a dent in the bell. Pepper was a great saxophonist, and I was
a bad trumpet player. The only way I could get into a jazz band was
to create my own, so I formed a jazz band of six or seven guys so I
could play lead trumpet.
Pepper left high school without graduating and went to Greenwich Village, where he became a professional musician. (He is now
dead, but will always be known as one of the great baritone saxophonists of all time.) We loved to talk about jazz, and we used to buy
second-hand Bluebird and Commodore records and play them on a
wind-up RCA victrola with a big horn.
Jazz began in New Orleans, in the Storyville section, home to all
the prostitutes and the red-hot mamas. It was the New Wave music of
its time, like rock 'n' roll in the 1950s and rap in the 1990s. When I
was young, it was considered wicked music.
I learned to play the trumpet because I was interested in jazz. My
hero was Harry James, the trumpet player and orchestra leader, who
married the actress Betty Grable. "I wanna girl just liked the girl that
married Harry James."
I knew about every jazz player. I could listen to a riff and know
by the sound of the instrument who was playing. When I was a fresh-
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man at Syracuse, my English professor once assigned a paper to be
written on any subject we chose. I wrote about jazz, and that paper
received the only "A" that I got in freshman English.

BALLBT
Everything is beautifUl at the ballet.
- A CHORUS

LINE

now let's marry the two. The
senses receive both a visual and melodic treat in ballet. For me, classical ballet is one of the most enjoyable forms of entertainment. I started watching ballet in San Francisco when I was in the Navy. When I
moved to the New York area, I used to watch the New York City
Ballet when it was housed at City Center before it moved to Lincoln
Center.
The most beautiful ballet, I think, is Swan Lake. I can still visualize Allegra Kent dancing with Jacques D'Amboise. At that moment,
I fell in love with the Odette, the White Swan, Allegra. Many years
later, after my divorce, I dated Allegra Kent. I should have let this
muse remain on stage as a fantasy.
Coincidentally, I became very much involved with Jacques
D'Amboise's project, the National Dance Institute, working with
inner-city children enthusiastically dancing with such diverse groups
as New York City police officers and nursing-home residents.
One day, Eel Bigelow, general manager of the New York City Ballet, called and asked me to participate in Stravinsky's Firebird I gleefully accepted. The principal stars were Gelsey Kirkland and Peter
Martins. I would be the flag bearer, the apex of a triangle as the whole
cast stepped forward in the finale.
When the big moment came, the entire company moved forward two steps. Gerry the flag bearer moved forward three steps.
Fortunately, I didn't destroy the artistic integrity of the performance. They threw a post-performance party exclusively for me.
During that period, I attended performances at the New York
City Ballet twice a week and the American Ballet Theater once a
I'VE TALKED ABOUT DANCING AND MUSIC,
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week. I was a real balletomane. I even took ballet lessons. It's a great
conditioner.
When I first met Daphna, she opened one of my bureau drawers
and found ballet slippers and a leotard. She asked if one of my former
girlfriends had left them. I replied, "No, they're mine." I'm not sure
she wouldn't have preferred a "yes" to her question.
Even today, I am still involved with ballet. I'm a sponsor of a
small ballet company called Fugate/Bahiri Ballet NY, directed by
Judith Fugate (former prima ballerina of New York City Ballet) and
Medhi Bahiri (from the Boston Ballet). It is a talented and respected
company with a national reputation. I brought it up to Syracuse University to perform for the students and faculty. Among the enthusiasts
in the audience was the university's chancellor, Nancy Cantor, who
up to the age of eighteen was an accomplished ballerina. Lauren
Cramer is the chairman of the board of Fugate/Bahiri Ballet NY, and
Doug Cramer is on the board responsible for the financial side.

RADIO. MOVII:S. AND ROOKS
I think the primary function ofradio is that people want company.
-ELISE NORDLING

WE DIDN'T HAVE THE INTERNET when I was growing up. We didn't
even have television. What we had were radio, movies, and books.
My brother used to tinker around with an old-fashioned ham
radio when I was little, and I listened to it alongside him. More than
that, though, I listened to a real radio, to regularly scheduled programs
like The Shadow and I Love a Mystery. That was our kind of entertainment. Back then, listening to radio programs - not the music or talk
programs of today's radio- broadened the mind because you had to
use your imagination. You had to use your imagination since there
was no Image.
As a young man, I was entranced by the glamour and romance of
the movies. Rita Hayworth, a real beauty, was one of my favorite
actresses. What was probably the sexiest scene in movies was in Gilda
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( 1946), her mock striptease while singing "Put the Blame on Marne."
That's memorable. More than fifty years after seeing that movie, I can
still visualize the scene.
I also liked another phenomenal femme fatale, Barbara Stanwyck. I remember Golden Boy ( 1939), a great movie about a boxer
that was the film debut of William Holden. Stanwyck got my attention
because of her atypical beauty. She didn't have classic good looks, but
was instead exotic.
Other favorites were Charlie Chaplin and the dance team of
Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers. Then there was Jack Oakie who was
not an Academy Award superstar but stood out as the Mussolini character in Chaplin's Great Dictator.
One movie, Best Foot Forward (1943), probably encouraged me
to go to college. It starred Gloria DeHaven and June Allyson and was
a rah-rah movie about a small-town academy- white bucks, cablestitched sweaters, and straw bowlers- and any teenager who saw it
knew this was the ideal way to go to college.
When I was growing up in Rochester, I went to Anna Hegadorn's
home every Saturday. We kids called her Aunt Anna, and she would
take a group of us to the movies. I especially loved the serials, like
Tarzan and the Lone Ranger. For a week we'd eagerly look forward to
the next episode to see how the hero escaped from the burning room
or from falling off a cliff.
I loved Gunga Din (1939) and its French Foreign Legion offshoots like The Four Feathers (1939). They were full of adventure in
exotic places, and so from this boy's perspective, they were the best.
And I remember seeing the Chaplin films City Lights ( 1931) and The
Great Dictator (1940). Today, just thinking about those two makes me
laugh.
I still love the movies, and Daphna and I go often. We avoid all
those big-studio action movies and instead choose intellectual films,
usually independently made or foreign. Afterward, we have dinner
and discuss what we've just seen, what made it unique. It's a great way
to spend an evening: a good movie, a good dinner, and good back-andforth analysis with your best friend.
The thrill of reading a book when you are eight or nine, mastering the complexity of the written word, is a memorable experience.
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The first real book I read (comics excluded) was Freddy the Detective
by Walter E. Brooks. This is the story of a pig detective solving various
crimes in the barnyard. I read that book in 1939. I still remember
it. Many times I tried buying it for my children when they started
reading, but it was out of print. I believe they were deprived of a great
singular experience.
In 2006, by chance, I remarked on my dilemma to a clerk at a
Barnes & Noble bookstore and asked her if she had heard of Freddy
the Detective? She said she had a copy in the store. I saw the book,
with illustrations of a Sherlock Holmes-like character, Freddy. It was
an epiphany. Now every Cramer kid has finally received a copy.
Pretend you are age nine, read it, and then pass it on to your kids.

PJ:TS: PACO AND 0 T
Women and cats will do as they please, and men and dogs should
relax and get used to the idea.
- ROBERT A. HEINLEIN

I DIDN'T HAVE ANY REAL PETS when I was a child. My parents felt that
pets were a burden and an expense. I did buy a turtle for a quarter
from the local pet store. Its back was painted, and it was my first pet.
Later on, it got lost.
Briefly, I adopted a stray alley cat. I named her Patches. She got
lost, too. Maybe she and the turtle went off together. Remember, a turtle doesn't make any progress unless it sticks its neck out.
When I was older, I developed allergies to animals, although that
didn't stop me from allowing my children to have pets. (Bobbie once
made a sign that read something like this: "Sir Gerald Cramer, lord of
the manor. Has a wife, four children, three dogs, two cats, seven
horses, and a gerbil.") But the animals were always kept outside, and I
observed them from a distance, hoping that the prevailing winds
would be friendly.
One cat we had, Waldo, became the hero of my bedtime stories
to my children. Waldo and her many varied encounters with her
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nemesis the tiger is being continuously re-released in various formats
by my children for my grandchildren.
Then came a German shepherd named Paco. There was nobody
like him.
I first met Paco when he was a young dog living with Daphna
in a small apartment in Tel Aviv. When I first visited Daphna, I obviously had to sleep somewhere, so I slept in her bed. One morning I
woke up to kisses, luscious kisses. I thought to myself, this woman
must really like me. Then I opened my eyes and saw that it was Paco.
He was in love with me, and I quickly loved him in return.
He eventually came to the United States with Daphna, and
because he couldn't take commands in English, I had to learn them
in Hebrew. So I learned that kali(tov means "good dog" and that shev
means "sit."
Paco quickly learned that he couldn't get into the bed with me
because of my allergies, but he waited patiently beside it. This German shepherd was a gentleman who knew exactly how he should
behave. He just waited patiently for me to get up.
He was always eager to go outside. He'd wag his tail, and then
we'd be off jogging together. When he was young, he would outpace
me. Later, we'd run together, and then, when he was old, he would lag
behind. In any event though, he would be ready to go for a run, almost
to the very end when he developed severe arthritis and couldn't run
anymore.
Paco is buried in a grave on our property where he is always remembered. When my children come to visit me, they will frequently
visit him as well. We've put tennis balls on his grave because he used
to carry the balls down to the court when we played tennis. May he
rest in peace. Kalzftov- Shalom Gavel is the inscription on his grave.
It means, "Good dog. Good-bye friend."
I want to get a Paco II someday. I want a second shot at having a
relationship with a beautiful German shepherd with intelligence,
devotion, and the ability to anticipate what I'm thinking. That's what
a great dog does. And Paco was the greatest.
The other pet in my life was an Abyssinian cat named Q T, for
Queen of the Tigris. Abyssinians are unique cats. Their personalities
are that of a dog masquerading as a cat. Q T would fetch and hang out
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with me. She was an undersized cat with an oversized purr. We tried
to have her bred with an Abyssinian named Flip who was a prize winner at the Madison Square Garden Cat Show. I drove her to Flip's
home in Poughkeepsie in the hope that there would be a magnificent
relationship resulting in many valuable Abby kittens. No way. Q T did
not like aristocracy and subsequently had three litters with some local
alley cat.
She condoned Paco. Paco tried to give her a sniff and was
rebuffed. She lived to be sixteen and is buried next to Paco.

TR££S
There's nothing that keeps its youth,
So far as I know, but a tree and tmth.
- OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES

TREES ARE PHENOMENAL. Just look at their architecture, in a sense
their wisdom. What is a tree's purpose? A tree shelters; it keeps people
cool in the summer. It's the habitat of birds. It provides oxygen. Look
at the texture of a tree trunk. Its beauty doesn't need Botox. A tree's
character shows itself in its trunk. See the wonderful lines, just like the
human face when it gets older If someone was happy all his life, you
see it in the eyes. You see the crinkle. And if he laughed a lot, the evidence is the grooves in the cheeks. Look closely at a leaf and notice
that it resembles a human hand, with lines and veins.
Every tree has its own distinctive leaf. Some trees flower, and
some give a multitude of color. In the fall, they put on their best
dresses to say a seasonal farewell, anticipating the bleakness of winter.
When I was a child in Utica, some small trees bordered my
home. I was small, and the trees were not much bigger. I remember
putting my hand around the trunk of one. And if I were to go back to
Utica today, seventy years later, I'd bet that those trees are still there,
no longer midgets but giants.
Trees can sometimes be lifesavers. One recent summer at our
country home we had a huge electrical storm. Whereas such storms
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are usually brief, this one stayed over our house and it threw lightning
bolts left and right. I felt that I was the recipient of its fury and that my
trees were my defenders. Our big oak took every blow and lost a big
limb, but it's still ready, willing, and able to protect our home.
When I left the hospital after a heart attack seven years ago, I sat
recuperating on my front porch. I laid back and looked at all the trees
overhead, it was as though we were having a conversation. They were
swaying in the breeze, their leaves sinking and rising, and it was as if
they were asking me how I was feeling after my heart attack.
If I were to be reincarnated after death, I would like to come back
as a tree.

EARNINGS AND TAXES
When it comes to finances, remember that there are no
withholding taxes on the wages ofsin.
-MAE WEST

IN

1971, at my peak with Oppenheimer, I earned more than a million
dollars.
The tax rate back in the late 1960s was enormous. At one point,
income above a certain amount was subject to a 90 percent surtax.
That means 90 percent of it went to the government. (Since then,
Congress has lowered the rate progressively until it's now about 32 percent in the top bracket.) If someone made $1 million back then, his
tax bill could easily be $600,000 or more.
What could be done about that? No red-blooded American
would stand for such a tax bill. The early American colonists revolted
against England because of taxes on tea. Cheating was out of the question because the earnings were on W-2 forms, but there were tax shelters available, which offered ways of legally avoiding or deferring taxes.
I'm still receiving income from some of those investments.
My first tax shelter was in real estate. We bought an apartment
building, Brooks Towers, in downtown Denver in 1967, exclusively
with borrowed money. Our equity in the building was created by pre-
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paying interest on the mortgage loan. We paid the interest twenty
years in advance, and that interest was tax-deductible immediately.
(This particular loophole has since been closed.) The apartment
building turned out to be a superb investment. Eventually we turned
the apartments into condominiums. I am still receiving payments on
it in 2007.
I became an expert in creative tax investments. There was nothing illegal about it. It was a good way to shift pretax dollars at a high
rate to create long-term capital gains at a much lower rate.
I discussed earlier how using tax-shelter investments like oil and
gas, gold, even the making of movies, if successful, could create capital taxed at lower capital gains rates while giving a tax deduction at
higher ordinary income rates.
Once we invested in a movie called The Happy Hooker, starring
Xaviera Hollander, who was frequently featured prominently in Penthouse magazine. This movie was R-rated. I went to Toronto where it
was being filmed, and there I watched the Happy Hooker in action.
During a break, she came up to me, introduced herself, and said she
thought she knew me from somewhere. I adamantly denied it.

PHILOSOPHY

FRI£NDSHIP
Have no friends not equal to yourself
-CONFUCIUS

It's something you
shouldn't take for granted. Friendship has degrees too. There are
acquaintances, but are they friends? No. There is family, but are they
friends? Ideally, but not necessarily. There are people we have known
for most of our lives, but are they friends? Perhaps, but that may be
because there is a historical connection. Long-term friendship makes
a person forgiving of people because having known them seemingly
forever, they are almost like family. Family, friends, and acquaintances are all interrelated.
I don't think a person needs too many friends. Most important,
you should be your own friend.
Your spouse should definitely be your friend; Daphna is mine.
Your children should be, too, when they reach a point when they want
you as a friend. My children are my good friends because we no
longer talk to one another as parent to child. We talk like buddies, and
I like that.
FRIENDSHIP IS A LESSER VERSION OF LOVE.
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LOY£
Love Is a Many Splendored Thing
-SAMMY FAIN AND PAUL FRANCIS WEBSTER

LovE IS PROBABLY ONE of humans' most complex emotions. As a
child, a person is a receiver of love from the nurturing of his parents.
I don't recall receiving much of that love as a youngster, and because
of that, it was hard for me as I got older to use the word "love." Even
today, I rarely use it in talking to somebody one on one. To say "I love
you" means "I give myself to you." It means giving up one's own sovereignty to someone else. When I was a young man, even my late
twenties, I never told the women in my life that I loved them. I figured
that it meant I had to give myself to them, and that was something I
could not do. The words simply would not come out of my mouth.
But, later, when I learned how to say, legitimately, "I give myself to
you, I love you," it was one of the most satisfying experiences ever. It's
better to give than to receive. Of course, it's good to receive love, but
it's greater to give it.

FAMILY
Happiness is having a large, loving, caring,
close-knit family in another city.
- GEORGE BURNS
LIFE AFTER DEATH, I believe, consists of a person's family: childrenand hopefully I'll know them all my life. Grandchildren- and hopefully I'll know them much of my life. Great-grandchildren - and
hopefully I'll be lucky enough to know them a bit; great-great-grandchildren and so on. This is continuity.
Nothing is more exciting to me than to think of Cramer progeny,
whatever their last names, however far away they live, and whatever
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their religions may be, having this commonality. I have passed along
not only my DNA but also my persona. There is a continuum, and I
find that thrilling and rewarding.
In 2003, we had a family reunion in Montego Bay, Jamaica. It
was the first time I saw all eleven grandchildren- median age about
four years old- together. In addition to Daphna and me, our six children and their children, Daphna's kid brother, Elan Neuwirth, and
his two children joined us.
Watching the grandchildren get to know each other and interact
for the first time was a delight. Once I watched a group of four-yearaids playing together; two of them, Ran from Israel and Jake from California, got along especially well. They were jabbering away, one in
Hebrew and the other in Southern California English. They didn't
understand each other's words, and yet they did understand each
other in another sense.
On the second day of the reunion, Jake looked a little quizzical
and realized, maybe for the first time, that Ran wasn't understanding
his English. So he shifted to Spanish, picked up from his MexicanAmerican baby sitters. He figured Como esta? might work better than
"H ow are you.?"
It was a good try, not successful, but a good try.

MONI:Y
Happiness is not in the mere possession of money, it lies in the
joy of achievement, in the thrill of creative effort.
-FRANKLIN

D. RoosEVELT

It's important to educate children about money. I've seen many people who never knew they had some money until the lawyer read them
the will mentioning their inheritance. They were shocked. These are
people who had lived modestly and then all of a sudden found that
they were rich.
When my children were growing up, there was no free lunch. If
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they wanted something big, like a bike, they had to earn it. I would ask
them to put up half, and I would put up half. They had to work to earn
the money.
Over many years, I annually gifted my children modest amounts
of monies that I then invested for them. Today my children are
wealthy. Under the rules of these trusts that were set up when they
were young, the children were privy to their monies as they grew
older. They had the right to invade their portfolios as they wished. At
age twenty-eight, they could cash in one-third of their principal, with
the remaining two-thirds becoming available at age thirty-three.
My rationale was that if children mismanaged part of their
money at twenty-eight, the experience would make them wiser at
thirty-three.
It pleases me greatly that my children understood this, and better
than that, when each turned twenty-eight or thirty-three, not one
asked for the capital. They just kept it in their portfolios. They have
used their portfolios, in many ways, as a means of competing. My son
Tom told me that. He said, "Dad, every time I get a statement from
you, it makes me work harder and smarter so I can compete against
what you made for me. I want to do better. You're my opponent in this
financial match."
Over the past five years I have been educating Roy and Shelly the
same way as my other children. All of my six children are productive.
They all work. None sit around and do nothing, and I hope that they
pass this work ethic and approach to life on to their children and that
their children will pass it along to theirs.

MATBRIAL GOODS
Nothing succeeds like excess.
- OscAR WILDE

AMERICA IS A CONSUMER SOCIETY. First we use our monies to buy
the necessities. (Is a multimillion-dollar house or a Bentley car a
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necessity?) Then we buy just for the sake of it. But after a while how
much caviar can we eat? How many pairs of designer shoes can we
wear? Material things should be looked at more ethereally.
As I was composing this memoir, I sometimes looked at the carpet and I saw its weave. I noted the architectural interplay in a simple
carpet, the artistry, the symmetry of the weaver's vision, the beauty of
it. Is that materialistic?
At other times, I looked at a particular piece of art, at the mystical aspects of it. The artist is an American Indian, Randy Lee White,
who uses all these symbols that have religious connotations. It has a
life and death connotation, but it speaks to me, and even now as I am
writing, I feel that piece of art. Is that materialism?
Materialism is ownership of property. It's ownership of a bank
account. It's ownership of a stock portfolio. In its extreme, it's being a
miser like my brother.
Isn't it frivolous to have fancy labels on the back or the front of
your shirt? You pay somebody for having an advertisement on your
shirt. I think that is one of the dumbest things in the world.
I hope I don't sound arrogant when I say I think material things
are unimportant. A thing is all it is. You don't have to live or die for
that little piece of material. I probably learned this lesson when I got
divorced. I had a 200-year-old Dutch farmhouse in Franklin Lakes, a
house I was emotionally in love with. Remember love is "I give to
thee"? Well, I gave my soul to that house. I was so sad when I gave up
that house in the divorce, because it was spiritually part of me. But I
created a new house. I recreated all the great wines I had in the old
house, and any car I had. I had an antique car; I got a NEW antique
car.
There is nothing material that cannot be replaced as long as you
have the basics in life: health, heart (emotion and feelings), and the
physical self. It's amazing how lucky you get when you work hard and
are smart.
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R£LIGION
Heaven and Hell are the same. All eating utensils are five feet long.
The difference is that in Heaven you use utensils to feed each other;
in Hell you starve.
-ANONYMOUS
AMONG THE REASONS I'm recording my history is that I want to pass
along a moral, philosophical, and religious legacy to my children and
grandchildren. I believe Heaven and Hell is how we live our lives.
Many people go through life living Hell. Many others go through life
as if it were Heaven. There is no such thing as the one or the other.
There are times when you are down; there are times when you are up.
I'm an agnostic and doubtful about whether there is life after
death. I could be wrong; that's why I'm not an atheist. Rather, I'm a
hopeful agnostic.
If you can feel the joy while you are alive, I cannot think of anything better. Isn't it wonderful to go outdoors and look at a beautiful
tree? A sunset. A flower. A small animal. This, to me, is joy. This is
God.
All of my four biological children married outside their original
Jewish faith. Two spouses are Roman Catholic; one is Greek
Reformed; and the fourth is Protestant. All respect one another's
beliefs.
All the major religions believe in one God.
We all have one God, but there are different ways of interpreting
that God. Religion is fine, I think, if you view it pragmatically and
don't become too immersed in the details. When you think about it,
what has done more harm to civilization historically than religion? In
recent times, Yugoslavia was torn apart among Catholics, Muslims,
and Eastern Orthodox Christians. When the British left India in the
late 1940s, millions of people died in the conflict between Hindus and
Muslims. In Northern Ireland, the strife between Catholics and
Protestants seems unending. Jews and their problems with Arab neighbors had been going on well before the birth of modern Israel. How-
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ever, it's amazing and wonderful that in the United States there is relative calm among religions.
I believe we are noble savages. We "savages," like less-developed
animal species, have the same requirements of eating, drinking, and
reproducing. What makes us noble is our respect for fellow human
beings.

CURIOSITY
Human wants and needs are infinite. The only factor that can limit
this progress is a lack of imagination.
-

]OYCE KILMER

I BELIEVE IN GOING DOWN THE ROAD less traveled. Why do what everyone else does? I remember learning in a psychology class that humans
have four or five basic needs. In addition to the obvious physical
requirements, we have what is called "mastery" or a dominance
requirement; we have an emotional need; and we have another need
that is kind of out on a limb. It's called "exploratory," a synonym for
curiosity. I'm an explorer. I always like to do something new. I don't
even like to drive my car down the same road all the time; I'll take a
side route sometimes. You never know what may happen. You see a
different landscape, a different vista, an attractive house. Frequently, I
get lost, but it's worth it. Curiosity is intellectually, emotionally, and
spiritually satisfying. It can also lead to success, because no one can
keep to the humdrum repetitions of life and be successful. Human
wants and needs are infinite. The only factor that can limit this
progress is lack of imagination. A person must find something new to
get a spark and get the juices flowing. That's curiosity.
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A Df:SIGN FOR LIVING
We make a living by what we get; we make a life by what we give.
- SIR WINSTON CHURCHILL

THE PURPOSE OF THIS VOLUME is to let my great-grandchildren know
about me, and what I hope they will remember.
I think every person should spend some time in public service
when he or she reaches a certain age, twenty-two or so, when schooling is over. I touched upon this before, but I want to emphasize it.
Mormons require this of their devout; the church sends its young people out into the world.
Of course, these young Mormons are trying to convert others to
their faith, but religion plays no part in my scheme. I think that people should go into the Peace Corps or work in some other form of public service, work with the poor in various parts of the world.
There is nothing wrong with military service. In fact, military
service was a defining period of my life. I matured in the Navy and
acquired an understanding of how the world works. Daphna served
her country not only as a spokeswoman and Israel bond saleswoman
in America but also as an Air Force soldier.
I'm also a great believer in the work ethic. I hope my heirs have
enough FU money and yet retain that work ethic. My children have
it, and they know they have money. The work ethic means that you
want to go to work because you are passionate about it.
Work does not mean just earning money. It could be working for
a charity; it could be working as a scientist or a teacher. Working
means being active, using one's intelligence and energy during waking hours and doing something one loves. Work is not sitting around
on the beach or surfing the Internet or watching the latest soap opera
on cable television or reading trashy novels.
In short, make your time worthwhile. Love what you do, and do
what you love.
Be comfortable with yourself, and respect everyone else. In this,
Daphna is my role model. She is self-confident and likes herself, but
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she isn't narcissistic. She does not love herself; she is not "into herself."
This kind of self-confidence is what I want for my descendants. Don't
say things like "I have the nicest car on the block" or "I have the prettiest blond hair in the neighborhood." You can respect people taller
than you, shorter than you, poorer than you, of a different race than
you. If you respect your fellow men and women, they will respect you
in turn and you will respect yourself.
Work with young people when you get older. Even if you ache a
bit here and there, or are tired from life's burdens, try to pass on your
knowledge and experience to younger people, to people less fortunate.
Mentor them.
Have a sense of ethics. Humans are inherently unethical. They
will take shortcuts when possible. There is nothing wrong, of course,
with being clever and wise. You should use your intelligence to comprehend complexities that some other people cannot. But never cross
the line and be unethical. It's like the difference between pornography
and R-rated movies. Stop at R; it's good enough. There's no need to go
to X. You will always know the difference.
Be close to your family. I may be more sensitive to that because
I was the youngest of my litter. My parents were like grandparents, and
my brother and sister were much older than I. As a child, I did not
have a nurturing family, and because of that I really respect the relationships the Cramer siblings have with each other. I saw how Lauren,
Kimmie, Tom, and Doug bonded after Bobbie and I divorced. They
drew closer, I think, because their parents weren't on a pedestal anymore. I'd like to see the cousins and second-cousins bond. We share
the same blood, the same ancestors.
Make sure that you see each other frequently and that you
respect one another. I have rediscovered my only living cousin, Larry
Cramer, and I talk with him regularly. We play bridge together on the
Internet, and I feel closer to him most likely because his name is
Cramer.
Finally, I want to give you my mantra on life. It's something I
have spoken of to my children many times, but I want to make sure
my grandchildren and my great-grandchildren and their children
understand it.
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I call it the holy triangle. It's not the Holy Trinity. There are three
parts of humanness: intelligence, emotion, and body. Make sure all
three are in balance. Don't rely on the brain to the detriment of the
heart or the body. Being smart or clever by itself is not good enough.
Too much emotion can lead to a lack of discipline, and the brain will
not function properly. Too much emphasis on the body can lead to
becoming simply a jock, thinking primarily about working out or winning a game of tennis. Sports are games; they are not the single most
important thing in the world. Sports are enjoyable, and they should be
part of everyone's life throughout life - but not excessively and not
overly competitive. Yet you still want to win.
Keep these three things in balance. If you do, I predict you will
make your great-great-great-grandfather very happy, where he is, in the
wine cellar of the sky.

DEMOCRACY AND PUBLIC SERVICE
If liberty and equality, as is thought by some, are chiefly to be found
in democracy, they will be best attained when all persons alike share
in government to the utmost.
-ARISTOTLE

Democracy sounds like a great way to govern- and it is. It's also a government that makes many mistakes.
Democracy is in fact a terrible form of government, but it's better than
anything else.
I've been disappointed in my life in politics. As I grew up and
became successful, I thought I owed something to my country. As a
citizen, I wanted to be active in the government.
Many times in my early life I offered my services to government,
and I was turned down. Once, after I left Oppenheimer, I offered to
be a $1-a-year man forthe State of New Jersey as the state director of
gambling. I knew the head of the State Senate; I knew the head of
the State Assembly; I even knew the governor. I told everyone of my
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wishes, and I had the credentials to do the job too. Because I wasn't a
party hack, however, I was turned down.
Today, if I wanted a job in government, like senator, and if I was
prepared to spend $50 million on the campaign, I would probably
win. But back then I thought they would select me on my merits; the
system was, after all, a democracy. So I've been disappointed.
We must give back to society. If an individual has done a good job
in society, it is because the environment has been good. Therefore, he
must give something back. As Americans, we have to emphasize this.
It's vital that young people understand the importance of growing up
and giving back to the society that helped us so much.
Here's my mission statement for future generations: Our best and
brightest should work for the public good.
Why don't Americans have leaders of higher quality, leaders who
are not merely the relatives of former presidents - a version of the
divine right of kings? It distresses me that our democracy does not
attract our best people. We need these better people to serve in our
government in some way. How can this be accomplished? A book
could be written on this subject.

PHILANTHROPY
In charity there is no excess
- SIR FRANCIS BACON

GIVING MY MONEY AND TIME AWAY for philanthropic purposes is the
most important thing I do today. The evolution of making money is
we first make it, then we keep it, and then we give it away. To become
a member of the board of Syracuse University, a person must have the
3 Ws: work, wisdom, and wealth. The important aspect of all this is
that a person should not just write checks to his favorite charity
but emphasize his commitment to working with the charity- sweat
equity along with capital equity.
Readers, I would like you to be as creative and entrepreneurial in
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your charitable activities as you are in your professional activities. I've
emphasized education as one of my major missions.
At Syracuse, I created a joint venture with a division of the
Maxwell School, its National Security and Counterterrorism group,
and the foremost counterterrorism educational program in the world,
the Institute for Counterterrorism chaired by Doctor Boaz Ganor,
which is part of the Interdisciplinary College in Herzliyya, Israel.
They will exchange student scholars and have seminars in the United
States with retired Massad experts along with key Syracuse professors
jointly reviewing case studies on terrorism, hopefully with innovative
resolutions. I funded both their programs with a significant gift and
have been instrumental in raising additional monies to maintain
excellence in the programs.
Another recent philanthropic experience is working with a friend
of Roy Raskin, Ami Ankilewitz. Ami has S.M.A., or spinal muscular
atrophy. He's thirty-seven years old and weighs thirty-nine pounds.
Outside of a brilliant brain, the only part of Ami's body that functions
is one finger on his left hand. He is a computer graphic artist and was
featured in a movie, 39 Pounds ofLove, which was a candidate for the
Academy Award for Best Documentary. Roy and I established a foundation called Ami's Angels where Ami will be a consultant to the
largest rehab hospital in Israel, Sheba, to create tools to help others
afflicted with S.M.A.
I am pleased that my children are committed to philanthropic
works. They created a scholarship in honor of their grandfather Jack
(Pappi) Browne, a former coach, at New Utrecht High School in
Brooklyn, New York. Lauren is on many boards related to the arts,Tom
is active in the Juvenile Diabetes Foundation, and Doug is active with
the March of Dimes.
My legacy is the Daphna and Gerald B. Cramer Family Foundation, which will be the family vehicle for entrepreneurial creative venture philanthropy. Daphna will eventually be the chairwoman and all
six children will be directors. In addition, we will have two or three
outside directors with proper professional credentials. It is my wish
that this family foundation be the catalyst for our family to continue
working as a unit in their respect for philanthropic activism.
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TH£ £ND OF LIF£
He who lives well, lives long.
-ANONYMOUS

I'M SEVENTY-SEVEN YEARS OLD, and I know I'm going to die. Death
doesn't frighten me. Not that I'm looking forward to it, but it doesn't
frighten me because I live each day to the fullest. Every day of life is a
special day, and when you're dead, you're dead. My future life is
through my children and the people I have touched, and those who
will remember me.
I have a living will. I hope all my readers do too. If I have a disease that has progressed to the point of it being nearly impossible for
me to regain anything resembling a normal lifestyle, then my life
should be ended.
I'm happy with both my present life as well as my past. I can't do
anything about the fact that I will die, but I live each day as though I
were immortal. I still want to learn something new, study a new subject, or read history. I still try to think about what dynamic business
idea I can come up with that may hit pay dirt in the long term, though
the long term is no longer twenty years but about ten. I plan to stay on
this path until I say good-bye to this world.
I haven't thought too much about how I want to spend my final
years. I know that when I feel pain, I don't want to share it; I'll keep it
to myself. I'm shy about expressing my problems.
After my heart attack, I was in Montefiore Hospital. I used to joke
that I went to Montefiore because it was in the Bronx and that as result
no one would come to visit. Had I been in Mount Sinai or Columbia
Presbyterian in Manhattan, I would have been inundated with visitors.
There is something about wanting privacy when you're not feeling well. So, I imagine that as I approach the end of life, I will reflect
upon it within myself. I don't want to share dying, even with my family. As much as I love my family and as much as I would want them at
my bedside, I don't want to embarrass them. I don't want them to
watch me die. Then again, maybe I'll change my mind when the time
comes.
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In my last moment of awareness, I will think of my many children and grandchildren. They may notice a hint of a smile. Bolstered
by my spirit - elan vital- my philosophy of living - "my heirs,
carry on, carry on."
You, too, will be BULLISH ON LIFE.

